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ABSTRACT
"Subverting women." The title of this project has dual meanings. On the one
hand. women's lives and experiences are subverted by power inequality and by
dominant discourses which claim to know the 'tmth' about women's lives. The first
parts of this study outline these processes from the perspective of feminist
poststrucnirdisrn. On the other hand, women themselves can be 'subverting' in that
they challenge pamarchai relations and saive to expand alternative discourses which
better reflect their lives and experiences. The latter parts of this study describe the
hdings of interviews with nine women in Winnipeg about their experiences accessing
abortion in Manitoba.
Three main themes emerged from the interviews: the meaning of the abortion
experience to the women; barriers to access; and the stigma and silence attached to
abortion. This study privileges the words of the women who participated. The women
define their experiences as their own, contrary to the dominant discourses. Their
stories provide us with an opportunity to challenge the way the dominant discourses
frame abortion, as well as the barriers they create and sustain, and to identifi areas
where access can be irnproved.
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... the meaning and practice of abortion is centrai to the reproduction of the human
species. to our understandings of gender, and our life ethics. (Condit, 1990:2)

What is available about women's abortion experiences has k e n written by providers.
They are interested voices but do not show the interests of women, The medical and
media literature is overwhelrningly 'loaded' with ami-abortion discourse and does not
reflect the majority view about abortion ... There is a need to pnvilege the voices and
experiences of women in order to identiS, the conditions for optimum service
provision. The very people who have abortions are not represented in the discourse.
(Ryan, Ripper, and Bunfield, 1994:1-2)

INTRODUCTION: The Research Question
Increasing the participation of women in the creation of the discourse, adding
fomerly excluded voices, will cause the creation of new words and new ways
of thinking. (Greschner, 1990:643)
In January 1988, the Supreme Court of Canada found section .25 1 of the
Criminal Code, Canada's 1969 abortion law, to be unconstitutional and demonstrating

"state interference with bodily integrity" (cited in Ontario Coalition for Abonion
Clinics, 1988: 109). As a result, there are currently no criminal sanctions for those
seelcing or providing abortion services. Although the decriminalization of abortion in
Canada provided women with a 'negative right" to control their reproductive
capacities, "what they lack is a claim, or positive right to access safe, subsidized and
efficient abortion facilities" (McComell and Clark, 1991:81). Despite the absence of
legislation, abortion services across Canada are not uniformly accessible. There are

many extra-legal barriers to access that Vary by province, and within each province.
Access varies by age group, ethnic or cultural background, geographical location, and
socioeconornic statu (Henshaw, 1995; Planned Parenthood Manitoba, 1990).
Abortion has been discussed extensively in public (moral), medical, and legal
discourses. As many authors have suggested, the issue of abortion is contentious not
so much because it deals with the termination of a pregnancy per se, but because of
what abortion symbolizes: it challenges steadfast assumptions about the role of women

and the traditional family (Ryan, Ripper and Buttfield, 1994; Brodie, Gavigan and
Jenson, 1992; Coker, 1992; Condit, 1990; Ginsburg, 1989; Smart, 1989; Luker,

1984). As Grindstaff (1994) observes, abortion serves as a "condensing symbol"
around which vaiues and opinions are opposed.
Abortion is one of those issues that highlights the tensions between tradition and
change, played out simultaneously on the individual female body and
collectively through social, political, legal and mass media discourses that
constitute it . (Grindstaff, 1994:57)
The broader political nature of the abortion debate has been waged around issues of
criminality, morality, health care, and fathers' rights, but most often 'protection' of the
foetus. As Gavigan (1992: 131) observes, despite daims that the object of attention is
the foetus, "it is clear that the real objects of the foetal personhood campaign are

women." As a result, various barriers to access are created and supported within
dominant discourses which subscribe to traditional conceptions of women's role and the
famiiy. Yet, these discourses do not represent the voices of women who have
attempted to access , or have successfully accessed, abonion services.
From a sociological perspective, the manner in which the abortion debate is
framed is critical to understanding b o t . the obvious and more subtle barriers to access.
Legal, medical and moral discourses defme the abonion issue in different ways. The
issue of abortion is debated and redefmed continuously within these perspectives but, as
Willis (1990: 131) notes, the debate has become "sexiessly scholastic," as the focus has
been on the foetus, and women have been erased from the equation. In order to assess
the impact of such discourses on the issue of abortion, it is important to examine how

abortion is framed, and if and how these discourses are reflected in the experiences of
women who have sought abortion services.

With an unstable climate of access in Canada, and specifically in Manitoba. it is
important to determine how those seeking to terminate a pregnancy feel about their
own experiences, what barriers these women may have faced in seeking abortion
services, and what they feel are necessary measures to ensure that women can fieely
exercise reproductive choice. It is important to determine if the various discourses do

or do not reflect women's needs and experiences. Although there has been abundant
research conducted to determine the psychological impact of the abortion experience
(e.g., Wilmoth, Altenis and Bussell, 1992; Armsworth, 1991; Lemkau, 1988;
Greenglass, 1981; Osofsky and Osofsky, 1972; lansson, 1965). and some studies have
examined the impact of refused abortion (Dagg, 1990; Simon, 1981; Hook, 1963),
there is a need for more research which focuses on women's expenences of seeking an
abortion. 1 explore these questions from a Manitoba perspective.
The purpose of this study, then, is threefold: to examine women's experiences
in seeking abortion services in Manitoba; to discover the range and nature of bamers,
if any, that women have encountered in atternpting to access abortion services since
1988; and to assess the implications of those barriers. Chapter One provides an
overview of the theoretical fiarnework for this study. Contributing to the current
climate of access are the dominant discourses of law, medicine and morality, al1 of
which fuel the 'politics' of abortion (Brodie, Gavigan and Jenson, 1992). The politics
surroundhg the issue are manifest in efforts to deny or improve access for women in
Canada. Gavigan (1984:20) also notes how law, in its crirninalization of abortion, has

been intirnately comected with religious ideology (moral discourse) and medical

science (medical discourse). Informed by feminist poststructuraiism, a discussion of
moral, legal, and medical discourses illustrates the power of dominant discourses in
giving meaning to social phenomena - in this case, access to abortion in the province of
Manitoba, and how they create and sustain barriers to access. These discourses cannot
be seen as mutuaily exclusive, as they overlap in many areas, and thîs adds to their
power. Chapter Two examines the main substantive issues for this study - the context
of access to abonion. Chapter Three describes the objectives of the study and the
research methodology. Chapter Four provides a summary of the women who
participated in the study, and individual profiles of each woman interviewed. Chapters
Five, Six, and Seven present the women's stories - the major themes and the comrnon

and contrasting experiences that emerged in the interviews. Chapter Eight examines

the results of the smdy (the women's voices) compared to the theoretical framework
and the dominant discourses, strategies for change, strengths and limitations of the

research. and conclusions.

C

W

R ONE: Theoretical Considerations

1. Theoretical Framework

The purpose of this chapter is to elaborate on the theoretical approach or
fiamework which informs the research. The discussion begins by siniating the amlysis
within the broader context of the feminist critique of patriarchy, broadly understood as
the (re)production of unequal social relations based on gender. While consonant with

other feminist work, this snidy takes its lead fiom the poststrucnualist perspective,
especially in terms of its attention to the production of knowledge and the conshuction
of meanings and subjectivities through language and discourse(s). As such, the basic

tenets of poststructuralisrn will be outlined, including its feminist variant. This will set
the stage for a discussion of the dominant discourses (moral, medical, legal) which
have prevailed around the issue of abortion.

Feminism and Patriarchy
As feminists have observed, dominant conceptions of reality and truth in
patriarchal Western society have tended to be male constructions which reflect
and perpetuate male power interests. (Gavey, l989:462)

Feminist thought has k e n critical of how social relations have been constructed,
particularly with respect to the unequal power relations based on gender. Particularly
in the powerfbl bastions of politics and the paid work force, and in other social

institutions such as the family, women have been afforded little or no power. This
power inequality has facilitated the mistreatment and devaluing of women and girls
around the world. Feminists idente systerns of gender inequality as patriarchal.

From a patriarchal perspective, sexual difference has been constructeci as 'natural,'
concealhg the social construction of power and bodies (Diamond and Quinby,
1988:xv). This stems from privileging (white) male experience. As such, what is
'fernale' has b e n viewed as inferior. As Diamond and Quinby note (1988: xv),
"masculinist domination has been supported and justified through a whole set of binary
oppositions that gant superiority to the first term over the second - malelfemale,
mindfbody, spirit/matter.* Women are considered closer to nature - passive,

emotional, and irresponsible (Smart,1995:95)- and these liokages are dependent on
the binary distinctions. What is female is not male. Maleness is often characterized as
rational, logical, and the standard:

In patriarchal discourse, the nature and social role of women are defined in
relation to a n o m which is male. This fin& its clearest expression in the
generic use of the terms 'man' and 'he' to encompass a l i of humankind.
(Weedon, 1997:2)
Not only do such traditional conceptions assume that sexual difference is
'nanual,' but this notion is used to justify the idea that men and women are suited for
different social tasks (Weedon, 1997). This becomes problematic when tasks assigned
to males are privileged over those assigned to wornen. Women's work is devalued.
This sexual division of labour is a focal point for feminism. There is an assumption

that women are best suited for the roles of 'wife' and 'mother.' Feminism poses a
challenge to these assumptions. Historically, abortion has been perceived as a moral
sin and a symbol of women's rejection of their 'natural' role. The quest for
reproductive fkeedom challenges patriarchai discourse, which has defined women
primarily in terms of their role as child bearers (Brodie, 1992:81).

Feminist politics and theones challenge parriarcha1 ideas and relations
(Weedon, 1997). To rhis end, Shelley Gavigan (1992:8) notes that feminist scholars
"have become increasingly sensitive to the power of language and discourse in the
social construction of unequal gender relations." To address this inequality, there is a
need to change the material conditions of knowledge production, and to do this requires

an examination of how and where knowledge is produced, who produced it, and what
counts as knowledge (Weedon, 1997:7).

Patriarchy implies a hindamental organization of power on the basis of
biological sex, and organization which, fiom a poststmcturalist perspective, is
not naturai and inevitable, but socidly produced ... (Weedon, 1997: 123)
According to postmodem theorists, knowledge is a mechanism for exercising
power, and power is constituted through knowledge (Weedon, 1997, 1987; Smart,
1989; Foucault, 1978). Further, there are many knowledges . Postmodem theory
rejects the notion of a single muh which exists and rnust merely be found, and instead
seeks to 'reveai those interests on whose behalf 'Truth' is constructedm(Currie,
1991 70). Postsûucturalist theory , often conflated with postmodernism, is more
specific. Srnart (1995: 23 1) suggests, albeit in a simplified form, that poststructuralist
theory 'provides analyses of 'things' (subjects, documents, accounts, discourses) while

[posmiodeniism] is about critiques of philosophy and epistemologies."

From the poststructuralist perspective, patriarchy is one of rnany socially
produced phenornena. Although poststructuralism rejects 'totalking' concepts and
categones, such constructions can be understood as histotically and culnually specific
'conditions' (Smart, 1995:78-79). When we corne to understand the categories of
'woman, ' 'man,' and 'patriarchy ' as one of many constructions. with many rneanings,
space is created for alternative understandings which challenge the power that dominant
constmctions hold.
Foucault's (1978) work on power, knowledge and discourse is central to the
poststmcturalist perspective. As Weedon (1987: 107) States:
s
It is in the work of Michel Foucault that the poststmcturalist p ~ c i p l e of
plurality and constant defertal of meaning and the precarious, discursive
structure of subjectivity have been integrated h o a theory of language and
social power which pays detailed attention to the institutional effects of
discourse and its role in the constitution and government of individual subjects.
Power is central to Foucault's analysis. Discourses such as those embedded in the
institutions of medicine, law, and science stake a claim to tmth. Foucault (1978) refers
to these as 'discursive fields,' which consist of 'competing ways of giving meaning to

the world and of organizing social institutions, subjectivity and power" (Weedon,
1997:34). In order to exercise such control, they must discredit other discourses which
challenge their power. Just as there are several discourses which define a phenomenon

in different ways, these do not exist within a vacuum. According to Foucault, the
temion between these discourses operates within what he terms 'force relations.' In
other words, the discourses themselves take particular forms through relations of

-

gender, race, religion, class, and age (Foucault, 1978:101 102). Consequentiy, the

power conflict (for example, how abortion is framed) has important implications for
how subjects (womenseeking abortion) are govemed. This theory illustrates one way
of conceptualizing power as a social construct on a broad scale, and specificaily in the
case of gender relations.
Although Foucault's theory is not feminist, "his analysis of power as a process
that produces particular forms of sexuality and bodily practices is consonant with
feminism" (Currie, 1991:73). Weedon (1997) suggests that the absence of feminism
from Foucault's analysis is leu important than its ability to help produce critical
ferninist analyses. Diamond and Quinby (1988:~)identify four areas where feminist
thought converges with Foucault: both identifv the body as a site where power is
contested; both point to "local and intimate" functions of power rather than power as

an overarching phenomenon of the state; both focus on the role discourses play in
sustainhg hegemonic power as well as the difficulties faced by more rnarginalized
discourses; and both are cntical of how Western hmmisrn has priviieged the 'male'
expience. To summarize, feminism and Foucault corne together in their efforts to
"dismantle existing but heretofore unrecognized modes of domination" (Diamond and
Quinby, 1988:~).

W e Foucauldian thought cm inform feminist theorizing around discourse and
power, Smart (1W2a; 1990; 1989) suggests that Foucault's analysis is lacking because
it does wt focus on the discursive power of law so much as law at its extreme. She
suggests that Foucault's analysis can be extended to include processes outside law
(which can include medicine and mordit-), and that law can be positioned in a

'hierarchy of knowledges' ( S m , 1990). These 'knowledges, ' or discounes, exercise
power in a variety of ways. Of particular concem to this study is the impact of various
discourses on the body as a site of contested meanings.

The Body
Knowledges require the interaction of power and bodies; correlatively, power
requires knowledges of bodies and behaviours in order to remain effective and
'in play' ... Bodies are thus essential to accounts of power and critiques of
knowledge. (Grosz, 1993:196)
According to Foucault, one major locus of power is the body. Particularly in
the abortion issue, the body is a site of competing discourses. As Weedon (1987)
suggests, " [dl iscourses are more than ways of thinking and producing meaning . They
constitute the 'nature' of the body, unconscious and conscious rnind and emotional life

of the s&jects which fhey seek to govem" (1987: 108, emphasis added). The body on@
has meaning within discourse:
Neither the body nor thoughts and feelings have meaning outside their
discursive articulation, but the ways in which discourse constinites the minds
and bodies of individuals is always pan of a wider nemrk of power relations,
ofen with institutional bases. (Weedon, 1987:108, emphasis added)
There are numerous histoncaily specific discourses which have an impact on the body.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, according to Foucault (1978), women's
bodies were given meaning and were subject to modem science - through the process
of hysterizarion. Women were reduced to wombs, "analyzed - qualified and
disqualified, " and simuItaneously made 'nervous '" (Foucault, 1978:104). Hunter

(1994:4) refers to the body in the context of the abonion issue as "a metaphor of the

social order." He suggests that this is why the issue has k e n so contentious:
If the body is indeed a metaphor of the social order, then a conflict over Our
understanding of the body ... signais a conflict about (if not a turning point in)
the ordering of our social Me, and perhaps civilization itself. (Hunter, 1994:4)

Simpson (1994) suggests that changes in late capitalism have affected discursive
conceptions of the body. Shifts in the productive sphere have contributed to what he
refers to as the "patric body," which metaphoricaily represents a "distinctively
gendered heterosexual body - male or femaie - producing and reproducing instrumental
male dominance and expressive female submission" (Simpson, 1994: 9-10).
Traditionally, women have been regarded 'more as unpredictable bodies than
rational beings" (Smart, 1989:9 1). Biological determinism has suggested that women
are slaves to their biology, and this rationale has been and still is used to justiQ
discrimination against women on the bais of their reproductive capacities. However,
Simpson States that although such conceptualizations persist,

.... [T]he body-oriented issues that are, today, so much in the public eye homosexuality, pomography, abortion, and so forth - €id their proximate
immediate stimulus in the decline of the 'parrie body' or the ebbing of the
hegemony of the male-domimted nuclearfamily. Thus, where the bodysensibility generated by late capitalism is conjoined to the forces operating to
deconstruct the hegemony of the pamc body, the contemporary politics of the
body arises. (Simpson, 1994:7, emphasis added)
The notion of the gendered body has been extended by Carol Smart, among
others. In exarnining the way that the discourses of law, medicine and social science
have intenveaved to problematize the female subject, Smart (1992a; 1992b) suggests
that the category of Woman is constantly subject to differing constructions. The

interpretations of the category of Woman over t h e have demonstrated "the dominant
idea of disruption and unmliness which is seen to stem from the very biology of the
body of Womann (Smart, l992a:7). Dominant discourses, as will be discussed, have
conceptualized the female body as 'unruly" (Sman, 1992b) and in need of
surveillance. Particularly with respect to law , Smart (1989:92-93} suggests that the
reason that law has taken such interest in women's bodies is because "it has defined
them as specific sites of activity over which the law should have jurisdiction. " In other

words, women's bodies have been a focal point for law because they are the site of
reproduction and, therefore, at the centre of legai struggles over inheritance,
illegitimacy and adultery. Moreover, wornen's bodies have, like children's, been
subjected to 'legitimate' corporal punishment, and they have been legally defmed as the
property (sexual and otherwise) of their husbands (Smart, 1989).
Power is exercised over women by dominant discourses in both claiming to
define the issue of abonion as either a crime (law), a medically controlled procedure
(medical), or a sin (moral). Even in a climate where no law exists, these discursive
fields compete to frarne the issue in Ianguage and practice by creating and supporthg
barriers to access. The sexuality of the body is also a locus of power which has
resulted in the 'policing of sex' (Foucault, 1978:25). The 'confessional mode, '
developed in Catholicism, is the most powerfbl form this policing takes (Weedon,
1997). The 'questioner' (society and the dominant discourses) passes judgement on

'the confession' (e.g., '1 had an abortion'). This creates a climate of stigma.

Grosz (1993) draws a distinction between two approaches to theorking about
the body: the 'lived' and 'inscriptive.' The 'lived body' is experiential - "the body's
intenial or psychic inscription" (Grosz, 1993:196). For psychoanaiysis and
phenomenology, the focus is on how the body is 'experienced and rendered
meaningful" (Grosz, 1993:196). The inscriptive approach focuses on how the body is
"marked, scarred, transfonned, and wrîtten upon or constructed by the various regimes
of institutional, discursive and nondiscursive power as a particular kind of body," as in
the works of Nietzsche, Kafka, Foucault, and Deleuze (Grosz, 1993:196-97). The
former is how the subject expenences her own world, and the latter is the body as it is
constructed in social institutions and dominant discourses. This distinction is useful
when attempting to contribute to feminist epistemologies. Subjects are discursively
constructed, but they are also experientiai (Comack, forthcoming).
These ways of theorizing about the body have implications for feminism.
Recognizing the 'specificity ' of the body, that there is no one fired meaning, means
that:

....[T]he hegemony over knowledges that rnasculinity has thus far accomplished
can be subverted, upset, or nansformed through women's assertion of 'a right
to know,' independent of and autonomous from the methods and presumptions
regulating the prevailing (patriarchal) forms of knowledge . (Grosz, 1993 :187188)

In examining how women thernselves define their experiences of accessing abortion (in
relation to the ways dominant discourses construct the experience), women's
experiences must be pnvileged, as weil as their understandings of those experiences -

how the women have been 'scarred and transformed' by those experiences. Language

plays a key role in poststnicturaiist theory with respect to discursive constructions, and
the possibility of chailenging those constructions.

Language as a Site of Stniggle
The plurality of language and the impossibility of fixing meaning once and for
d l are basic principles of poststrucniralism. (Weedon, 1997:82)
Al1 forms of postsmicturaiism 'assume that meaning is constinited within

language," and that language is 'the cornmon factor" in analyses of social
organization, social meanings, power, and individual consciousness (Weedon, 1997:2122). As with other social phenomena, language is socially constxucted. By extension,

our senses of ourselves (that is, our subjectivities) are also socially constructed through
language. As competing discourses smiggle to defme phenomena and give them
meaning, power relations may shift. Poststructuralism suggests that these meanings are
not fixed.
A central concept for understanding language from a poststructuralist

perspective is the structurai linguistics work of de Saussere (Weedon, 1997:23). From
his perspective, language is viewed as a chain of 'signs, ' which consist of a 'signifier'

(sound or wrinen image) and the 'signified' (meaning). According to de Saussere, each
sign denves its meaning not in and of itself, but by its diffeence from other signs in
the chain (Weedon, 1997:23). T'us, signs are relationai. It is in this sense that the
mie contestability of meaning is illustrated. What one discourse assigns as rneaning to

a particular word or set of words rnay not be how other discourses use the language.
Similarly, different 'signs' are used to describe the same or like phenomena by

different discourses. For de Saussere, meanings are more 'fxed' (Weedon, 1997).
Poststructuralism moves beyond abstract (fixed) notions of language and views
meanings to be defmed by competing discourses. For any given word, what it means
at any particular moment 'depends on the discursive relations within which it is
located, and it is open to constant rereading and reinterpretation" (Weedon, 1997:25).
The way different discourses defme abonion is one exarnple (Chapter Two).
Feminist poststructuralism suggests that subjects (women) can resist the
positions offered by the dominant discourses by voicing an alternative (subversive)
discourse and subjectivity (Weedon, 1997).

Feminist Poststnicturalism
While feminism challenges gender inequality and patriarchy, there is a need to
move beyond the examination of these social constructions. As Weedon States:

.... ~]ecognizingcontradictions and the power relations and interests which
inhere in specific defuitions of women's nature and social role is only the fust
stage in the process of change both for individuai women and in the stmggle to
transform social institutions. This process requires the development of
altemative senses of ourselves as women, and strategies for transforrning
existing institutions and practices. (Weedon, 1997:5)
The 'alternative senses of ourselves' that Weedon refers to are the subjectivities

we construct. The term 'subjectivity' refers to 'the conscious and unconscious
thoughts and emotions of the individual, her sense of herself and her ways of
understanding her relation to the world" (Weedon, l997:32). For feminist
poststrucniralism, the focus is on the way that patnarchal subjectivities are consmicted,
and how these defme what we understand and know. Just as meanings are not f i e d in

poststructuralism, neither are subjectivities. Discourses create difTerent subjectivities
which are in tum part of power relations (Weedon. 1997). It is important to 'decentre'
these subjectivities, that is, to reject the notion that any one subjectivity exists. This
opens the door for change. Space is created for new subjectivities to be voiced.
According to Weedon (1997; 1987), examinhg these subjectivities is critical,
but alone this is not enough. The experiences of subjective actors need to be situated

in materiai and social power relations. Smart (1995231) argues that to investigate
legal (and other) constructions of women,

.... is of littie value unless we are also tallcing to women ... Indeed, we could
not begin to conceptualue the ... construction as something quite so specific, if
we did not already have other versions constructed from accounts provided by
women. Putting this in more theoretid terms, we must never forget that
women discursively constnict thernselves. It is not only legal, medical,
sociologid etc. discourses that can do this. If we forget to do this, we risk
disempowering 'women' and overinflating the power of more organized
discourses.
What Smart is saying is that women's accounts and understandings of their own
experiences need to be examiwd if we are to examine (and challenge) dominant
discourses' constructions of their lives. Subjects share their accounts, and create new
subjectivities through Ianguage .
Poststructuralism focuses on the "discursive construction of the subject" (Smart,
199%8). Where poststructuralist theory, gewrally ,takes this as its starting point,

feminist poststructuralism recognizes the importance of the experiential also (Weedon,
1997). These two elements - the discursive and the experientiai - are critical when
examining women's lives (Comack, forthcoming).

This involves acknowledging that there are experiences which women encounter
in their lives (the gnondiscursive') as well as women's ways of making sense of
those expenences and their effects (the 'discursive'). (Comack, forthcoming:12)
The dominant discourses, while assigning their own d e f ~ t i o n sand meanings to
women's lives, do not have access to the experiential. It is in the stories of the subjecrs
themselves that we can begin to understand how dominant discursive constructions
affect their experiences, and how the subjects (women) integrate those constructions
into their own lives. Through their own language, and the multiple meanings assigned
to their experiences, subjects offer alternatives to dominant constructions. As Weedon

(1997:85)suggests: "An individual's subjectivity is constituted in language every thne
she speaks."
Herein lies the potential for subversive discourses to create space for their own
words. The silence surroundhg abortion, particularly women's experiences, keeps
those words hidden. Challenging the dominant definitions of abortion is dependent on
the understandings (discourses) of the women who have sought abortions.

Challenging (Subvertllig) Dominant Discourse
We are witnessing a struggle over meaning in which challenges to traditional
knowledge (power) require no less than a major change in forms of subjectivity
and understanding. ( S m , 1989:2)
Traditional, dominant discourses - or bodies of knowledge - have assigned

meaning to concepts and ideas which both frame that concept or idea, and have an
impact on Our consciousness. As these bodies of knowledge stake such a claim to
'txuth,' other discourses are rendered silent. The experiences and voices of groups that

do not possess the power to frame knowledge are subsumed under those dominant

discourses. For example, medical, legal, and moral discourses al1 hold a claim to the
definition of abonion. The 'issue' is debated and reconceptualized on a nurnber of
levels. Consequently, the experiences and voices of those most affected by the issue women - are seldom heard. Instead, the medical, legal and moral discourses 'speak'
for women. Further, such discourses influence Our own thinking and expenences,
including those who are governed by them. As Weedon (1987:33) points out,
As we acquire language, we l e m to give voice - meaning - to our experience
and to understand it according to particular ways of thinking, particular
discourses, which pre-date our entry into language.

introducing the voices or discourses of marginalized groups "becomes part of a

process of changing Our ways of concepmalizationw(Smart, 1989: 1). Because women

as a class have largely been silenced by dominant discourses, traditional consmictions
of women and the female body have prevailed. Moral discourse has typically regulated
anything sexual, particularly women's bodies, and medicine has medicalized and

regulated women's reproductive functions. Further, criminai defences such as PMS
and other 'syndromizations' (Comack, 1998) reinforce the mindhody link in legal
discourses. For discourses to be effective at challenging those definitions, they must be
active through the agency of the persons they govern as *embodied subjectsw(Weedon,

1987:112). This is why the voices of groups that have had discourses imposed an them
are necessary as a challenge to dominant constructions.
Ferninist poststructuralisrn looks at relations of language, power and
subjectivities, social processes and institutions to identiQ those areas and strategies for

change (Weedon, l997:4O). In exarnining those dominant discourses, it is critical to
find points of contradiction or weakness where challenges may be successful. Where
there is discursive disunity, the potential exists to offer alternative meanings.
According to Weedon (1997: 106- 107):
Reverse discourse has important implications for the power of the discourse it
seeks to subven. As a first stage in challenging meaning and power, it enables
the production of new, resistant discourses ... Resistance to the dominant at the
level of the individual abject is the first stage in the production of alternative
forms of knowledge, or, where such alternatives aiready exist, of winning
individuals over to these discourses and gradually increasing their social power.
Research such as this study which provides a forum for women who wish to
have access to abortion services is critical to subverting dominant discourses,
expanding alternative constmctions of abortion, and "w inning individuals over ."
Particularly with a silenced issue such as abortion, the sharing of information and
experiences can bring together, on some level. the women who have had the same
experiences .
The next section examines the dominant discourses (moral, Iegal and medical)
and how they construct abortion. This discussion provides a basis for cornparison with
the subjectivities the women in this study have constructed about their own

experiences.

II. The Dominant Discourses
The fust step in moving toward an aitemate discourse which is reflective of
women's views and experiences is to identify those dominant discourses and the

manner in which they frame the abortion issue. As Kellough (19965)reminds us:

Like ail social practices, reproductive practices are constituted by the discourses
in which they are thought, and thus a woman's decision to abort her pregnancy
cannot be filly understood without considering the discursive emphasis that a
culture places on the rights or responsibilities assigned to reproductive activity.

Moral Discourses
It is perhaps in the realm of moraiity that the abortion question has k e n most
contentious. A dominant feature of mord discourse is the polarization of positions.
The commonly held views on abortion are 'pro-life' and 'pro-choice.' An individual is
seen to be either for or againsr abortion. Ryan et al. (1994: 193) suggest that such
polarization 'establishes and reproduces abortion as the 'bad' or unfortunate side of a
dichotomy in which something else is posited as 'good.'" What is deemed to be 'good'
is motherhood. Moral discourse assumes that this role is naturai for women, and that
barring any interruptions or conscious decisions. the path from conception to birth is
inevitable. No 'good' mother would abandon this role. This assumption is pervasive:
The perception that women provide care for others because of some essential or
imposed powerlessness is a core assumption of most traditional and
contemporary discourses, regardless of whether those discourses seek to justify
or challenge the institutional practices of subordination. (Kellough, 1992:90)
Ironically, discourses on motherhood as an ideal are essentialist and yet, "perversely,
motherhood is viewed as a pnvilege and a duty, only when confined to the realrn of a
legitirnized, heterosexual union" (Timpson, 1996:779-780).
In patriarchal discourses, what is 'male' is considered the 'nom.' Further.
masculinist perspectives infuse dominant discourses in a patriarchal society. As
Diamond and Quinby (1988) note, this domination is dependent on binary distinctions
which pnvilege 'maleness. ' Within moral discourses, the binary distinction between

'good7 and %ad7poses a problem when a woman does decide to terminate a pregnancy.
Language used in such discourses does not accord women their own power:
Within language, women have no inherent power to lose, and they can gain
power only by taking it from men. Should they choose to withhold a caring
response to the needs of another [e.g ., the foetus], they are seen not as asserting
their agency but as attacking male power. (Kellough, 1992:90)
Binary distinctions such as this are common in discourse, particularly dominant,
male-centred discourses which do not account for women's perspectives. For example,
legai discourse has operated on the basis of the 'reasonable man,'with women as
'other. ' In essence, legal subjects have been constnicted as male. Naffine (1987:3-4)
States that the concept of the 'reasonable man' is a 'legal abstraction" which
"represents the male point of view. " The particular experiences of women are not
accounted for, as 'the mythical man of law is intended to be ungendered" (Naffine,
1987:4). With respect to abortion, there is a dichotomy between 'baby' and 'foetus.'
Related binary distinctions that are inherent in moral discourse include:
abortiodmurder; family values/selfish individualisrn; and foetal rights/women's rights
(Ryan et al., 1994:193).

i. Anti-Abortion Discourses

When advocates of the foetus state that someone must represent and speak for
the foetus, they refuse to allow the mother to be that representative. (Greschner,
lWO:662)

In the contentious political 'debate' over abortion, there are two dominant
positions: pro-choice and pro-life, or anti-abortion. The latter identify thernselves as
such because of the belief that abortion constitutes murder. Essentially, for abortion to

be murder, the foetus must possess the full statu of personhood. This is the crux of

the 'debate': pro-choice advocates do not view abortion as murder, but as a decision

made by a woman exercising individual selfdetermination and reproductive choice.
When the issue is framed in such binary terms - murderlchoice - there is no room for
common ground. Favouring the autonomy of the pregnant woman is viewed by antiabortion supporters as murder of the foetus, and saving the 'life' of the foetus is
viewed by many pro-choice advocates as being at the expense of the woman.
A key focus for anti-abortion advocates is the protection of the foetus,

ironically, from the woman. This discourse has moved into the legal realrn with
several cases arguing in favour of foetal (and in some cases, fathers') rights. In effect,
what foetal (and fathers') rights struggles atternpt to do is render the woman invisible.
Emphasis is placed on protecting the 'unborn baby,' without consideration for the
woman who happens to be carrying that foetus. Such efforts to 'personalize' the foetus
have been manifest in the visual media where images of a foetus-as-spaceman floating
autonomousIy create and reinforce the *fetishizationmof the foetus, ultimately denying
the agency (and even the presence) of the woman (Petchesky, l987:26S).
Noonan (1989) suggests that it is necessary for the foetus to be "removed" from
the woman in order for it to possess rights. The effect of this is that the woman is

rendered invisible, and c m only enter such a discourse as the bearer of compering
rights. A major problem with such discursive banles is that certain actors are pitted
against one another - for example, mother vs. foetus, mother vs. potential father,
person vs. potential person - and these binary distinctions are then reinforced.

Moreover, the r e i f ~ ~ of
o nthe foetus draws attention away from the discourse of
women's personai circumstances, particularly 'the material conditions of pregnancy

and women's role in reproduction as conventionaily understood" (Noonan, 1989:670).
One of the tactics used by ami-abortiouists to render the woman invisible is

language.
Contendhg abortion partisans are also trying to influence language, as a way of
supporthg an ideological and political position ... In most instances, language
use is unconscious. But where there is controversy and cornpethg terminology,
language use is more likely to be deliberate. Abortion partisans are very
deliberate in their use of language and are trying to shape the language to
support their ideological position and further their political cause. (Rodman,
Sarvis, and B o a , 1987: 147)

The language used by those who are pro-choice and ami-abortion is indicative of the
power of discourse. The manner in which each perceives the other is interesting.

Certain words or phrases fiame the issue in a particular and powerful way. Antiabortion advocates commonly refer to their opponents as 'pro-abortion" or "anti-life, "
whereas pro-choice advocates view their adversaries as 'anti-choice." Joe Scheidler,
author of Closed: 99 Wqs ro Srop Abonion (1985), recommends that pro-life activists
engage in tactics which include: "Use 'Inflamrnatory Rhetoric," 'Use Pictures, Signs,
and Effigies, " "Graffiti, " and "Creative Publicity," arnong others. In his view. the use
of words such as 'killing," "baby," and "mother" to refer to abonion, the foetus, and
woman respectively are "accurate, acrual descriptions and definitions" (Scheidler,

One of the key points of contention in the abonion debate is when life begins.

For many who support the anti-abortion position, life begins at conception and the

foetus is a baby from that point fonvard. Conversely, many pro-choice advocates
dispute the idea that the foetus is a baby and establish a 'cut-off" point for personhood
at varying points from viability to birth. From this perspective, the foetus is separate
from the woman.
An interesthg trend in anti-abonion activism is the cooptation of pro-choice

language. Commonly used is the term "choice," for example: "Life is the right
choice. " Further, recent pro-life protests have included the use of family violence
discourse in their campaigns. At a prayer vigil outside a facility that perfonns
abortions in Vancouver, in December 1994, protesters wore placards with the slogans
"Stop Family Violence - Stop Abortion," "Abortion is family violence - Baby Dies, "
and 'Abonion is domestic violence in the wornb" (Alberta Repon, December
1994:30).
Increasingly, anti-abortion supporters have k e n establishing 'bogus' pregnancy
services which in fact attempt to discourage women from having an abortion (Petrillo,
1993:92). In Fargo, North Dakota, the Women's Care Centre claims to provide
pregnancy testing and counselling, but once a wornan seeks its services she is inundated
with anti-abortion 'counselling' and literature. In Winnipeg, the Pregnancy Distress
Service and Cnsis Pregnancy Centre are examples of this form of anti-choice discourse
in practice. A more homfying tactic of such services is the proliferation of
misinformation. This c a . range from inaccurate. distressing descriptions of the
abortion procedure to blatant denial of important information such as gestational limits
for obtaining an abortion.

An extension of the misinformation often given by ami-abortion supporters is
referred to as 'post aboxtion syndrome' (PAS) (Hopkins, Reicher and Saleem, 1996).
Proponents insist that abortion can only have negative emotional consequences for
women and that those who do not expenence intense grief and regret are in denial.
What this discourse does is further 'psychologize' women's expenences (Hopkins et
al., 1996). Hopkins et al. ( l996:545) outline three main features of the discourse:

First, the discourse of PAS contains a complex narrative structure construction
of women's experience and hence the foetus. Secondly, it consmicts a
particular relationship between women and anti-abortion activists in which the
latter's accounts of experience are priviieged. Thirâly, the caring/therapeutic
quality of the psychological discourse allows anti-abortionists to present
themselves as caring for and respectful of others' experiences.
Symbolisrn is an important expression of discourse and a powerful means of
communication. Along with the image of foetm-as-spaceman so commonly used, other
irnages serve both as expressions of dominant positions on abortion and as
representations of a system of meanings. For advocates of the anti-abortion position,
images of aborted foetuses are used for shock value. Pictures of six to eight month old
foetuses are ofien altered to misrepresent the fxst-aimester foetus (when most
abortions are perforrned) or six month old infants are often jwtaposed with foetal
images to suggest a linear comection. As one activist commented:
These pictures show the humanity of the unbom. Pro-abortionists always want
to dehumanize the child by calling it a foetus, or a blob of "pregnancy tissue."
Pro-abortionists think these pictures are inflarnmatory, but only because it's the
truth. ("John" cited in Hunter, 1994:64)

The morality-based discourses of activists and supporters of differing positions on the
abonion issue may appeal to one's own moral convictions, whatever they may be.

When such discourses are coupled with a more dominant discourse, such as law or
medicine, the impact is intensified. A popular anti-abortion film, The Silent Scream, is
one example of the power of the visual to represent many discourses:

"The Silent Scream" marked a drarnatic shift in the contest over abortion
irnagery. With formidable cunning, it translated the still and by now stale
images of the foetus as 'baby' into real-time video thus: (1) giving those images
an immediate interface with the electronic media; (2) transfonning anti-abortion
rhetoric from a mainly religious-rnystical to a medical-technologicd mode; and
(3) b ~ g i n gthe foetal image to life. (Petchesky, 1987:264)

fi. Pro-Choice Discourses
Pro-choice discourses can also represent a 'moral' view, though in a different
sense than anti-abortion discourses. It is dificult to discuss anti-abortion discourses
without contrasting them to the views of pro-choice advocates (and vice versa).
Pro-choice advocates have also attempted to express their own discourse
through laquage and images. The morality of 'right vs. wrong' is not the focus of
pro-choice discourse as much as the fiindamental 'right' to selfdetermination. The
term 'pro-choice' signifies that abortion is an option that should be available to women,
should they decide to terminate a pregnancy. A symbol used in pro-choice politics to
illustrate the consequences of a lack of choice is the bloody coat hanger. This image
represents women's determination to control their own bodies, as welI as the afterrnath
of illegal abortion. Another image that has been used by pro-choice activists is a
p i c m of a woman who had died following an illegal abortion (much to the dismay of

her family). As Michelle Condit (1990:93)observes, such an image is powerfkl in the
face of pro-life discourse, but once again the 'mother' as 'bad' can be pitted against the

'baby/foetusTwhich is 'good,' and the woman can be blamed for attempting to rid her
body of the unwanted pregnancy. As MacGuigan (1994:48) suggests, 'the collision
between the right of a foetus to live and the nght of a woman to determine her own fate
is not merely a political one. It is a deeply felt opposition of divergent moral
consciences.
Kristin Luker (1984) examined the divergence between pro-choice and amichoice activists in terms of their world views, and how each position is a reflection of
individual belief systems and values that are taken for granted. "People have no
vocabulary with which to discuss the fact that what is at odds is a fundamental view of
reality" (Luker, 1984: 159). At the heart of the issue are the roles of men and women,
and the values attached to those roles. Faye Ginsburg (1989) studied pro-choice and

pro-life activists in Fargo, North Dakota, and found that, in the abortion conflict, "one
sees a struggie taking place over the meaning attached to reproduction and its place in
culture" (Ginsburg, 1989:7). In her analysis, Ginsburg situated the respondents '
information within the broader social, political, and economic framework. For prochoice activists,

... mnequalities between the sexes [are] rooted in social, legal, and cultural
forms of gender discrimination, and they seek to remedy that condition by
structural change in the economic and political system ... safe and legal abortion
is seen as an essential safeguard against the differential effects of pregnancy on
men and women. (Ginsburg, 1989:7)
Where pro-choice activists expressed an interest in protecthg wornen in their

differential roles, Ginsburg found that anti-abortion supporters were more concerned
with preserving those roles .

Pro-life activists ... accept difference, but not necessarily hierarchy, in the
social and biological roles of men and women. Their reform efforts are
directed toward creating and promoting a social and political context that they
feel will protect and enhance the one essentiai condition that, in generai,
distinguishes men from women: pregnancy and motherhood. (Ginsburg, 1989:7)

üi. Religion and Moral Discourse

Much of moraiity-based discourses on abonion are associated with organized
religion. In Western societies, there has been little distinction between what is believed
to be sin and what should be treated as a crime. In fact, the two have often been
equated, particularly with respect to such acts as prostitution, homosexuaiity, and
abonion. Earlier views toward abortion were couched in morality, with the belief that
abortion constituted murder. MacGuigan (1994) suggests that early Christian
opposition to abortion was a reaction to the Greco-Roman code of morality in which
both abortion and infanticide were common. As a result, "Christians reacted in terms
of their Judaic and New Testament roots with an ethics of compassion towards al1
stages of human life" (MacGuigan, 1994:36). Gradually, abortion becme codified as
murder in British Common Law, with the prohibition of abortionpBor to (and after)
quickening. This resulted in Lord Ellenborough's Act of 1803. The Canadian
Cn'nzinal Code enacted sirnilar legislation in 1892, which was unchanged until 1969.

Interestingly, nineteenth cenniry abortion legislation was emcted in many legal
jurisdictions in the United States, but largely as a result of lobbying efforts by the
medical profession, rather than by churches (MacGuigan, 1994:37).

Anti-abortion discourse and activism are i n f w d with religious overtones.
Morality and organized religion are not rnutually exclusive; they do overlap.
Organized religion is one medium for rnorality, and anti-choice advocates often espouse
this rnorality, which spreads to ail areas considered the dornain of "moral
entrepreneurs," for example, homosexuality , capitd punishment, prostitution, and
"unlawful" semai activity (Becker, 1963). Such morality constitues a form of
surveillance. As McNulty (cited in Gavigan, 1992: 131) notes, women have always
k e n subject to some form of surveillance, but it is poor, pregnant women who are
most wlnerable to the 'pregnancy police. "
Religion plays a central role in ami-abortion activism. In Fargo, North Dakota,
for example, protesters outside the state's only abortion clinic repeatedly referred to
"God." Biblical references to abortion are used to justio the idea that the willed
termination of a pregnancy constitutes murder. Violent acts by anti-abortion zeaiots
are extreme manifestations of the religious right, and the extreme interpretation of
morality by organized religion. In 1994, Stephen Scheinberg, a researcher with B 'mi
Brith, cautioned that American right-wing organizations may be disguising their entry
into Canada via anti-abortion groups (Winnipeg Free Press, 30 November, 1994). Of

particular concern at the t h e the report was released was the American-based group,

Human Life International, an ami-abortion organhtion. Scheinberg reported that,
"the two most frequent examples of mainstream right-wing extremism are among

opponents of abortion and gays" (Winnipeg Free Press, 4 December, 1994). The

appeai of organized religion, particularly with respect to abortion, speaks to the power
of mord discourses in fiaming issues.
On an extreme scale, the religious-based morality of pro-life activists can have

dangerous, often fatal, consequences. Numerous acts of violence against abortion
clinics and providers (including bombings, shootings, stalking, and other harassment)
have often been couched in religious rhetoric. A 1994 study conducted by the Feminist
Majority Foundation in the United States found that among the 314 clinics surveyed in
46 States, the most fkequently reportai type of violence was death threats. Other types

of violence experienced include: stalking, chernical attacks, bombings and bomb
threats, invasions, anon and m o n threats, blockades, home picketing, guntire, and
vandalism (Feminist Majority Foundation, 1994:2). John Salvi III, the young
hairdressing student who opened f i e at two Brookline, Massachusetts abortion clinics,
kiIling two receptionists, used religion as his justification. The men who shot and
killed David Gunn and John Britton in Pensacola, Florida, referred to their acts as

'justifiable homicide.' A how-to manual for militant anti-abortionists, The Army of
God (1992), offers step-by-step instruction on how to destroy abortion clinics and

advocates the maiming of abortion providers by removing their thumbs. Loitially, the

book attempted to reject violence against persons in efforts to 'rescue babies. ' The
following is an excerpt from the Declaration added to the book in 1992:

AU of the options have expired. Our Most Dread Sovereign Lord God requires
that whosoever sheds man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed. Not out of
hatred for you, but out of love for the persons you extenninate, we are forced
to take arms against you. Our life for yours - a simple equation. Dreadful.
Sad. Reality, nonetheless. You shail not be tortureci at our han&. Vengeance

belongs to God only . However, execution is rarely gentle. ( A m y of God,
Epilogue, 1992)
The increase in violence by anti-abortion exnemists, according to Dr. Henry
Morgentaler, is "a sign of moral bankruptcy, of defeat. They are fiustrated because
they have lost the war legally and in public opinion" (cited in Breckenbridge, 1995).
Though religious discourses c m Frame the issue of abortion in their own ways,
they can have power over individual women and play a crucial role in their own
reproductive decision-making. A powerful example of a religious affiliation which
strongly opposes abortion is the Roman Catholic doctrine. For women who subscribe
to this Roman Catholic position, abonion is not a suitable option. Therefore, the
reproductive choices for these women are lirnited.
For women who do not subscribe to religious beliefs, attempts by these
discourses to define women's experiences for them is offensive. Claire (1996:74) is
critical of 'the moral arrogance of those who embrace the religious dogma of their
religion and aggressively try to convert others, as if they were privy to an absolute
truth." These discourses are an exarnple of social, moral ideas being imposed on

individuals. "Religion is highly relevant to a personal quest for moral answers, but it
cannot serve as a basis for laws in a pluralistic society" (Claire, 199557).
Abortion is such a contentious issue because of the moral polarity that is so
pervasive. Such morality h d s its way into legal and medical discourses as well.

Women's exclusion and lack of voice within the democratic practice seems
particularly unjust and dictatorial with respect to abortion laws. Not only do
restrictions on abortion affect women far more than men; the debate about the
regdation of abortion is a debate about the role, status, and value of women.
(Greschner, l99O:63S)
The recognition of law as a multitude of discourses is a significant development

in feminist analysis. The guise of neutrality and the monolithic statu attributed to "the
law" are turneci on their head. Idenwing law as one of many competing discourses
a o w s for Iaw's power to be chalienged. Carol Srnart (1989) offers an example of
Iaw 's power being overshadowed by medical discoune. To illustrate her point, she
provides derails of a United Kingdom case, C v. S. Two young students engaged in a
brief relationship which resulted in a pregnancy . The woman had taken the 'morning
after pill' and, believing that she was not pregnant, had received an X-ray. She was
also taking anti-depressants. Her boyfiend was an ami-abortion activist who wanted
her to continue with the pregnancy. The young woman went to court when she was
somewhere between 18 and 2 1 weeks pregnant. The case was brought under
the 1929 I n f a Life Preservation Act, despite the 1967 Aborrion Act which permitted

abortion if two doctors found that the procedure would involve greater injury to the
woman, or risk her physical or mental health. It was argued that, with the advances of
medical science, the foetus could survive at 18 to 20 weeks: 'So the case was not, in
legal terms, about whether the putative father had a right of veto or a right of
fatherhood, but about a medical matter of viabiiity of a foetus of 18-20 weeks" ( S m ,
1989: 17-19). The power of legal discourse can be realized, not oniy in tenns of case

decisions, but in the absence of such decisions. Though Law, morality and medicine

are three dominant, overlapping discourses, legal discourse is unique in that it "carries
a kind of perforrnative power open to very few other genres of public address. It
marshalls the coercive power of the state behind certain vocabularies instead of others"
(Condit, l99O:97). In fact, other dominant discourses such as public/moral, medical,

and scientific are often only accorded power when supported by legal discourse.'

i. The Essentialhm of Law
A common criticism of legai discourse by legai and feminist scholars aiike is the

essentialism of law (Collcer, 1994; Smart, 1992a, 1989). The notion of the 'reasonable

man' excludes the experiences and realities of the 'reasonable woman,' as if such a
person did not exist. Too, according to Carol Smart (1992a), law is 'gendered, ' in
both its nature and practice, and the false category of Woman is portrayed as the
'other,' the antithesis of Man. Smart (1992a) traces the development of the ideas that
law is gendered in three phases. In the f ~ sphase,
t
'law is sexist. ' This suggests law 's
bias cm be easily corrected if subjects are treated equally. However, as Smart
(1992a:31-32) asserts, "the concept of sexism irnplies that we can ovemde sexual
dflerence as if it were epiphenomenal rather than embedded in how we comprehend
and negotiate the social order." The next phase, largely advanced by feminist theorist

lThe power of particular discourses over the lives of individuals can be
significant. In the case of access to abortion, moral discourses create numerous
barriers for women, including their own decision-making, and medical discourse may
be the most powemil at this point in time because with no legal restrictions, the
medical establishment remain the gatekeepers.

Catharine McKinnon, is that 'law is male.' This notion chailenges the principle that
equality c m be achieved by mere equal treatment under law. If law is 'male, ' then

insisting on equality and neutraiity would mean king judged by standards that are
masculine (Smart, l992a: 32). The problem with this conceptualization is that it fdls
into the trap of binary distinctions (male/female), and paves the way for further
polarizations. Moreover, divisions such as class, race, and age are treated as
secondary. The idea that 'law is gendered' extends the analysis one step further by
moving away from a fixed referent of either Man or Woman. Law, according to this
notion, is more fluid and can be anaiyzed "as a process of producing fixed gender
identities rather than sirnply the application of law to previously gendered subjects"
(Smart, 1992a:34). The role of law's discourses in construcring those identities can be
acknowledged, and therefore challenged, rather than assuming those categories as
essential. As weil as law king 'gendered,' Smart (1992a:36) argues that law is a
'gendering strategy' in that it renders natural "the idea of natural differences."
Ruth Colker (1994) argues that the essentialist nature of law has a negative

impact on many women because it fails to realize the impact that particular policies
have on women who are not white, able-bodied and middle class. As morallpublic
discourses contribute to the polarity of the abortion issue by assuming women's
'natural' role as a caregiver, policies often exaggerate, distort or ignore the diReremes
between men and women. With respect to the regdation of human reproduction,
biological essentialism, which Colker classifies as a subcategory of essentialism, "tends
to see the differences between men and women as natural rather than socidized and is

therefore ofien insensitive to the differing ways that socialization can act upon biology"
(Colker, 1994:xv).

ü. Legal Discourse in Canada

Early legal regulation of abortion in Canada was tied up in the association made
between infanticide and the act of abortion. Lord Ellenborough 's Act of 1803 identified
abonion as a statutory felony (Gavigan, 1984:20). This law remained essentially
unchanged until the 1969 legislation which legalized abortion in the event that the life
of the mother or the foetus was threatened.

The 1988 Morgentaler decision effectively meant that abortion became legal in
Canada; still, even at this point in tirne, access to safe abortion is not uniform across
the country. Another example of the fragility of legalization of abortion was the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in the landmark case Rue v. Wade in 1973. As Lamanna
(1991: 11) notes, "Roe v. Wade did not establish a woman's entitlement to an abortion
based on her decision." These two cases illustrate that a law on the books is not
always reaiized substantively. As Carol Smart (1989: 164) suggests, law has developed
unevenly , and is 'refracted" in nature:
That is to Say that law does not have one single appearance, it is different
according to whether one refers to statute law, judge-made law, administrative
law, enforcement of law, and so on ... The law is aiso refracted in the sense
that it has different applications according to who attempts to use it.
As Smart (1989: 164) reminds us, "abortion may have different meanings for black or

native women on whom abortions are pressed, than for white women who feel they can
exercise 'choice. '"

ALmost immediately following the 1988 decision, the push for a new abortion
law began. In May 1988, the issue was put to a free vote in the House of Commons.
where abortion has traditionally k e n viewed 'as an essentially moral issue ... rather

than a political issue requiring party solidanty" (Grescher, 1990~639,n2 1). In 1989,
the Canadian government tabled BiU C-43,

.... which attempted to respond to Canada's unique constitutional constraints
and, at the same tirne, strike a compromise between the competing demands of
the pro-choice and pro-life coalitions both within and outside Parliament.
(Brodie, 199297)
BiU C 4 3 proposed the recriminalization of abortion, yet at the same time it aiiowed

individual doctors to determine if the pregnancy affected the woman's 'health.' In the
Bili, 'health' was defined as 'physicai, mental and psychological,' clearly flexible

enough to allow for considerable discretion. However, issues of definition repeatedly
led to an impasse, and the BiIl was defeated by a vote of 118 to 105. The proposed
legislation was designeci to ensure access across the country, but fell short of achieving
that goal (Brodie, 1992). The power of language and definition had a significiint
impact on the Bill. As Brodie (1992: 100) suggests, "the interpretation of the word
'health' has considerable importance in determinhg the restrictiveness of the
legislation." The emphasis on medical discourse meant that women were still required
to seek a physician's approval in order to obtain the procedure, and doctors themselves
were placed in a precarious position because they were "subject to criminal prosecution
if they performed an abortion under conditions which did not meet the letter of the

law" (Brodie, 1992:102). in fact, the Society of Obstemcians and Gynaecologists of

Canada made an announcement that 59 percent of its members stated they would stop
providing services if the Bill became law (Dunphy. 1996:373).
The failure of Bill C 4 3 lefi Canada without an abortion law once again.
However, the legal battles did not end there - the discourse of 'rights' continues to be
used in both the courts and the abortion 'debate' after the 1988 decision.

iii. Rights Stmggles

As Fudge (1987) suggests, nowhere has the legal struggle for formal equality
through righis been argued more persuasively than with respect to reproductive
freedom. On the post-Morgentaler terrain, women's nghts are an issue of contention
and, more imponantly, are in cornpetition with other discursive claims. After 1988,

the abortion issue became individualized, and persons began to use the couns as a
discursive battleground in attempts to control the products of women's ovaries (Smart,
1989). Further, rights rhetoric was appropriated by groups in cornpetition with
women's rights (Smart, 1986). The assertion offathers ' rights and foetal personhood
assumed that there was an even playing field and that, ultimately , such 'rights'
struggles could potentially override a woman' s autonomy .

In the high profile cases of Murphy v. Dodd [1989] and Tremblay v. Daigle
[l989], "potential fathers" sought, via court injunction, to prevent women they
impregnated from having an abortion.' As Martin (1989:570)observes, '[a]n

?Other related cases include Muck v. Brundenburg (1988) and Diamund v.
Hirsch (1989).

injunction is a dramatic remedy because it curtails the freedom of the person to whom
it is directed. " In Murphy v. Do&, what Greschner (1990:636,n10) refers to as the
"first of the irate boyfriend cases," an injunction was nearly granted, but was
overturned because of insufficient notice to Barbara Doâd. In the case of Tremblay v.
Daigle, the Quebec courts sympathized with the potential father's position, and granted
the injunction. The basis of Tremblay 's argument was that the foetus had a 'right to

Me" and that a 'potential father" had the right to veto a woman's decision to have an
abortion. The Quebec courts may have sided with Tremblay, but the injunction was
e v e n W y ovemirned in the Supreme Court. Chantal Daigle had an abortion despite
the Quebec court's ruiing. Such narrow 'victories' for the women in these cases speak

to the fragility of reproductive fieedom in Canada. Unfortunately, the Supreme
Court's decision in the Daigle case 'restores but does not proclah [Daigle's]

freedorn," because ernphasis was placed on the failure to grant rights to Tremblay,
rather than recognizing and supporthg reproductive autonomy for Daigle in particular
and women in gewral (Greschner, 1990:636,emphasis added). The Daigle case

illustrates how the courts can be a bamer to reproductive choice. It demonstrates how
'vuinerable wornen's reproductive control is to the biases of individual judges, [and]
the embrace of pro-Me discourse concerning foetal rights ..." (Brodie, 1992:94,
emphasis added). The Daigle case,

.... brings to the surface the question of women's power over discourse (our
bodies and lives) and the institutions of democracy that sanction discursive and
physical coercion. (Greschner, l99O:654)

The banle over reproduction and fathers' rights has moved from pre-bixth to
post-birth. In Brandon, Manitoba, a father of a child bom following a *botched
abortion* füed a wrongfût birth suit against two physicians: the one who perfonned the
unsuccessful procedure, and the other who the father claims failed to notiQ his expartner about the possibility that the abortion may not have terminated the pregnancy.

The father claimed that the doctors were at fault for allowing the pregnancy to proceed
against his wishes, and attempted to sue the physicians for damages to support his son
u t i l he reaches the age of eighteen. The child was born healthy and lives with his
mother, who was not pany to the lawsuit (Winnipeg Free Press, 17 February, 1996).

The Manitoba Court of Appeal determined that the father could not sue the doctors
because the court was never informed that the father was a patient of the doctors and
had not consulted them. Further, there was no evidence that the father had discussed
the treatment with his ex-partner, and it was pointed out that she had not joined the
father in the lawsuit (Winnipeg Free Press. 23 February, 1996).
Legal stmggles in other parts of Canada illustrate that the fragile nature of

women's access to abortion (reproductive choice) is not limited to Manitoba. Again,
the voices of women have not been heard:

Probably one of the most troubling aspects of the abortion debate has been the
exclusion of women as active participants in the legal debate in Canada, unlike
the United States where the issue has usually centred around a particular
woman's decision to have an abortion. (Mccomeil, 1994:417)

In 1993, Nova Scotia's Medical ServicesAct attempted to prevent Dr. Morgentaler
from establishing a free-standing abortion clinic in the province. Although the case

was presented by the province as a medical matter (Le., that abortions must be
perfomed in a hospital), the real issue was about the moral regulation of abortion:
Morgentaler '93 is explicitly NOT about equality for women or financial and
actuai access to services, or better quality health care, or decriminalizing
women' s decisions, or de-medicalking women' s decisions or population
control, environmental concerns, or whether the foetus is a person, or realiy
even whether there are abortions in Nova Scotia (in fact, that seemed to be one
of the issues glossed over by the Court). Nor is it really about provincial
control over funding decisions on health care services - that issue, dong with
the Charter issues, were fairly clearly ducked by the Court, as battles to be
fought another day - perhaps. Rather, d e r a great deal of sifting through
comments, the case seerns to be about the public moral queasiness that is
invoked when contemplating profit-oriented (free-standing) provision of certain
kinds of medical services. (McConnell , 1994:419, emphasis in original)
This case is another example of how a legal case about a medical issue c m be cloaked
in morality. The attempt to regulate abortion services 'medically' at the provincial
level has in fact been an attempt to restrict the availability of access to abortion on
public moral grounds. The discourses of many women, which have frarned the issue as
one of reproductive choice and a necessary aspect of women's health care, have
effectively been subsumed under this 'medical' discourse.
A recent legal struggle in the Manitoba courts and the Supreme Court of Canada

syrnbolizes how different discourses compete to defme abonion and other aspects of
motherhood and reproduction. The case involved a 22-year old pregnant Aboriginal
woman who was abusing solvents. Three of her children had been apprehended by
Child and Family Services, and a motion was put forth seeking a court order to detain
Ms. G. until she gave birth, pursuant to the Mental Health Act. On August 13, 1996,
Justice SchuLnan of the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench found Ms. G. to be
suffering from a "cerebeliardegeneration and cognitive impainwnt" as a result of her

solvent use (Schulman, 1996: 12). The judge also invoked the doctrine of parens
paniae which "can be engaged to protect an adult person who is 'incompetentTto care

for his or herself" (Schulman, 1996: 13), and ordered the woman into treatment. The
position of Winnipeg Child and Farnily Services, the plaintiff in the case (and
supported by Justice Schulman) is that the foetus deserves protection in urero,
particularly if actions by the pregnant woman may prove detrimental to that foetus.
Chiid and Family Services had become hstrated in its attempts to help Ms. G and
sought the injunction to prevent further damage to the foetus. Aware of the legal
pitfalls of attempting to protect the foetus, Justice Schulman handed down his decision
as a protection of the "rnother" (Chisholm, 1996:17). Initially, this decision was
viewed as a victory for anti-abortion groups, while pro-choice advocates saw it as a
grave threat to the nght of woman to control her own body. An editorial in the
Winnipeg Free Press States:

... m t is interesting to me that no one is tallcing about the other ways in which
people could be denied rights to control their person for the sake of another
dependent person. For example, 1 donTthear anyone cailing for outlawing
smoking by any person in homes with children present, yet we know secondhand smoke can cause damage to kids . I donTthear anyone calling legislation
mandating organ donations between family members when there is a need, or
blood or bone rnarrow donation for anyone who happens to match a person in
need. (Rubin, 1997)
The discourses which encourage the policing of pregnant women and impose the duty
of care are doing so to control the reproductive behaviour of women.
The Manitoba Court of Appeal unanimously overtwned the ruling, fimling that
there was no evidence of mental incapacitation, and declared that the woman did not
have to be detained in treatment. The decision concluded: "[Tlhe court has no power

to mandate treatment. It is a weli-established mie that no addt, competent and aware
of hû or her condition, can be forced to accept treatment" (CARAL, 1997:2). In the
interim, a stay of the court order had been granted pending appeal, and the woman had
voluntarily entered a treatment facility (she had stopped abusing solvents and gave binh
to a baby boy in December, 1996). The Supreme Court of Canada agreed to hear an
appeal. Facnims were entered by intemeners for both the appellant (Winnipeg CFS)

and the respondent (Ms. G. ). On October 3 1, 1997, the Manitoba Court of Appeal
decision was upheld by a vote of seven to two in the Supreme Court. The decision
reads :
Once a child is born, alive and viable, the law may recognize that its existence
began before birth for certain limited purposes. But the only right recognized is
that of a born person. Any right or interest the foetus may have rernains
inchoate and incomplete until the child's birth. It follows that, under law, the
foetus on whose behdf the appellant purported to act in seeking the detention
order was not a legal person and possessed no legal rights. There was thus no
le@ person in whose interests the appellant could act or in whose interests a
court order could be made. (Supreme Court of Canada, 1997:2)
Once again, the rights of a woman and a foetus are pitted against one another.
While it is a moral ideal that pregnant women will not engage in any behaviours which

may harm the foetus, this is not enforced by law in Canada.' To do so would serve a
dud purpose of granting foetal rights and a license to 'police' pregnant women. It
would be fruitful if efforts were made to address the conditions which contribute to

31nseveral U.S. States, women have been legdy bound to 'protect' the foetus.
Cesarean sections have been performed against a woman's will in order to 'save' the
foetus, orders have been sought to prevent abortion when the woman is in a coma or
criticaily ill, and pregnant women have been charged and convicted of child abuse
andlor administering drugs to a minor (Edmiston, 1990).
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substance and solvent abuse, rather than policing pregnant women who are most ofien
lower income. As CARAL (1997:3)argued:

.... mncouraging the healthiest possible pregnancy outcorne for a woman and
her wwbom is a pressing societal objective. CARAL submits that the measures
proposed by the Appellant - detention and forced medical treatment of a
competent pregnant woman - are counterproductive and may in fact cause actuai
harm to the woman and her subsequent child ... CARAL submits that the
oneness of a woman and her foetus mean that no such duty of care can be
recognized: to find that a pregnant woman owed such a duty would be like
finding her to owe a duty to a part of her body.
Instead of encouraging pregnant women to seek treatment, particulariy if they are
forced to do so, legislation which would impose a duty of care 'may well ïntroduce an
adversarial element into prenatal health care, [and] exacerbate its paternalistic,
impersonal and culturally inappropriate features" (Jackman, 199355). Further, such
measures may deter pregnant women from seeking prenatai care (CARAL, 1997;
Jackman, 1993). CARAL ( 1997: 18-19) concludes that :

.... [Tlhe best way to ensure healthy pregnancy outcomes for women and their
newborns is to foster conditions in society that will enable women to make
decisions in the best interests of themselves and their children. Social suppon
structures are needed to ensure that every woman in Canada has access to
optimal prenatal care and suppon, regardless of her lifestyle and socioeconomic status, even when that lifestyle includes drug addiction.
As Miller (1996:A17) so succinctly States about the "G"case: "This woman is not a
criminal. This woman is not insane. This woman is not a foetai container. So long as
women live desperate lives, they will sometimes be pregnant while doing so."
Despite the Supreme Court's decision to uphold that a foetus is not a person,
this case, once again, reveals the fragility of abortion in Canada. Fortunately, in this
case, legal discourses were congruent with the position taken by CARAL,but the

absence of legislation restricting abortion does not affirm the Court's position. The
vacuum created when section -251 was stricken from the Crimimi Code leaves abortion
vulnerable to such court challenges.

i. Professionalization in Medicine
Abortion, while contested on both moral and legal terrains, remains a medical
procedure. At present, the very nature of abortion as it is performed in Canada is
surgical, and therefore requires medical intervention. Though the termination of

. tion of abortion and the professionaiization
pregnancies pre-dated both the cnminaliza
of medicine (Petersen, 19% :3), it was the latter which changed how both medical and
subsequently other discourses would define abortion:

.... [AIS part of the process of professionalization the medical profession
adopted two main strategies. Fust, it acquired the authority to define what
constituted health and iIlness, and the management of illness. An increasing
range of issues have therefore become defined as medical ... Secondly, in its
pursuit of professional status, it acquired a monopoly over the health care
system and the right of professional autonomy: that is, the right to control over
medicai work and to self-regulation. (Petersen, 1993:3)
According to Petersen (1993:49), the medical profession assumed authonty over
reproductive medicine for three main reasons: (a) technology and science provided the
expertise needed to perform therapeutic abortions safely; (b) there was a demand for
abortions; and (c) the high rate of iIlegaI abortions was causing a serious health
concem. The interconnections between these factors, and the diaiectic between

medical, moral and legal discourses set the course for the ongoing struggle for medical
control over defrnition.
Medicalkation introduced a host of issues which are still contentious in present
debates. As noted earlier, IegaI discourse has often utilized medical discourse when
dealing with the issue of abortion.' In fact, the medicalization of reproductive health
"was an important stepping Stone in the recognition of lawful abortion because it

provided a basis upon which a distinction could later be made between a therapeutic
abortion and a non-therapeutic, or illegal abortion" (Petersen, 1993:3).
Another dimension to the defuiition of induced abortion as a medical procedure
is the issue of monopolization (Petersen, 1993). Professionalization of medicine
iargely removed control of reproductive health care from traditional caregivers, the
midwives. When the Canadian govemment 'liberalized' the abortion law, it fiamed the
issue in terms of medicai discourse, thus making physicians the 'gatekeepers' of the
procedure. In Canada in 1969, the requirement of the establishment of Therapeutic
Abortion Cornmittees effectively 'institutionalized' abortion as a medical matter
(though still criminal and, of coune, moral). This, argue Brodie, Gavigan and Jenson
(1W2), depoliticizes the issue. Nevertheless, the 1988 decision repoliticized the issue or unmasked it - and the political nature of the issue was oniy intensified by throwing
abortion onto open discursive terrain. Despite legalization, access was not guaranteed
nor uniform at the 'medical' level; women just had to run hurdles on a different track.

4The R. v Boume (1939) decision "provided the first judicial acknowledgment
that abortion could be a lawful medical procedure" (Petersen, 1993: 180).

As a dominant discursive body, and one with monopoly over the abonion procedure,
the medical profession plays a key role in defining abortion. With surgical abortion
king the method of choice used by providers, doctors and hospitals remain the

gatekeepers. With the 1969 reforms, therapeutic abortions were permitted when the
woman's life was in danger. Hence, doctors were in the position of defining
'therapeutic' abortion (Petersen, 1993:49). The medical profession was reluctant to let
go of the power to make the abortion decision. In 1988, when abortion was
decriminalized, the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) opposed the idea of 'abonion
on demand' because it wanted doctors to continue to have input into the decision. The
day of the Supreme Court decision, telegrams were sent to the CMA's 46,000 members

"urging them to continue as if the law had not been sûuck down" (Dunphy , l996:3 1 1).

ü. Definitional Issues

One of the most contentious issues with respect to abortion is the definition of
'health.' With improved technology, few pregnancies result in a threat to the life of

the woman. The World Health Organization defmes 'health' as "a state of physical,
mental and social well-being" (cited in Dauphin Regional Health Centre, 1995). The
definition of the word 'health' is important to access (Brodie, 1992:100). Recent
battles in Alberta over public funding of abortion services have tumed to this strategy
in order to undermine efforts to improve access, by claiming that abortion is not a
medical necessisr. The Alberta Medical Association and the Alberta College of
Physicians and Surgeons were asked to determine whether abortion was a medical

necessity, as health care is under provincial junsdiction. Anti-abortion advocates,
some whom have argued that "pregnancy is not a disease," fear that the definition will
be so vague that "abortion on demand" will continue to be ta-funded and, '[ifl
politics prevail over science, " the defmition of 'medically necessary' will be too broad.
This demonstrates how political language is, how politicized medical discourse
can be, and how dependent access is on politicized discourses. If non-therapeutic
abortions were to be de-insured, access would certainly be M e r restricted.
Ironically, ami-abortion advocates treat medical discourse as a two-sided coin when
they clairn that abortion is not a 'medically necessary' procedure worthy of public
funding, yet they rely on the discourse of medical science to support the claim that life
begins at conception and that foetal viability occurs at a given point in gestation
(Brodie, 1992:79).
The Canadian Medical Association's policy on abortion is that the procedure
should be "uniformly available to al1 women in Canada, and that health care insurance
should cover al1 costs of the medically required services relating to abortion, including
counselling" (Martin, 1992:498). Further, the CMA believes "there should be no
delay in the provision of abortion servicesn and that the procedure should be performed
in facilities which meet approved medical standards, but are not necessarily hospitals
(CMA Policy Summary, 1988). Despite this fact, abortion is not uniformly accessible.

Essentially, even though legal restrictions on abortion were removed, the decision to
terminate a pregnancy does not rest with the woman. Hospital boards have to gram

approval to pedorm the procedure in the facility and once that criterion is met, the
decision is thought to be one between a woman and her doctor. As Greschner notes:
No woman, at any moment after implantation, is able to decide for herself
whether to terminate a pregnancy ... N o m e n are not recognized as moral
agents with the capacity to make decisions, but rnust stiil have their decisions
approved or vetoed by someow else. That the definition of health is broad does
not obviate the fact tbat a rnale4ominated profession will define it, not women.
(Greschner, l990:639)
As Sheliey Gavigan (1992: 145) succinctly suggests, "it may be that we have been

released for the moment fiom the 'criminal' frying pan only to be burwd by the 'health
care' fie." Ironically, the status of abortion as a 'meciid' procedure may be more
beneficial to ensuring public funding than if it were not - adding to the 'legitimacy' of
the procedure. Therefore, defining abortion within medical discourse becomes a
double-edged sword - removing abortion from the hands of the medical profession
would place more control in the hands of women seeking the procedure, yet women

may be more likely to access that procedure if it is defined as 'mediai,' and eligible
for public fûnds (Gavigan, 1992:128). A universal, fully-funded health care system
theoreticaily covers most medical procedures, but increasingly more services are being
de-insureci. This is exacerbated by cutbacks in health care funding from the federal
government. It is clear that women's difficulties in accessing abortion, and the issues
around what constitutes a medical procedure, are illustrative of the general fragility of
the Canadian health care system (Gavigan, 1992:127).

Ryan, Ripper and Buttfield (1994) distinguish between social and medical or
geneiic abortions. This refers to the grounds upon which the decision to terminate is
warranted by physicians. Medical abortion is based on the physical assessrnent of the

foetus and the woman and, in many cases, the abortion will terminate a 'wanted'
pregnancy (Ryan et ai., 1994:4). Therapeutic abortions, as they were initially defined

in Cana~ia,~
would fail into this category as would abortions based on genetic testing
which reveals a foetal abnormality. A social abortion is one where the decision to
teminate is made by the woman, 'usually relating to her psychological, relational, or
econornic circumstances as well as her decisions and desires about parenting" (Ryan et

al., 19945).
This distinction is preferred over the classic distinction between 'therapeutic'

and 'non-therapeutic' abortion because of the lack of cl-

in defining what is

'therapeutic' within medical discourses. The term 'therapeutic' brings into question the
definition of 'health' and the 'medical necessity' of the procedure, areas not clearly
defined with respect to abonion. Further, whether an aboriion is social or medicai is
dependent on the woman's circumstances. A woman rnay undergo a medical abortion
but encounter different dynamics in the decision-making process (and different barriers)
because she rnay have wished to continue the pregnancy. The term 'therapeutic' is
ambiguous because it is recognized that there is a fine line in some cases between types
of abortions, and some procedures rnay be classified as 'therapeutic' even when the

health of the woman is not compromised by the pregnancy. Despite decriminalization,
abortions are still referred to as 'therapeutic abortions' in Canada (Statistics Canada,
1997).

'As the term suggests, 'therapeutic' abortions - permitted when partial
decriminalization was introduced in 1969 - were performed if the pregnancy threatened
the Me or health of the woman.

The strength and persistence of pro-choice discourses has resulted in small

victones in the struggle for reproductive choice. That abortion is not only legai, but

. . .

decrunrnalized in Canada, and that poils illustrate that more than 70 percent of
Canadians feel that abortion is a matter between a woman and her doctor (Dunphy,
1996: 193, illustrate these successes. Studies which have contributed to discourses

reflecting the experiences of women seeking abortion services are another way to
challenge dominant definitions and notmalize the experiences of these women.
The definitions and meanings attribut& to abortion by dominant discourses bave
created an uncertain climate of access to reproductive health care for women. In doing
so, these discourses constitute less tangible but powefil barriers to access across
Canada.

CHAPTER TWO: Substantive Considerations

Access to Abortion: The Context
While considerable research has explored the psychological impact of abortion.
few studies have explored women's definitiom of the abortion issue in a sociological
context. One example is an Australian study, We Women Decide: Women 's

Experiences of Seeking Abonion in Queensland, South Ausrrulia und Tàsmania 19851992 (Ryan,Ripper and Buttfield, 1994). The study utilized a purposive sample of
women who had abortions since 1985 in three Australian States. The interviews were
openended ''focused conversations," and dealt with each woman's experiences of
seeking an abortion. Providers, including counseiiors, doctors, nurses and social work
personnel, were also intervieweci. Content analysis of Australian medicai literature,
parliamentary debates, and print media was utilized to "identm contrasts between this
fust hand material [interviews with the women] and the concerns that predominate in
parliamentary , legal, and medical discourse" (1994: 13). The researchers focused on:
whether or not compatibility existed berween the interviews and those discourses, as
well as among the discourses; how the women 'negotiated access" to abortion services;

the role of the discourses in shaping women's expenences; and what the women felt
would improve delivery of such services.
Some regions of Austraiia examineci in their snidy still had crimiml restrictions
on abortion at the tirne. The study concludeci that abortion should be decriminalized
and moved under the auspices of health m e (Ryan et ai., 1994). As the title of the
report - We W m n Decide - suggests, the women in the study felt that the decision to

terminate a pregnancy is theirs alone. Further, the authors note that in Australia,
"abortion is discussed with ferveur in the public arena as a 'moral' issue," but that it is
'a cornmon and largely uncontested health issue for women" (Ryan et al., 1994:ix).
m e r conclusions from the study include: legal and health contexts as well as limits of
current service affect women's experiences and treatment; the public discourse does not
reflect women's expenences; women have solid ideas about how abortion should be
def'ined and how access can be improved; and provider attitudes and interpretations of
the law greatly affecteci access to abortion services (Ryan et al., 19945~).

In Canada, few studies have explored women's experiences in accessing

abortion. Paul Sachdev (1993)intewiewed 70 unmarried women, aged 18 to 25, in
Canada six months to one year after they had an abortion. Approximately two-thirds of

tirst-trimester abortions in Canada occur among young, single women (Sachdev,

1993:1). The study utilized quantitative and qualitative data. Areas covered in the
interviews include: contraceptive history and relationships; facing the unplanned
pregnancy; choosing abortion; the procedure; and feelings afterward. Although not
focusecl on access, Sachdev's study sought to explore women's experience of abortion.
A significant finding of this snidy is that 78.6 percent of the women intervieweci felt

relief or satisfaction following the procedure, rather than guilt or trauma (Sachdev,

1993). Sachdev (1993:2 17) also found that:
The abortion effects were largely influencecl by the women's identifcation with
the pregnancy, moral and religious views of abortion, dificulty in deciding
about termination, the degree of support fkom key people (such as the male
partner or parents), and their ability to cope with life stresses.

Further, the study found that most women do not use abortion as a prirnary method of
contraception.
The Halifax chapter of the Canadian Abortion Rights Action League sponsored
a qualitative study on access to abortion services in Nova Scotia (Bowes, 1990).

Twenty-five women were interviewed between October 1989 and May 1990. The
interviews focused on how the abortion decision was made, who was or was not helpfid
when seeking services, and how they felt about the abortion experience at the t h e of
the p r d u r e and thereafter (Bowes, 1990). Despite legal access, the study found that
services were extremely centralized, health care practitioners were remiss in their
knowledge of the availability of services and in preparing women for the procedure,
waiting periods were long, and there were considerable differences between the
experiences of women who had abortions in hospitals in Nova Scotia and those who (at
the tirne) had to leave the province for a clinic abortion6 (Bowes, 1990).

To date, there has k e n scant research which examines the details and nuances

of women's experiences accessing abortion in Canada. Unfortunately,
decriminalization does not guarantee access for women. There are many barriers, both
tangible and less tangible, which can make seeking an abortion a difficult process.

i. Barriers to Access

.... [A] precondition of women's equality in society is that pregnancy be a
chosen rather than a coerced experience. (Coker, Brief of Amicae Curiae in
Appendix, 1994:210, emphasis in onginai)

61n 1989, the Halifax Morgentaler Cihic was opened.

As Lamanna (1991:9) suggests, 'since abortion is one important means
affording women control over reproduction, barriers to abortion threaten women's
efforts to attain equality." 'Compulsory pregnancy, " according to Wendell Waters
(1976:xii), results when a state attempts to deny women access to safe medical abortion
early in their pregnancies because it 'clearly intends her to rernain pregnant against her
will. " There are many barriers which hinder access to safe abortions. Some barriers

are more tangible than others. A U .S. survey conducted by the Alan Guttmacher
Institute outlines six key barriers to access: (a) distance; @) gestation limits; (c)

appointment availability; (d) charges [costs]; (e) harassment; and (f) problems faced by
providers (Henshaw, 1995). These barriers apply to States where abortion is legai.
Legal restrictions impose M e r barriers.

k s s tangible barriers may include: a woman's own decision-making processes
(Lamanna, 1991); attitudes of family members and hiends; attitudes of health care
professionals or counseilors; religious beliefs and attitudes toward abortion; societal
pressure; and stigma (Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990). Planned
Parenthood Manitoba, Inc. (1990) outlines five major barriers to accessing health
services: (1) idormation/knowledge barriers; (2) physical/geographic barriers; (3)
cultural barriers; (4) communication barriers; and (5) admiaistrative/systernic barriers.

These same barriers can be experienced by women seeking abortion services. Physical

and administrative barriers are usually more obvious than less tangible barriers like
lack of information, and barriers based on culture and communication, Access to
abortion is more cornplex. The attitudes of fnends and family, and of health care

professionals have a significant impact on negotiating access. This is more evident
when the services are as contentious as abortion.
Two Ontario studies which explored area variations in abortion services
between 1975 and 1985 (Powell, cited in Ferris and McMain-EUein, 1995), and
between 1985 and 1992 (Ferris and McMain-Klein, 1995) found that there were

significant inter-regional disparities regarding access to abortion. The earlier study
found barriers related to the referral process: one in five women had to seek services
outside their resident county; late abornons (after 12 weeks) were only perfomed in
eight of 42 counties; and 'women were not receiving timely and efficient services or
optimal support" (Fems and McMain-Klein, citing Poweil, 1995:1802). The 19851992 study utilized secondary data provided by the Ontario Ministry of Health's
Therapeutic Abortion Database to determine if similar variations existed. The study
found that there were significant age-standardized variations between small areas, and
that women in counties with low rates went to surrounding counties for the procedure
(Fems and McMain-Klein, 1995).
Barriers in Canada have shiffed over tirne, largely as a result of the legal status
of abortion. In 1969, the Criminal Code was liberalized to ailow for abortion to be
perforrned in accredited hospitals that had established a Therapeutic Abortion
C o d t t e e (TAC). At this juncaire, "access remained limited by the willingness of
doctors to seek TAC approval for a given patient, and senously limited for women in
those regions and provinces of Canada where no approved facility and TAC existed*

(Mullen, Slater and Debber, 199464). Though abortion was in fact liberalized, it

became essentiaily medicalized with the addition of section -25 1 to the Cn'miwl Code
(Jenson, 1992) which granted physicians 'gatekeeper status. '
In 1988, the Supreme Court of Canada, in Morgentaler, Smolling, and Scott v.

me Queen, declared section -251 of the Criminal Code in confiict with the 'security of
the person" clause of the Canadian Chaner of Righrs and Freedom (section 7). This
decision was initially hailed as a victory. The removal of criminal sanctions, on the
surface, appeared to grant women the freedom to obtain abortions, hassle-free.
However, in similar form to the 1969 amendment, the absence of fonnal law resulted
in the 'provincial balkanization of abortion services" (Brodie, 1992:64). Across the

country, TACs were disrnantled almost immediately, and services that were offered
ranged from abonion being a decision between a woman and her doctor, as was the
case in Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia and the Northwest Temtories,
to a condemnation of the procedure in Prince Edward Island, with out-of-province
procedures only granted funding on the approval of five doctors (Brodie, 1992:89). It
can be argued, in fact, that the sniking down of the law opened up a Pandora's box
from which emerged a greater number of competing discourses intended to disqualiQ
and silence women, and which contributed to more questions about women's freedom
of access to abortion across the country.

ALthough TACs were abolished when the law was struck down. many Canadian
hospitals do not offer abortion services. For those that do, approval by hospitai boards

must first be granted.' One of the tactics which has successfully limited access at the
hospital level is the refusal of hospital boards to allow the procedure to be performed in
their facility . Therefore, not dl urban facilities, and very few rural, will perform
abortions. As most rural communities do not have local access. women must travel to
obtain the service (which results in lost tirne from work and added expenses). As
health care falls under provincial jurisdiction, some provinces (e .g ., Alberta) are
currently trying to de-insure abortion services, and rhis would rnake a significant aspect
of women's health care prohibitive for many women unable to afford the cost.
Funher, the lack of legislation has thnist the abortion issue onto open ground where
numerous groups have challenged women's right to reproductive choice in and outside
the courtroom.
Shelley Gavigan (cited in Martin, 1992:498) has commented that the abortion
issue has turned from an issue of criminal law to an issue about access, and that:
Norrnally, people interested in health care who selve on hospital boards, or in
locaI and provincial govenunents, are interested in how to facilitate access to
health care services. In fact, the takeover of hospital boards by single-issue
groups such as anti-abonion forces is al1 about limiting access to medical care.
A battle between pro-choice and anti-abortion supporters in Nanairno, BC threatened
women's access to abonion, but pro-choice forces were successful in establishing a
hospital board which approved the provision of abortions.
Although hospitals require board approval of the procedure, private freestanding clinics do not. Dr. Henry Morgentaler has established free-standing clinics in

'This may change with the recent establishment of regional hedth boards in
Manitoba, replacing local boards.

several Canadian cities. Despite the fact that women seeking an abonion can have a
board-approved procedure at an accredited hospital, there are barriers to such a route.
As Morgentaler (cited in Bagley, 1992: 1532) stated, pnvate clinics may provide a
better service because:
The private clinics are simply more user friendly - women don? have to corne
to a hospital four times to get an abonion, as occurred in one recent case. The
wornan had to take an ultrasound, then make a second visit for a consultation
with a counsellor, which was followed by a third visit for the insertion of
ia [a cervical dilator]. By the fourth visit, 24 hours later, she finally got
L
the abortion, but only after a sleepless night and many cramps - it was like
having two abortions instead of one.
*

Between 1991 and 1992 the overall number of abortions performed in Canada
increased due to the establishment of fiee-standing clinics (Winnipeg Free Press, 4
October, 1994). This has since levelled off (Statistics Canada, 1997). As of Iuly 1,
1996, British Columbia, Ontario and Alberta provide full coverage of abortions in freestanding clinics. Provincial funding of c h i c abortions was granted by the
Newfoundland govenunent in January , 1998. Currently , there are no clinics in
Saskatchewan and Prince Edward Island. Manitoba remains one of the only provinces
in the country that does not have a publicly hrnded free-standing c h i c .

The increase in free-standing abortion clinics in Canada has helped improve
access to abortion services for women. However, the fact that such facilities exist
often for the sole purpose of performing abortions makes them easier targets for
protesters. Furthemore, because the clinics are pnvate, they are more vulnerable to
policy changes.

Another barrier, directly related to the 'medical' nature of the abortion
procedure, is the limiteci number of physicians who perfonn abortions. The activities
of anti-abortion protesters hamper access to those facilities that do provide the service.
For example, there are only two clinics in Vancouver, and both face constant
harassrnent fiom anti-abortion protesters. Moreover, there are fewer providers who
will perform such services because of the pressure fiom peers and/or ami-abonion
protesters. Jane Hoimes, former Executive Coordinator of the Canadian Abortion
Rights Action League, states that there are only 325 physicians in Canada, mostly

gynaecologists, who perform abortions, and they do so rnainly in hospitals because
boards often l h i t who can perform the procedure (cited in Martin, 1992:498).
Protest activity by anti-abortion groups can be a barrier to access. These
activities can range from peaceful demonstrations to terrorist violence, such as
bombings of facilities and the shootings of abortion providers. Increased violence
against providers in both the United States and Canada has reduced the number of
physicians willing to perform the procedure. The fatal shootings of Drs. David GUM
and John Briaon of Pensacola, Fiorida in 1993 and 1994, respectively, sparked
increased security which runs the gamut from bullet proof vests worn by doctors to

metal detectors in even the most unassuming clinics
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*InFargo, North Dakota, the only community that performs abortions in the
state, there is a brand new metal detector just inside the back door of the older ,
refurbished home that is the clinic. A full-tirne security guard asks for identification
before allowing anyone to enter the chic. Once inside, visitors must pass through the
metal detector and are scanned with a portable metal detecting device. The windows of
the c h i c are one-way glass. Further, the doctor who performs abortions at the clinic
services other clinics in neighbouring states, and is flown into Fargo for the two days a
week that the procedure is performed (personal observations, January-February , 1995).

bornbing of the Morgentaler Clhic in downtown Toronto and the November, 1994
shooting of a Vancouver doctor, Garson Rornalis, sent the message to Canadiam that
the violence was no longer limited to south of the border. Although no one has been
charged in the shooting, the fact that Romalis is a gynaecologist who performs
abortions has sparked fear among many physicians who also perform the procedure.
The November, 1995 shooting of a Hamilton physician, Dr. Hugh Short, has been
linked in the media to anti-abortionists. Dr. Short performed abortions occasionally.
As the vice-president of the Society of Obstetrîcians and Gynaecologists of Canada
commenteci: "It's not a procedure that brings personal glory, and now there's also a

risk to life ... I'd speculate that up to 50 percent of physicians who were doing
abortions may stop' " (cited in LeBourdais, 19% :928). This violence has been called
"ad-choice terrorism" (Wamer, 1993:86), and unless adequate legislation is passeci to
ensure the safety of providers, access to abortion wili become even more precarious
than it is at present. Most recently, a Winnipeg obstetrician was wounded by a sniper
gunshot in his own home on November 11, 1997. There is speculation that the three
shootings are related (Winnipeg Free Press, 12 November, 1997).
Cutbacks in funding to health care is another major barrier to access. In 1991,
Saskatchewan held a referendum which resulted in a majority vote opposing the public
funding of abortion ("Letters, " C M ,1995:131). The debate over whether or not
abortion is a 'medicaiiy necessary' procedure has garnered support fiom the large anti-

abortion community in the province. The fact that definitional issues around abortion
are so politically contentious jeopardizes women's access to this service yet again.

ü. The Context in Manitoba
Currently, abortion is tegal in Canada. The removai of section -251 kom the
Criminal Code eliminated criminal restrictions. However, legality does not equal

accessibility. Hospital boards must grant approval for therapeutic abonions to be
performed in their facilities and, to date, the only hospitals which do have such
approval are in Winnipeg and Brandon (the Brandon General Hospital perfonns a
limited number of abortions). This severely limits access for women who reside
outside these areas.
For women who do reside in or near the city of Winnipeg, there are two
primary routes to obtaining an abonion. The Morgentaler Clinic is a private, fieestanding c h i c and is not covered in any part by Manitoba Heaith. Abortions are
performed up to 16 weeks gestation, and the cost ranges From $500 to $550. Clients
must cal1 and book their own appointments. In most cases, the pnvate clinic requires
two visits. For women who c m o t make two appoinmients, counselling, dilation9 and
the procedure are done in one day on an outpatient basis. The C h i c does not require

. .
parental consent for minors. In Manitoba, the use of Laminaria - a seaweed byproduct

- to dilate the cervix, often necessitates repeat visits for hospital-based abortions. At
the private clinic, a fast-acting synthetic dilator - Dilapan - may insened the morning of
the procedure.

Qilapan (a synthetic version of Laminaria) is used for the dilation, but only for
abortions perfonned after 12 weeks. Further, when Dilapan is administered at the
Clinic it is usually done the morning of the abortion procedure, rather than the day
before. This process ultimately reduces both the discornfort of the client and the t h e
requirements for the procedure.

Second, abonions are performed in hospitals. Women are referred to a private
physician, or self-refer. Private physicians have admitting pnvileges at local hospitals
where the procedure is performed. There is a limited number of private doctors who
will perforrn abortions in Manitoba. For the most part, the gestational limit for private
physicians is 16 weeks, in some cases less. Via this route, minors are required to
obtain parental consent to have an abortion. There are some doctors who will perform
the procedure on minors without the cornent of a parent or guardian. The hospital
route usually involves three or four visits (for the physical exam and blood tests,
consultation, laminaria insertion, and the procedure). This option is fully b d e d by

Manitoba Health. 'O
There is considerable disparity in tenns of waiting penods between the pnvate
c h i c and publicly-funded hospitals. It can take up to three or four weeks for a TA
appointment through the hospitals. The average waiting period is approximately two to
three weeks. During that t h e , the consultation with the provider and dilation
appointments are scheduled. At the private c h i c , the waiting penod is less . In many
cases, the procedure date is within a week of the initial d l , and usually is no longer

than two weeks.
While physical access may have k e n improved with the establishment of fieestanding clinics, financial barriers persist . Currently, Dr. Morgentaler is involved in
another court battie to have physicians' fees covered for abortions performed at his

Winnipeg clinic. A previous case in the Manitoba Court of Appeal(1993) granted the
"'Most doctors charge a 'tray fee' - approximately $20 - for the insertion of the
Laminaria tent .

clinic coverage of the fees (about one third of the cost of the procedure). However,
shortly after the decision, the Manitoba government passed the Health Semices
Amenciment Act, which prohibits coverage of physician's fees for abortions performed

outside a hospital. The Act is evidence of the power of medical and legal discourses to
limit access to abortion.
There are a few health clinics which offer unplanned pregnancy counselling and
referral in Winnipeg. These are pro-choice clinics that are committed to providing
women with the information they need to make Uiformed decisions about their
pregnancies. There are also a few clinics and counselling services which claim to offer
counselling about options, when in fact they oppose abortion and often provide women
with misleading information (Pregnancy Crisis Centre and Pregnancy Distress Services
are two examples). Three women in this study received counselling from one of these
agencies. One sought the service after her abortion, and found the counsellor helpful.
but the other two women visited them before the abortion and did not fmd the service
helpfiil at all.
Protests in Winnipeg have been sporadic. For the past several years, there has
only been the occasional protest outside the private c h i c . More regularly, small
groups will walk with signs outside hospitals on a Sunday, when no procedures are
performed. Security measures have been gradually increased in the face of escaiating
violence against providers and facilities that provide abortion services elsewhere.

Statistics for Manitoba provide a comparisoo to the rest of the country. In
1995, the most recent year for which statistics are available, there were 106. 65811TAS
performed in Canada. This figure includes procedures performed at clinics - 35, 822
(33.6 percent). There were 70, 549 procedures performed at Canadian hospitals for

that year, a rate of 11-2 per 1000, for women ages 15 to 44. In Manitoba, 3,563 TAS
were performed in 1995 - hospitals performed 2,927, and there were 548 performed at
the Morgentaler Clinic (Statistics Canada, 1997). At the private clinic's 'highpoint* in
1990, approxirnately 30 percent of the clients were from Saskatchewan. Now a Regina

hospital performs most of those procedures (Morgentaler Clinic, personal
communication, 1996). In fact, Manitoba is the only province with a free-standing
c h i c that has fewer procedures perfomed in the clinic than in hospitals (Morgentaler
C h i c , persona1 communication, 1996).
Only four Manitoba women were reported to have had the procedure performed

at a hospital in another Canadian province. The number of abortions performed on
Canadian women in North Dakota, for 1994, was five (there is no breakdown by

province of origin). This figure clirnbed to 157 in 1995. In that same year, there were
28 abonions performed on Canadian women in Mimesota12(Statistics Canada, 1997).
There are several variables which will determine the path a woman takes when
seeking abortion services in Manitoba. As services in the province are lirnited to
Winnipeg and Brandon, it may be difficult for women who live in rural or northern

llSome provinces do not have consistent reporting of therapeutic abortions, so
figures do not always match.
lZReportingon these figures is voluntary.

areas of the province. The Thornpson General Hospital board banned the procedure
severai years ago following an informal survey in the community. There are heath care
staff who provide unplanned pregnancy counselling and referral, but women must
travel to Winnipeg for abortion services.
The Dauphin General Hospital stopped providing abortions after anti-abortion

forces monopolized the hospital board in 1991 (Winnipeg Free Press, 12 September,

1994).13 Anti-abonion supporters were brought in from outside the cornrnuniry in
order to gain control of the board and, consequently, abortion services were no longer
offered in Dauphin, except in life-rhreatening instances. Although there have not been
any known requests by physicians in Dauphin wishing to provide the service, the lack
of access has been deemed discriminatory against pregnant women by a local women's
group. A cornplaint to the Human Rights Commission was filed by the Dauphin
chapter of the Manitoba Action Coinmittee on the Stanis of Women (MACSW). The
case was senled out of court, and board approval of abortions being performed in the
Dauphin Regional Health Centre was re-instated in 1995, retroactive to 1992 (Dauphin
Regional Health Centre, 1995). The policy States that abonions will be performed
where there is a risk of health to the wornan, using the World Health Organization's
definition of 'health.' Unfominately, there are no physicians wiiling to perform the
procedure in the area, so the policy is not in practice.

131t is possible that the procedure has been performed by practitioners and

hospitals other than those mentioned, and reclassified as another procedure (e.g., D &
C)

Travel t h e , expenses, accountability and t h e away from paid or unpaid work
and other commitments prove to be a considerable economic - and psychological barrier for many women. Further, anonymity and privacy may not be protected in a
small town. With no services available in her community, a woman must travel and
take tirne away from other cornmitments to access an abortion. This may arouse
suspicion. If health care staff (and others) in her community are aware of the
pregnancy, it is diffïcult to hide the fact that she has had an abortion
The age of a woman at the tirne of seeking abonion services is an important
factor. Adolescent women face added barriers which may inciude: the possibility that
they do not have a regular doctor to refer them, or their doctor is the famiiy doctor;
pnvacy issues if they live with family members and do not wish to notiS> them;tirne
away from school (and possibly work); and travel from rural areas and locally.
Religious affiliation or spiritual beliefs may determine the course of a woman's
decision-making. Access may be readily available to some women, but if their own
beliefs do not permit them to make such a choice, or guilt or fear of reprisal are
factors, then their choices are further limited.
Race or ethnicity can affect the process of seeking an abonion in Manitoba.
Aboriginal women may have very different experiences than non-Aboriginal wornen.
Wornen whose first language is not English may have greater dificulties accessing
information and services. Closely related to race is socioeconomic statu. The social
and economic circumstances of a woman may be factors in the decision to terminate the
pregnancy, and potentiai barriers to access. The financial barriers for women of lower

incorne or those who do not have access to, or control over, their own fmds are
greater than for economically advantaged or self-suficient women. Whether a woman
is a srudent, employed for pay, or working without pay will affect the decision-making
process, as well as her access to information and services.

The social and/or family situation will also influence the path a woman in
Manitoba may follow to obtain an abortion. Single parents face different circumstances

in their reproductive decision-making than do women in two-parent families. The
number of children a woman has can aiso affect her choices. Not limited to immediate
family, a woman's social network can be a barrier or an asset in terms of support and
access to information and services. Attitudes of persons close to her can have a
signifcant impact on a woman's decision-making (and this may be more the case with
girls under eighteen years of age). Moreover, having the nght connections to persons
who cm help them access information is a d e f ~ t advantage
e
for women. In short,
there are severai factors which affect the decision-making process and the experience of
seeking abonion services in Manitoba.

K. Assumptions About Abortion
As in the Ryan et al. (1994) study, the women in the present snidy were asked
about their contraceptive histories and practices. The reason for this is that issues and
concerns around reproduction are intimately comected to contraception, its availability,
its effectiveness, and its use. The attitudes of heaith care professiooals that women
consult about contraceptive choices, and their own views on contraception can greatly

affect decision-making aromd abortion. There is a widespread belief that fenility is
controllable (see Ryan et al., 1994; lamanna,1991; Bowes, 1990). Ryan et al.
(1994: 122) found that there was an emphasis by providers on "reforming women's

reproductive practicen which they found to be linked to "a deep seated belief that
conception is controliable and consequently abortion represents a failure which c m and
should be prevented in the future. " No method of contraception is 100 percent
effective, even when used reliably. Not ail methods are appropriate for individual
women. For those who are not suitable candidates for oral contraceptives or do not
wish to ingest hormones, the methods remaining to hem are less effective and

therefore entail a higher risk of pregnancy . As Ryan et al. (1994) note, the belief that
technologies allow full control over f e r t i l i ~are based on three assumptions:
(a)

Al1 sexual encounters are voluntary and mutually affectionate, and that consent

and use of contraception are clearly established. Coercion, power differentials and
cultural practices and expectations are not considered. 'The notion of the rational
exchange between equal partners is a fantasy which denies the dynamics of gender
relations " (Ryan et al., 1994:196). Further , intoxication clouds judgement and
communication which can preclude negotiation.
@)

Education and "knowingwwill translate "unproblematically" hto changed

sexuai behaviour. This view fails to account for the complexities of seltual eacounters

and human relationships. The fact that people continue to engage in unprotected
intercourse despite education is evidence of this.

(c)

Women are sexuai beings and sex can be "unptoblematic" if it is approached

'rationally and technologicaily ." The authors note that oral contraceptives and IntraUterine Devices (IUDs) were the 'quick-fix' in the 1960s, permitting women to engage
in ''perpetuaily safe" sexual encounters. The age of HIVIAIDS has changed the sexual

climate and, unlike the 196ûs, wornen must now bear the responsibility for making sure
that individuai senial encounters are 'safe' (Ryan et al., 1994:196).
Another assumption is that women who have more than one abortion must
'enjoy' the expenence or are using abortion as a form of biah control. For many,
including women who themselves have had an abortion, women who have had multiple
abortions are viewed differentiy. Despite personal opposition to the idea, many people
make moral 'exceptions' if a woman has one abortion (because it was a 'mistake') but,
again, the assumption that knowledge translates into behaviour allows some to view
women who have more thiin one as "uafortunate 'failures'" or even 'recalcitrant
'recidivists' " (Ryan et al., 1994:35). The term 'recidivist ' further stigmatizes women
in these circumstances.
There is widespread belief that abortion is separate fkom contraception. The
statement 'abortion should not be used as a form of birth control' epitornizes this.
Women are often chastised for 'geaing themselves' into an unplanned pregnancy rather

than properly using binh control which is believed to prevent contraception. Contrary
to this idea, many birth control methods are 'contra-gestives" in that they merely
intemipt implantation rather than prevent conception (Ryan et ai., 1994:197).
Examples include the IUD, emergency contraception (or the 'morning after p u , ' as it

is commoniy referred to) and, in some cases, oral contraceptives which may operate to
prevent implantation if an egg has been released and fertilized. Further, in many
corntries with inadequate access to effective contraceptives, abonion is the most widely
used form of birth control. As long as no method of contraception is 100 percent
effective, abortion will continue to be used as a back up. Separating abortion from
other forms of birth control not only adds to the stigma, but creates another dichotomy
in abortion discourses (Ryan et al., 1994: 198).

Discourses on motherhood have contributed to the belief that pregnancy wili
automatically lead to birth and child rearing. This assumption facilitates harsh
judgement and blame k i n g placed on women who choose not to continue the
pregnancy. Recent debates about the effects of substance abuse by the pregnant woman
on the foetus entertain this belief to a degree. The policing of pregnant women

assumes that the pregnancy will be carried to term, and that a live birth will result .
The path from conception to birth is often perceived as a continuum, and any
interruptions in that process are unnaniral. A related belief is that adoption is a
feasible option for al1 women. This assumes that a woman would be willing to carry
the pregnancy for nine months, only to give birth and arrange adoption placement. For
many women, this is a positive experience for them. For others, simply being
pregnant can be a crisis, and placing the child into an adoption arrangement can be
very difficult. As Ryan et al. note, "[nlo evidence exists that adoption presents less

trauma than abortion" (1994:38). In fact, Sachdev (1989) conducted interviews with
women who continued a pregnancy and chose adoption and found that the expenence

was considerably more traumatic than for the women he interviewed about their
abortion experience (Sachdev, 1993).
A cornmon misconception held by many and perpeniated by anti-abortion

supporters is that abonion causes infertility . As Ryan et al. (1994) suggest, this idea
may stem fiom times past when illegal 'backsaeet' abortions were deaimental to
women's fertility and health. Complication rates increase dramatically in illegal
environments and where there is a lack of support and cornmitment to ensuring
abortion is a safe procedure (Gold-Steinberg, 1994; Ryan et al., 1994). When
performed properly, abortion is very safe. In fact, there are more risks involved in
continuing a pregnancy to term than termination (Ryan et al., 1994).
Closely related is the notion that abortion causes psychological trauma to
women. This assumption is based on the idea that a woman wants to be pregnant, or
that continuing an unplanned pregnancy will be less traumatic than termination. Post
Abortion Syndrome (Hopkins et al., 1996) is an example. Rather than attaching a
'syndrome' label, some women may experience considerable grief and sadness
following an abortion. Ryan et al. (1994) cite two studies which found that 'post
abortion grief only emerges in situations where women did not make their own
decision about terminating the pregnancy and/or were coerced into making the decision
(cited in Ryan et al., 1994: 199; Koop, 1991; Romans-Clarkson, 1989). Studies
(including this one) have found that control over the decision-making process and
satisfaction with one's decision led to a more positive expenence and attitude afterward

(Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990; Greenglass, 1981).

Legal, medical and moral discourses seldom pnvilege women's definitions of

the abortion experience. A myth which is inherent in many dominant discourses is that
the abomon decision is not a woman's decision to d e . As Ryan et al. (1994: 195)
note, this myth "rests on several claims (manyof them also myths) which share a
cornmon distrust" of women. These include: that women need to be protected because
they are misinformed about abortion and PAS; that wornen cannot make such a moral
decision for themselves; that abortion should be a social decision; that a l l women need
counselling in order to arrive at a decision about abortion; and that medical
practitioners should regulate women's lives and have the authority to make such
decisions (Ryan et al., 1994:1%).
The process of determinhg whether or not to continue a pregnancy is important

to understanding the impact of these assumptions and other social processes on the
experience of seeking an abortion.

iv. The Decision-Making Pro~ess

The circumstances sunounding the pregnancy and the decision to terminate
affect both the forma1 and informal barriers that women may encounter. Public debates
on abortion and 'choice' often idealize the decision-making process as a woman's
alone. However, as Goldstein (1988:86) cautions:

.... mt would be a mistake to look o d y to the individual woman's act and fail
to see that a broad social debate has determineci the availability and kinds of
abortion services, social attitudes toward those services, and the language with
whlch we think about abortion. A woman who seeks au abortion confronts
the impact of this societal dialogue in attenuated form in her physician and the
chic.

It can be argued that women confront these discourses in many facets of their lives, not
just when seeking reproductive health care. While k i n g a decision of a very personai
nature. it has been shown that decisions surrounding reproduction are often

smicturally-based, and involve 'manipulation of processes beyond the control of
individual women" (Currie, l988:244).

Part of the negotiating process in terms of reproductive decisions involves
finding 'solutions' ro what the women identiQ as problems or concem. Just as the
'motherhood'

ethic is socially consaucted and influenced. so too is the decision-making

process about whether or not to pursue motherhood. Pronataiism in a capitalist society
requires 'enforced' heterosexuality , economic dependency , social isolation, and
sacrifice of the mother's needs for those of the Uifant. As Currie (1988:244) found in

her study of women's decision-making processes, "it is the institutional aspects which
render motherhood personally problematic." The process of reconciling the material
context and a woman's personal views on pregnancy and motherhood c m pose a real
dilemma when a woman is faced with an unplanned pregnancy.

The decision-making process around termination of a pregnancy has significant
effects on a woman's experience of abortion, and how she feels afterward (Ryan et al..
1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990; Greenglass, 1981; Simon, 1981; Ashton, 1980a;

Ashton, 1980b). Women who feel that they did not make the decision themselves,
were coerced into a decision, or did not feel that they arrived at a f m decision are
more likely to feel less satisfied with their experiences, whereas women who feel that
they made their own decision regarding abortion are more likely to have positive

feelings toward the experience (Ryan et ai., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990;
Greenglass, 1981).

v. The Climate of 'Choice'

In the process of arriving at a decision about whether or not to terminate a
pregnancy, numerous factors corne together to create a climate of 'choice.' The t e m is
placed in quotation marks because of the precariousness of choice for many women.
Choice is heavily dependent on accessibility, but several other factors can impinge on
reproductive decision-making, even when legal or medical accessibility exists.
Pressure from partners and other significant penons such as farnily and friends can
make decision-making very dificult for a woman. Even negotiations and decisionmaking around contraception issues are fraught with subtle and more direct pressures
fkom partners. Women in abusive situations have fewer choices with regard to
reproduction. Abusers may coerce or force women to not use birth control, or force
women to have intercourse. If a pregnancy occurs. threats of harm may coerce a
woman into either contiming or terrninating the pregnancy against her will. Further,
violence against providers and clinics means that "women have to make childbearing
decisions in a climate of hostility and violence" (Hutchison, 1997:23).
Women from different culnual backgrounds face added barriers in their
communities. The selective aborting of fernale foehises in countries like Lndia and
China, the coerced sterilization of minority and economically disadvantaged women

around the world, and encouraged abortions for women in sirnilar circumstances ail

change the face of 'choice.' The decision to terminate a pregnancy does not occur in a
vacuum.
'Choice' is a term which is fluid, depending on the context in which it is used.
Being able to choose what to do about a pregnancy is fundamental to women's control
over their own bodies. However, without access, 'choice' means linle. The term 'prochoice' suggests one is in favour of a woman deciding her own reproductive patterns.
Women will choose to do so regardless of whether some options are socially condoned
or not. What is needed is access to those options: the social, material and cultural
support to allow women to make free choices about reproduction. The tenn 'proaccess' suggests a cornmitment to the establishment and maintenance of these supports.

vi. Conclusion
These different barriers and the discourses that support them threaten the
availability of abortion services. There is bitter irony in the fact that there are efforts
to restrict access to abortion in both Canada and the United States, yet social support
systems for mothers and children are quickly eroding. Although these examples
illustrate the numerous formal and informal barriers to access, Lamanna and
Langworthy (1989:15) suggest that the decision-making process itself may be the
ultimate barrier, as women have been socialized in an ami-choice climate. What this
represents is the impact of various discourses on socialization, and how they may be
internalized in reproductive decision-making.

Even without abortion legislation in Canada, there are many barriers to access.
Further, dominant discourses have both created and supported many of these barriers.
Examining the way that abortion is framed within dominant discourses is revealing
because it illustrates that there are multiple bodies of knowledge battling for supremacy
and the power to defme, and that such discourses have the power to silence the
expenences of those less powerful. Knowledge is power. As Donna Greschner
asserts:
It is profoundly antidemocratic to impose a discourse upon members of a
subordinated group, a discourse which is not their own,and then tell them they
must achieve equality within that discourse. ( 1990:654, emphasis added)
Dominant discourses such as law, medicine and morality have overshadowed women's
reproductive realities. Since the 1988 Morgentaler decision. many competing
discourses have emerged, struggling to defme abortion in a moral, legal and medical
context. According to Greschner (1WO:668), many emerging discourses (for example,
the question of foetal rights) will rernain at an abstract level until "women have said
more, far more, and have taiked in public about the meaning of reproduction in their
Iives." The purpose of this study is to provide women with this opportunity - to voice
their own views on the meaning of reproduction and how they negotiated access to a
fundamental aspect of women' s health care: reproductive choice .
Ferninist poststnicturalisrn illusrrates how dominant bodies of lmowledge can
silence the voices and experiences of certain groups. For women seeking abortion
services in Canada, there are numerous barriers to access which are supported by these
dominant discourses, and which attest to the fragility of the striking down of the old

abortion law. Legality clearly does not equal accessibility . In order to uncover the
silenced experiences of these women, a qualitative study is needed. 'Giving voice' to a
group of women whose experiences are not part of these dominant discourses may be a
point of departure for the expansion of a more women-centred discourse on the
experience of accessing abortion services. This study is an attempt to reveal women's
expenences and understandings, and to determine whether or not they reflect or are
reflected in the dominant discourses of morality, medicine and Iaw.
The next chapter discusses the objectives of the study, the research
methodology , and the research process .

CHAPTER THREE: Research Methodology
Objectives of the Study
The purpose of this study is to explore women's experiences of seeking abortion

services in Manitoba. According to Dawn Cume (1988), feminist research has
typically focused on the subjective experiences of women. In order to situate those
experiences and to illustrate that those expenences do not exist within a vacuum, she
argues, there is a need to transcend the purely personal experience and integrate it with
the broader strucniral arena. In doing so, Cume (1988) suggests, there is a greater
potential for understanding and contextuaking the experience. Accordingly, in this
study, women who have sought abortion services in Manitoba are asked about their
decision to terminate the pregnancy, the process of accessing information and abortion
services in the province, and what, if any, barriers were encountered. This study
focuses on access to abortion services since 1988 as legal restrictions prior to thar time
would entail a host of different barriers.
Similar to Ryan et al. (1994), the objectives of this study include: detennining
whether or not dominant discourses are in any way congruent with women's discourses
and experiences; whether those discourses address women's needs and experiences; and
what barriers wornen encounter when trying to access abortion services. Research
questions that are explored include: How do the dominant discourses (presented in
Chapter One) frame the abortion issue and how do they infîuence women's access to
reproductive health services? Do these dominant discourses reflect/address the
experiences of women? Where do the two diverge? What types of barriers have

women in Manitoba encountered in seeking abortion services? Do these discourses
support barriers to access? The wornen were also asked about possible changes that
couId improve access to abortion in Manitoba.
To explore these questions, a qualitative research methodology was chosen. It
was felt that in order to elicit the rich, detailed accounts of women's experiences, indepth, qualitative interviews were needed. A survey or closed-ended interview method
would not have gamered these responses. Further, 1 wanted the women to tell their
stones freely and in their own words. To this end, a semi-structured, open-ended
interview format was used. The decision-making processes of the women, their
personal experiences of both tangible and less tangible barriers to access. and their
insights into ways to improve abortion services were revealed through a guided
conversatiodnarrative account. Ryan et al. (1994) use the term 'focussed
conversations" to describe this interview style.
The idea of the interview as a conversation involves reflexivity between the
interviewer and the interviewee. AM Oakiey (1981) found that her own experiences
interviewing women were contrary to 'traditional' interviewing methods, which viewed
the process as one-way with minimal input from the interviewer. Women in her

studies were 'asking questions back,' and the dialogue which ensued became part of the
research. As Oleson (1994: 166) asserts, "[alIl feminist qualitative research shares with
interpretive work in general the assumption of intersubjectivity between researcher and
participant and the mutual creation of data. "

This research methodology acknowledges that the research subjects, in this case
women who have sought access to abortion seMces in Manitoba, are the experts of
their own experiences. In providing these women with a forum to defme those

experiences and to share their discursive constructions of those experiences, the
dominant discourses can be subverted.

The Research Process
i. Sampiing

For this study, niw women were interviewed. The sample was self-selected
(between December, 1996 and December, 1997) in response to newspaper

advertisements (Appendix A) placed in two university publications (the University of

Manitoba's Manitoban, and the University of Winnipeg's Uniter), one community
newspaper (nie Jewish Post), and posters (Appendices B, C, D) placed in female only
fitness centres and in numerous women's health and social service agencies.
Advertisements were posted at a few Winnipeg heaith clinics (Women's Health Clinic,

Klinic, and Mount Carmel Clinic) and one in Thompson. Other rural postings were the

Parkland Statu of Women in Dauphin, the YWCA in Thompson, and Planned
Parenthood in Brandon. Agencies in Winnipeg where ads were posted include Fort
Garry Women's Resource Centre, North End Wornen's Resource Centre, and Ma

Mawi Chi Itata Centre. Advertisements were posted at the University of Manitoba

Fort Garry campus (the Womyn's Centre, Women's Studies Program, Abonginal
Centre, and Aboriginal Access Lounge, and in public washrooms in University Centre

and the Frank Kennedy fimess centre), and at the University of Winnipeg (the
Women's Centre and the First Nations Centre). It was hoped that placing
advertisements in a variety of locations would result in a sample consisting of a greater
cross-section of women (based on age, race, religion, geography, socioeconomic status,
farnily situations, and experiences). As was the case with the Australian study (Ryan,
Ripper and Buttfïeld, 1994)' advertising through providers (hospitais, abortion clinics
and practitioners' offices) was avoided to ensure that the wornen did not feel pressure
to participate.
Advenising for a snidy of such a sensitive nature proved to be difficult.
Careful attention was paid to the location of the posters. It was felt rhat women might
be less cornfortable stopping to read an advertisement for a study on abortion in high

trafic, public areas (e .g., bulletin boards in University Centre), so ads were placed in
areas that were frequented mainly or only by women. The university newspapers
accessed a reasonably large readership which may be more receptive to research
projects, and allowed women privacy to respond. The Jewish Posr was also chosen to
place an ad because of the increased chances of a pro-choice readership.
Seven women responded to ads in the cornmunity and two agreed to participate
after hearing about the study through word-of-mouth. These were the only calls that 1
received. One woman, upon seeing the ad in a fimess centre, inquired about the study
but did not meet the criteria (Le., she was not fkom Manitoba and had sought abortion
services in her own province). AU of the women who approached me about
participating and met the criteria were interviewed. A woman who was contacted by a

staff member at a resource centre in a rural area agreed to be interviewed about her
daughter's experience of seeking an abonion. As no other women had come forward

in this community to speak about their experiences, I chose to interview her, but did
not tape the interview. I felt that her information, though not fust-hand, would be
helpful in illustrating some of the difficulties faced by rural women who try to access
abortion services.
Several of the women were cautious when phoning, as was anticipated with a
study of this nature. 1 asked them where they had heard about the snidy and thanked
them for calling me. 1 explained the generai parameters of the study and answered any
questions the women had. One wornan, during our initial telephone conversation,
expressed concem about the interview being audio taped. This speaks to the silence
and fear that confidentiality may not be guaranteed. 1 assured this informant that 1
would be the only person transcribing the tapes, and that the tapes would be destroyed
once transcribed. In a second telephone conversation this woman agreed to have the
interview taped. My position on abortion was made clear in the initial telephone
conversation. Most of the women inferred this from the advertisements or in hearing
about the study by word-of-mouth. A couple of women felt that the advertisements
were ambiguous enough that my position was not entirely clear. Once they felt
confident that the study was legitimate and that 1 would not judge them, we discussed
their situations, 1 answered any questions about the study, and interview times were
arranged.

In order to ensure that the women met the criteria to participate, a few
screening questions were asked. It was important for the scope of this research that the
women attempted to, or successfully accessed, abortion services in the province of
Manitoba, and since 1988. In this way, al1 informants' experiences occurred in the
sarne legal framework. Another factor is the age at the time of seeking an abortion.
Ethical guidelines pertaining to conducting research with persons under the age of 18
require parental consent. Due to the possibility that a parent or guardian may not be
aware of an unplanned pregnancy or abortion, I decided to exclude minors from the
study. In the course of sampling, no one under the age of 18 contacted me about

It was not a condition of participation that the women had undergone an
abortion. In my study plan proposal, the possibility that a woman may have attempted
to access abortion services, or considered this choice, but ultimately did not undergo
the procedure, was discussed. One woman described this experience.

Although the size of the sample is small, it is beneficial if the sample reflects, to
some degree, the diversity of experiences of women who seek abonion services.
Women who request interruption of pregnancy ... are not homogeneous in the
degree to which their pregoancies are unwanted. They represent a continuum
that extends from a group who are irrevocably committed to a course of action
that would result in the termination of the pregnancy, to a group who consider
interruption as one of several courses of action or whose interest in interruption
is, because of the special circurnstances of the pregnancy, only transitory.
(Simon, 1981:91)

Unfortuoately, a small sample size which is self-selected does not afford the luxury of
choosing particular variables which will represent the heterogeneity of women's
experiences.

ii. The Interviews
Once the women had agreed to participate, interviews were arranged. The
location of the interviews varied. The wornen were asked where they would feel most
comfortable for the interview. Four women were interviewed in my study space in the
Department of Sociology, two were interviewed in their homes, one was interviewed at
her place of work, and two were interviewed in public restaurants. Privacy in a public
place can be difficult. For these interviews, there were few people around, which
allowed some privacy, and there was little background noise. The interviews lasted
between 45 minutes and three hours, with an average of one hour, 40 minutes.
Pnor to the interviews, the women were given a consent f o m and information
sheet (Appendix E) outlining the parameters of the study. The f o m was read and
signed to eosure informed consent. Although I asked during our telephone
conversations to set up interviews, respondents were again asked if the interview could
be recorded on audio tape, for later transcription. The consent form clearly stated that

confidentiality and anonymity would be protected, and assurances were made regarding
the destruction of tapes once the interviews had been transcnbed. Anonymity and

confidentiality were protected at each and every stage of the research project, including
reporting and dissemination of findings. A pseudonym has been assigned to each of the

women who participateci in the study, and any identifying information has been
omitted. The consent f o m provided the option of receiving a copy of the transcript for
review andfor a copy of the tinal report. Six of the nine women requested a transcript

and eight wished to receive the final report. 1 enclosed a note with each transcript sent
out reminding that confldentiality would be protected in reporthg and that any
information which the women were not comfortable having included in the report
would be wiihheld. 1 also asked them to inchide any additional comments or
information if they wished to do so. Of the six who were given a copy of their
transcnpt for review, one woman retunied hers with some comments.
A serni-structureci aud openendeci interview guide (Appendix F) aliowed the

women to t& about their experiences in a fiuid manner which was most comfortable to
them. The guide consists of key areas to be covered, such as: general background
information about their personal and family situation; the decision-rnaking process; the
experience accessing abortion services; and improving access to abortion services in
Manitoba. Within each section, there are several guiding questions or probes which
were used to gather M e r idormation as needed. As was anticipated, personai
demographic information (e.g., age, occupation, cultural affiliation) was revealed in the
course of the interview. Ryan et al. (1994) caution that there are 'practical and
philosophical dificulties " in gathering demographic information about women who
have sought abortions. They note:

Such data are often interpreted by both researchers and readers as idenwing
the 'risk factors' for abortion, the implication king that sornething can be found
within this proNe of 'the aborthg women' to identq the individual
characteristics of women which leads them to abortion. (Ryan et al., 1994: 10)

A signifcant portion of the interview process focused on the expenence of

seeking abortion services (including counselling) once the decision had k e n made to
terminate the pregnancy. Reasons for wishing to terminate a pregnancy were given by
the wornen during the course of the interviews. The women were asked about their own
attitudes toward abortion prior to the decision, and their perceptions of the views of
those close to them. This provided some context for the women's decision-making. as
well as their perception of access and potential barriers they encountered. Factors in
the decision-makùig process as well as circumstances surrounding the pregnancy were
explored. The goal was to uncover how these women arrived at their decision: was it
solely her decision? Were other individuals involved and, if so, were they supportive
or resistant? What, in retrospect, are her feelings about the role of others in the
decision-making process?
The women were asked about the process of seeking abortion services in
Manitoba. 1 began this study interested in what, if any, barriers women may encounter
when negotiating access . Direct questions were not asked about barriers. Instead,
probes were used where it was felt that M e r elaboration was needed. This format
allowed the wornen's own perceptions and experiences of barriers to surface.
The women were asked about their perceptions of attitudes held by persons they

encountered when seeking the abortion(s); for example, counsellors, nurses, providers,
and others they may have consulted during the decision-making process and the
procedure itself. Their views on persons or services most and least helpfbl were
sought. Issues such as violence against providers were explored to determine if and

how these affect a woman's perception (and experience) of accessing abortion services
and/or her decision to seek an abortion.
The final part of the interview explored the insights and suggestions of the
women about what, if anything, is needed to improve access to abortion services. Such
suggestions were examined in light of the discourses (Chapter One) which have
contributed to the barriers the women may have encountered (Chapter Two). Careful
attention was paid to particular changes which may afford women in Manitoba greater
access to abortion services both in Winnipeg and rural areas.
Using a semi-structured interview format allowed some flexibility during the

interview process. Questions which were not applicable were omitted when necessary,
and I could use the probes for clarification or to get the interview back on track. In
some cases, where idormants had more than one experience of seeking an abortion in
Manitoba, 1 would ask them what way they preferred to talk about those experiences

and followed the format most cornfortable to them. in most cases, 1 asked them
general questions about one experience, and then started at the beginning of the
interview guide again for subsequent experiences. The interview schedule is flexible
enough to accommodate this. 1 took notes during the interview as a precaution if there
was a problem with the sound quality on the audio cassettes, and to provide me with a
written record of each interview until the tapes were transcribed.
Once the interviews were completed, 1 asked the informants how they felt about
the questions asked. This was to provide an opportunity for feedback on the interview
process and specific questions. One informant, Heidi, expressed concem over one

question: "If you could go back in time and you were in the sarne situation, would you
do anything differently?" The question was worded in this manner to determine both
how the informant felt about the experience and services and, knowing what she knows
now, would she take any different steps in accessing an abortion, or would she go the
same route? Heidi interpreted the question to mean, "Do you regret having an
abortion?" If a woman did feel regret about her decision, rather than the route taken to
access abortion services, this would corne out in her response. However, that was nor
the intent of the question. The primary purpose was to encourage the informant to
reflect on the process of seeking an abortion, and to think about whether any steps
taken were not helpful or presented some difficulty for her. It was felt that her
definitions and experiences of barriers would be revealed. Heidi stated that she did not
feel it was a "fair" question and explained that:
1 don 't think a person should have to go back and think about what they did
wrong, or what they did rîghr, or if they could have changed it, because i f s a
thing that's happened and you c m 't change histoty. You can only accept
what 's happened ... I've had sorne tough mornem in my ive, but I think all of
those things have been a leaming erpenence and have brought me to the
position I am rom - who I am rom. And I like myself, so how can I regrer
something that happened in the past that made me who I am? (Heidi)
1 explained what the intent of the question was and that her cornrnents were very fair

and 1 appreciated the feedback. She further responded:

I don't think 1 wuuki have the insighrs Nuo rny life if I hadn 't had tha
experience. And I don't think l wouM have changed it une bit. I might say
rhat, oh, it was sad thaf this happened. but really, like if I had to look back on
it and change anything, I don't think Z wouùi change a thing ... (Heidi)
These comments were made during the course of the interview after the question was
asked. At the end, we briefly discussed the question again. Unfortunately , some

women do have regrets about the decision iwlf. After thinking through what this
expenence means in her life, Heidi was not cornfortable with looking back and thinking
of changes. For the last interview, 1 changed the question to read: "If you were to be
in a similar situation sometirne in the near funire, would you do anything differently?"
At the end of each interview, 1 asked the women how they were feeling and we
often continued a discussion once the tape recorder had k e n tumed off. A primary
concern during the course of the interviews was the comfoa of the women
participating. 1 offered each informant a copy of the resource list 1 had made up, and
al1 but two women took one with them. 1 asked their permission to contact them
should any fiirther questions arise, and invited them to contact me at any time if they
wished. 1 assured the women that I would not identify the nature of the phone cal1
should 1 need to leave a message, just my name and phone number. My home phone
number was on the information sheet that informants were given at the beginning of the
interview.

I did have to contact two women afier completing the third interview. I decided
to include a question on RU 486, commonly known as the 'French abortion pill," after
it came up in the third interview. 1 also contacted by telephone the six women who
requested a copy of their transcripts once they had been completed.

iii. Data Analysis
Once the interviews were completed, I transcribed the tapes into a word
processing program verbatim. For the most part, the sound quality was excellent, but

for those times where a word was muffled or very quiet, the notes I had taken during
the interview were very useful. Pauses and gestures, such as a laugh or a moment
when a wornan was upset, were noted in square brackets. Each transcript was assigwd
a numeric code.
For this research, inductive analysis was chosen rather than deductive. The
latter involves examining data in light of pre-existing categories. 1 had several
questions that 1 wished to answer in the course of this research, but 1 wanted the
themes and categories to emerge during the course of the data collection and analysis.
As Tesch (1990:90)describes, "inductive analysis begins with empirical observations

and buiids theoretical categones, instead of sorthg data pieces deductively through preestablished classes. " Throughout the data analysis process, as well as throughout data
collection, themes regarding one's experience seeking abortion services in Manitoba
were highlighted. Shared experiences and those less common or contrasting were
examiwd, as was the diversity of responses. Quotations from the informants were
assigned codes. These were grouped together to allow for the identification of themes
and categories, and to provide a visual matrix of responses and the relationships

between them. As Huberman and Miles (1994:437) note:
Technically , cross-case analyses are most easily made with "displays" : matrix
or other arrays of the data that allow the researcher to analyze, in a condensed
fonn, the full data set, in order to see literally what is there.
Amiysis within and between cases was done, as was d y s i s to compare the women's
responses to the dominant discourses covered in the literature review. The rnanner in

which the abortion issue is framed in the min& and experiences of the women was
compared to those discourses.
Once the traoscripts were coded, the major themes were established. These
began to emerge during the course of the interviews. The codes were arranged into
sub-categories within the major themes. During the analysis process, the women's
responses were compared to the dominant discourses. As observations arose, 1 began
to piece together sections which wouid later become the discussion. The characteristics
of the sample were divided up and serve as an outline of the research participants and a
context for individual profiles. Profiles of each individual woman summarize the views
and experiences revealed in the interview. Pseudonyms have been assigned to these

profiles and are used throughout the anaiytic themes (Chapters Five, Six and Seven)
and the discussion and conclusions (Chapter Eight).
In writing up the results, priority is given to the words of the women
interviewed. Emphasis is placed on quotations and narratives which are presented
under three main themes. These quotations are presented in italics in order to
distinguish the women's words from m y own. Carefd attention was paid to revealing
the detailed experiences of the women who participated, while protecting their
confidentiality and anonymity. The women were each assigned a numeric code for the
purposes of transcription, and a pseudonym which has been attachai to particular
quotations to provide continuity in the presentation of each woman's experiences.
Identiwing information (e.g., names of persons and places) which might compromise

anonymity has been ornitted. To protect the confidentiality of the infofmants in this

study ,the names of facilities have been omitted from the quotations.

iv. Logistical Issues

Undertaking research on a sensitive topic requires careful attention from study
design through to reporting. Researching a sensitive topic such as abortion requires
efforts to protect the confidentiality and emotional safety of the respondents. The
sample was obtained through self-selection in response to advertisements. The location
of the posters was carefidly chosen to avoid those where women might feel pressured

to participate (e.g ., facilities which perform abonions), and limited to places where
women might feel cornfortable reading the advertisement. Women's centres and
agencies in Manitoba and fitness centres and women's bathrooms in severai locations in

Winnipeg were selected over public bulletin boards in high trafic areas. Almost al1 of
the agencies were receptive to posting the advertisement. Some required board
approval before the ad could be posted, which amounted to a minimal delay, and others
agreed to post the ad for a limited t h e . Only one location - a women's fimess centre which had previously posted the ad for part of the 1996-97 winter, did not allow a

second posting in the f a of 1997.
As the researcher, 1 used my home phone number on the posters and in the

newspaper ads. Although the advertisements were somewhat ambiguous about my
personal views on abortion, 1 was careful about where the ads were placed. 1 felt some

apprehension, particularly in light of the recent act of violence against a Winnipeg

abortion provider, about advertising for this study in such a public manner. One
cannot guess who might be unsympathetic to a research topic, but I Ûied to avoid
places more likely to be noted by anti-abortion supporters.
Initiaiiy, several women responded to the advertisements posted in the late fall
of 1996, and early 1997 (Appendix B). Once nine interviews were completed, efforts
were made to attract wornen who had travelled from m a l and northem Manitoba to
Winnipeg seeking abortion services as none had responded to that point. This second

advertisement (Appendix C) was posted during the summer of 1997 but there was no
response. In the fa11 of 1997, a new ad (Appendix D) was circulated in university
residences, university newspapers, and a few clinics, with no response. It was at this
point that I decided to end my recruitment efforts. The expenences shared by the nine
women in this study offer insights into a subject that is rarely taiked about. The
difficulty in recmiting study participants speaks to the silence and secrecy.
Throughout the research process, I was conscious of the potential power
imbalance between myself, as the researcher, and the women I interviewed. As
Ristock and P e ~ e l(1996:9)
l
note, " good research (that is, valid and ethically
supportable research) requires that researchers critically analyze their own power and
use it responsibly." The question becomes, how do we do this? Throughout the study,
1 felt (and feel) that the women are the experts of their own experiences. 1 wanted to

present their words in a manner which privileges their experiences and undentandings.
Another goal of this research was to empower the women who participated in

the study (and others who may read this). The structure of the interviews - loosely

guided conversations, and the way the sequence of the inte~iewswas led by the
women, I h o p , was a start. However, empowering the women in this study (and
othea who may have shared some of their expenences) involves more than the research
itself. As Ristock and Penwll(1996: 10) state: 'A culture of empowerment
disentangles and reworks relations of power by making their previously obscured
workings visible and therefore more open to disruption." The way the dominant
discourses have defined abortion has taken power away from the women who seek
them. These discourses can only be chailenged and subverted if they are exposed.
Their contradictions then allow alternative constructions to be heard .

CHAPTER FOUR: The Women in the Study
Summary of Participants
The women in this study corne from a variefy of backgrounds and had both
sirnilar and differing experiences seeking abortion services in Manitoba. At the time of
the interviews, the women's ages ranged fiom 20 to 37 (mean = 25.6). When seeking

abortion services, the ages ranged from 15 to 30. Al1 but one woman were under the

age of 26 when services were sought (one woman was a minor). At the time of the
interviews, one wornan was married, two were cohabiting with their parniers, and six
were single. When seeking abortion services. one was married and eight were single.
Four were living wiîh parents at the time of the abortions, and three were Living with
parents at the tirne of the interview. Two women had one child each at the tirne of the
interviews.
The dates when abortion services were sought ranged from 1989 to 1995. The
average number of years since seeking services was 4.38. At the time of the
interviews, there were 16 pregnancies for the nine women. Three women reported
having a miscarriage. Five women had one abortion, two women had two abortions,
and one had three. Eight of the nine women interviewed had abortions, with a total of
12 procedures. Four women had abonions at a c h i c (five procedures), four women at

a hospital (seven procedures), and one woman sought abortion services but chose to
continue the pregnancy. At the time of the abortion, one procedure was performed at
seven weeks estimated gestational age (e.g.a.), six at nine to ten weeks e.g.a., five at
11 to 12 weeks e.g.a., and one woman sought an abortion at 16 weeks but continued

the pregnancy. One woman reported complications following both abortions she had at
a hospital. Four women went for a post-operative check-up.

The women in this study accessed a variety of services for both information and
referral, counselling, and the procedure itself. Seven of the nine women accessed more
than one service. Six women received counselling and referral at a pro-choice health
clinic. Two women only accessed the counselling services of the facility where the
aboaions were performed. One woman did not receive counselling before or after the
procedure because she worked in a pro-choice environment and knew the options.
Two women also went to an anti-abortion counselling session prior to pro-choice
counselling, and one woman after the procedure. For the women who had more than
one abortion, the sarne pro-choice counselling services and facilities for the procedure
were accessed each tirne.
Al1 of the women interviewed for this study are Caucasian. It is regretful that
the experiences of women from other ethnic backgrounds are absent. At the tirne of
the interviews, four women were university students, four were employed full-tirne,
and one was involved in volunteer work. Al1 of the wornen have completed some post-

secondary education. Four had completed an undergraduate university degree and one
had completed a technical program at a community college.
The wornen in this study, despite common experiences, accessed or attempted to
access abortions for different reasons, and through different processes. Al1 nine
women reported that they were pro-choice both when seeking abortioos and at the thne
of the interview, though some had commented on earlier negative feelings toward

abortion due to their upbringing. The decision-making process when faced with an
unplannecl pregnancy is much more complex than one's personal view. Some knew

quite quickly that they were going to obtah an abortion, others took some thne to
decide, and some felt coerced into making a decision before they were ready . Sorne
wornen reported relatively Little difficulty in obtaining an abortion, whereas others
faced numerous barriers. The women define their experiences in light of this process

and how it fits into their lives. The next section provides a bnef profle of each
participant to provide a context for their experiences. To protect anonytnity and
confidentiality, pseudonyms have been assigneci and any identifying information has

been withheld.

individual Profiles
&ma

A m is a thirty-seven year old rnarried mother of a three year old. She lives in

Winnipeg with her husband and daughter, and is involveci in volunteer work. Growing

up, religion was not a big part of Anna's Iife. Anna had one abortion in 1990, at the
age of 30. She had been manted ten years at the time, and both she and her partner
decided that it was not a good time to continue a pregnancy. They wanted to have
children when they were both ready.

Anna has experience working in a pro-choice environment so she is aware of
the options that are available to her. She feels that this helped her to access abortion

services. For a "brief moment," Anna considered going to the United States for a

mensaual extraction, but changed her mind. She personally kww a health practitioner
who perfomed abortions so she self-referred and did not have to wait long to have the
procedure. She chose to have the abortion performed at a local hospitai rather than a
clinic because she was very famüiar with her doctor, and she laiew some of the staff at
the clinic. Her partner was very supportive throughout the process.

Anna found the staff very helpful at the hospitai, although she felt a little more
pnvacy 'might have been nice." It was early enough in the pregnancy that dilation and
the aspiration were done in the same day. After the procedure was over, AM^ felt

"physically crampy," but also felt relief. Anna's experience was virtuaLly barrier-fkee.
Knowing where to go for information and having personai connections to practitioners

enabled her to obtain an abortion quickly and with littie stress.
Despite her pro-choice position and supportive environment, Anna still felt

some of the stigma attacheci to having an abortion. She only told a few people close to
her about the abortion. When Anna decided to have an abortion at thirty years of age,
she felt a little 'silly" because "everybody else 1 h o w did this when they were 15."

Anna feels fortunate that her expenence in accessing an abortion went
smoothly, and she does not take that for granted. She knows that it is not that easy for
everyone. One of the most important factors to improve access, for Anoa, is accurate
information. To this end, Anna wanted to participate in the study to share information
with other women.

Betsy
Betsy is a 25 year old full-tirne University student working on her second
degree, and employed part-tirne. She lives with her mother and brother in Winnipeg,
and is engaged to be married. Betsy was not raised in a religious home. She had one

abortion in 1995, when she was 23 years old. Betsy and her partner, now her fiancé,
had discussed how they would deai with an unplanned pregnancy, and both felt that
they wanted to be married before they started a family.
When Betsy discovered she was pregnant, she and her parnier were very upset.

Refiecting on her views at the time, Betsy said she had "always been pretty much prochoice." For her, "school was nurnber one," and she was still living at home, so she
did not wish to continue the pregnancy. After discussing options, she and her partner
agreed that abortion was the best choice for them. Betsy told a few fiends about her
plans to terminate the pregnancy, but they did not react favourably. She did not tell

any family members at the tirne. The same day she found out about the pregnancy,
Betsy visited her family doctor. She was very upset that the doctor assumed she would
continue with the pregnancy. Betsy and her parmer found it dificult to fmd
information on abortion. The next day, Betsy contacted an abortion c h i c about
obtaining an abortion. After discovering that a hospital abortion could involve a three
to four week wait, Betsy chose the private clinic. The ultrasound, counselling,
dilation, and the procedure were ali within a week. Betsy's partner was very
supportive throughout the process .

She found the clhic environment and staff to be 'nice."

During the counselling

session, Betsy was very disappointed that a question sheet about circumstances of the
pregnancy (e.g.. the possibility of coercion and abuse) was voluntary. She believes
that these questions need to be explored to make sure that a wornan is mentally
prepared for the abortion and it is freely chosen. She also feels that the partner should
be interviewed as well to allow hirn more involvement in the process . The procedure

cost $350 which, according to Betsy, "seemed like such a smail price at the t h e for
great relief. "
Betsy sought counselling services several months after the abortion, and found
that helpful. Overall, she is happy with her decision and has no regrets. Betsy wanted
to share her expenence because "it feels good to have it acknowledged."

Corinne
Corinne is 23 years old, raised in Winnipeg, and currently lives alone. She
completed post-secondary education and is employed full-tirne. Although her father
was Catholic, Corinne was not raised in a very religious environment. She is "strongly

against organized religion," and has 'always" been pro-choice. Corinne has had two
abortions, in 1993 and 1994. She also had a miscaniage later in 1994. Al1 three
pregnancies were with the same partner, and he strongly encouraged her to terminate

al1 three of the pregnancies despite her wishes to continue them.

To this day, Conme does not feel that she made a decision about her
pregnancies. The fust two were coerced decisions and the third was taken fkom her

because of a miscarriage. Although she did not feel, for the first two pregnancies, that
she was as ready to be a mother as she would have liked, Corinne did not want to have
abonions. She told a few hiends about the frst two pregnancies and they were
g decision-making process, C o d e finally
supportive. Afier 'flip-flopping" d u ~ the
gave into the pressure fkom her parmer and her mother.
Corinne sought information from a local health c h i c , and contacted an antiabortion service which she wishes she'd never done. She then received counselling
fiom a pro-choice c h i c which she felt was helpful. Both abonions were done at a
local hospital. She had to wait four and five weeks, respectively, for the procedures.
The staff were "very nice," but Corinne found the abortions quite painful and
experienced complications after both.
Corinne feels she is ready to have children, but is experiencing difficulty
becoming pregnant. She does feel guilt over the abortions which she never really
wanted in the first place. Corinne is very aware of the stigma attached not only to
abonion itself, but to multiple abortions. Talking about her experiences, says
Corinne, is "kind of a purging thing." She feels that wornen who have had abortions
"should have a voice instead of everyone else who has no idea what's going on."

Darla
Dada is a 24 year old full-tirne university student. She is the mother of a three
year old daughter. She lives in Winnipeg with her common-law spouse. Growing up

in Western Canada, Darla was not raised in a religious environment, though her

rnother is 'pro-Life."

Darla is pro-choice and always felt it was an 'individual thing."

When she found out she was pregnant in 1992, Darla was "stumed" and. as she
recalls, "it was just decided that, well, abortion is nanirdly the choice. * Darla went to

see ber gynaecologist who confinned the pregnancy and assurned that she would
continue it. After takuig a week to think about her decision, Dada rehimed to her
doctor who told her that the pregnancy was further along than he originally thought,
thirteen weeks, He told her that she had "no choice," she wodd have to continue the
pregnancy .
Darla told few people about the pregnancy, and was discouraged from abortion
by her sister and mother. She found it difficult to gather information on abortion. She

did manage to see a counsellor at a pro-choice clinic, but the pregnancy was past the
gestational limit in Manitoba at that time (16 weeks). At the clinic, Darla was given

information and a referral letter for the abortion c h i c in Fargo, North Dakota which
would have cost approxirnately $900. After deciding against going to Fargo, Darla and
her partner separated. She moved in with her mother, and continued the pregnancy.
Darla wishes she had known then what she knows now about abortion services

in Manitoba. If she was back in time in the same position again, Darla would have had
the abortion. Thinking back on the expenence and the misinformation makes Dada

angry. She feels that girls and women need to know where to find information and
what services are available.

Eve
Eve is a 27 year old full-time university student living with her parmer. She

has lived in Winnipeg most of her life, and was raised in a Catholic home, but it was
"never really a faith issue." She has always been pro-choice. Eve has had three
abortions and one rniscarriage since 1989. When she frst found out she was pregnant,
Eve was "devastated." She was in a relationship with a partner who was not very
supponive. The few family members and close fiends that she told were supportive.
Eve knew right away that she did not want to continue the pregnancy. She
contacted a hospital about obtaining an abortion and had the counselling and procedure
about two weeks later. The cost of an abortion at the private c h i c discouraged Eve
fiom seeking an abortion there. After the procedure, Eve felt very guilty because of
the secrecy and hiding the abortion from her father. For the second and third

pregnancies, Eve had to wait four weeks to obtain an abortion. She found the hospital
staff to be "fine*for al1 three procedures, but was very embarrassed about the multiple
pregnancies.

Eve found access to the abortions to be easy. If she were pregnant and seeking
an abortion, Eve would access the pro-choice counselling that is available as she feels it
helps with the decision-making process. She does not regret her experiences, but is
very aware of the stigma around multiple abortions. Eve wanted to share her
experiences because she feels that women need information and education about
abortion services.

Fiona
Fiona is a 26 year old university graduate and is employed full-the. She
currently lives alone in Winnipeg. Fiona grew up in a religious rurd cornmunity in
Manitoba and was taught that abortion was wrong. She was living in Winnipeg when
she found out she was pregnant in 1993. Unlike many of her ftiends, Fiona felt she
was 'more careerdriven than motherhood driven." She felt "stupid" when she became
pregnant. Having taiked to some fnends who have had abortions, Fiona knew the
options available to her. It was just a matter of deciding what to do. She was still in
school at the time and was not in any rush to have children. Her parmer at the tirne
was very supportive.
When seeking information, Fiona unlaiowingly contacted an anti-abortion
service which was upsetting for her. She contacted numerous other places and heard a
lot of "we don? do this." After a couple of weeks, Fiona was able to see a counsellor
at a pro-choice clinic. The abortion was performed at a local hospital. Fiona found the
hospital environment "cold, clammy and sterile." Privacy was a concem for her, and
she felt like she was rushed out afier the procedure.
Though she was feeling some guilt after the procedure because of her religious
background, Fiona feels she made the right decision. It feels good for her to talk about
the experience, to remove the silence and the idea that abortion is a "sin" or "evil."

Gloria
Gloria is a 26 year old university graduate living in rural Manitoba. She is
working full-time and lives with her parents and younger sibling until she moves in
with her fiancé. She lived in several places in Western Canada and the United States
when growing up, and retumed to her home community after completing her postsecondary education. Gloria was raised in a Roman Catholic home. She has had two
pregnancies; a rniscarriage in 1992, and an abortion in 1993. Glona was living in
Winnipeg at the tirne of the abortion, and felt that the partner she was with was not
someone "you could be relying on as a father." She was sri11 in school and decided
that it was not a good time to have a child. Her parmer was not very supportive during
the process, except financially.

Gloria did not tell many people about the pregnancy and felt very alone during
the experience. A close friend who worked in a pro-choice setting helped her set up
appointrnents and offered support. Gloria chose to go through the private clinic
because she knew she would get the support she needed. The abonion was paid for by
her partner as she could not afford the cost. Her appointment was within a week.
Glona found the abortion procedure "uncomfortable," but not painhil. She found the
clinic environment "wonderful. "
After the procedure, Gloria felt a "big, big sense of relief." She has no regrets
about her decision and feels that access needs to be irnproved in Manitoba, particularly

in rural areas.

Heidi
Heidi is 22 year old university graduate and is employed full-the. She grew
up in Winnipeg and currently lives with her parents. Growing up, Heidi was raised in
a Catholic household. She had an abortion in 1990 at the age of 15, and a second in
1992 when she was 17. For the fist pregnancy , Heidi was in an abusive relationship

and was pressured into having an abortion. Although she was fnghtened and felt she
was too young to have a child, Heidi feels like she never reaily made a decision. For
the second pregnancy, Heidi's parmer was out of the country. She told only a few

friends about the pregnancies, and they were supportive.
Being a minor during both pregnancies, Heidi was faced with the difficulty of
obtaining an abortion without parental consent. She received counselling at a prochoice clinic both times. For the first abortion, Heidi was referred to a doctor who
adrnonished her about contraception, and told her he would not perform an abortion on
a 15 year old girl. The only other option available was the private clinic. Both Heidi
and her partner were teenagers, so they found it dificult to corne up with the money to
pay for an abortion. Keeping the abortions a secret from family members, missing
school, and transportation were dificulr for her.
Heidi found the counselling at the c h i c brief, but the environment was
"relaxing." After the abortions, Heidi felt ''prew happy."

Heidi does not regret her

decisions and feels she has grown as a person because of the expenences. She found
accessing the abortions "difficult," but also felt forninate to be living in an urban
centre where the services are available. Heidi believes that talking about abortion is

difficult for members of society, and that education is needed "to open their minds a
little bit. "

Iris

Iris is a 20 year old full-time university student living in Winnipeg with her
parents and younger brother. She grew up in Central and Eastern Canada, and has
been in Winnipeg for six years. Iris attended church until she was 16, but does not
'believe in the whole organized religion thing." She felt that abortion should be
available to women, but not overused. Iris had an abortion in 1995 at the age of 18.
Her partner was supportive, but she feels he unconsciously pressured her into having
the abortion. She told a fnend who was supportive during the process.

When Iris found out she was pregnant, she was upset. She had plans for school
and did not want to disappoint her parents so she decided that there was 'no way" she
would continue the pregnancy. She had the pregnancy confirmed at a wak-in c h i c ,
and sought counselling services at a pro-choice health clinic. Iris and her partner
decided to go to the private clinic because her parnier had heard negative things about
hospital abortions. Her parmer paid the $350 fee for the abortion.
Iris felt some pain during the procedure, but found the staff and the c h i c
environment "really good." She felt uncomfortable sitting in a waiting area with other
women, and would have liked more privacy. Iris wanted to share her experience

because she wanted other women to know about the services she found helpful when
seeking an abortion.

PART II: The Women9sVoices

The next three chapters present the findings of the interviews with nine women
about their experiences accessing abortion services in Manitoba between 1990 and
1995. Despite the smaU sample size, there were interesthg differences, but also some

remarkable similarities in the women's experiences. Some of the fmdings were
anticipated, others less so.
Several categories began to emerge during the course of the interviews. 1 have
chosen to organize these categories into three main themes: The Meaning of Abortion;
Barriers to Access; and Stigma and Silence. The fkst theme highlights how the process
of seeking abortion services in Manitoba, and the abortion experience itself, fit into the
lives of these women. The second theme explores the process of negotiating access to
abortion services, and barriers to access identified by the women. Some of the barriers

are more concrete, while others are less tangible. The third theme reveds the stigma
and silence surroundhg abortion and the barriers they create and sustain. These
themes are not mutually exclusive. They have an impact on each other.
These chapters contribute to a discourse on women's experiences that has k e n
under-acknowledged. As such, their words are given pnority. How these discourses
compare to the dominant discourses wiil be discussed in Chapter Eight.

CHAPTER F m : The Meaning of Abortion
In order to determine whether or not the dominant discourses are congruent

with the views and experiences of the women in this study, it is important to explore
the concept of meaning. For each of the women in this study, the experience of
dealing with an unpland pregnancy and the decision to terminate a pregnancy are a
part of their lives. Legal, medical, and moral struggles over the definition of abortion
tend to receive more exposure than the acnial words of women who have had these
experiences. One of the objectives of this research is to provide an opportunity for
women to taik about their experiences and what abortion means to them. Some
interview questions directly explored meaning, whereas other information emerged
during the course of the interviews. 1 felt it was important to present this section fvst
to

provide a context for the others.

Views on Abortion Before the Experience
How one feels toward abortion can have a significant effect on the experience of
seeking access to abortion services and the abortion itself (Sachdev , 1993). Although
all of the women identified themselves as pro-choice at the t h e of the interview, some

felt differently before they had the abortion. A religious upbringing, particularly one
which denounces abortion, can have a significant impact on one's thinking. For

example, Heidi said, "back then 1 think 1 had a lot of mixed feelings about the issue. 1

think, with my upbringing ... it basically told me it was murder." Fiona was also

raised in a religious home, and was told that abortion was 'murder. ' Darla's mother

was 'pro-Me' and she recalled the anti-abortion literature around the home:

We used to get these homebleletters in the mml ... My mother] used to Wear a
linle flower and st@ ... we would corn OK? of high school and there would be
mers and pichires of the garbage c m foetuses ... I think a linle of th& was
instilled in me, so I was little moral& nghteotu when I was younger. (Darla)
Darla found that when friends and people close to her experienced unplanneci
pregnancies, '1 kind of changed in that way. 1 looked at it as totally an individual
thing." Others expressed their views on religion at the time of interview:

ï'm s m g t y against organized religion. (Corinne)
I don 't believe in the whole organized religion thing. If somebody gets
something out of it, that 's great, but Zjust don 't. I don 't idemify with it ut all.
(Iris)

The women were asked how they felt about abortïon before they discovered they were
pregnant. Most of the women had always identified themselves as prothoice:

Well. I'd never really thought of it as a temablething. I think I'd always been
pretty much pro-choice ... (Betsy)
I've always been pro-choice. I've always thought nobody could muke thut
decision for me ... (Corinne)
I cenainly was for abortion. I alwuys have been, as far as Z can remember.
Because my mom 's been very open about things like thut, and pro-choice kind of
s w . So. there 's always been no question. (Eve)
I never had my like religious or moral qualm about if. I dm 't think people
should just be &le to use [izbortion] as theirfonn of birth con?rol. (Iris)
Heidi, Fiona and Dada were raised in an environment where abortion was considered
'murder. ' However, their views changed over time, and they now identify themselves

as pro-choice.

Anti-abortion discourses insist that abortion is 'murder' and that women are

choosing to 'kiii' their 'babies.' A distinction beo~eenthis discourse and that of
women who are seeking or have sou@ abortions is clear when one acknowIedges
women's own perspective. As Henry Morgentaler has said: 'A woman who wants an
abortion doesn't want to kiil a baby. She doesn't want the product of conception to

become a baby" (cited in Claire, 1995:69).

Definhg the Pregnancy

... Nt was just not a good time tu be having a child. (Gloria)
In order to understand how a woman feels about the abortion experience, it is
important to know how she felt about the pregnancy. The experience of an unplanned

pregnancy conjures up a wide range of emotions.

I felt diuy, ran to the bathroom and I thrav up. And when I'm over the toilet
bowl lin thinking, this cannot be monUng sickness. Please Gai, don't let it be

moming sickness ... 17 took the pregnancy tesr] and those two lines came up
saying 'pregnant' and Iflipped out. I think that 's every fernale's worst
nighmiare, and it happened to me ... I just, 1jusr felt half sick. this cm 't be
right. I don 't believe this. I was in deniai, but I was aiso going, 'Yes. Inis
mukes sense, ' because the week or two before that I was feeling really weird
ond I was extra tired. bout I j m atm'buted it to the training, you know ? ... I
remernber grabbing the stick and I didn't realize how m c h I was shaking. I was
just holding it, and trembling, and I threw it in the garbage. I buried it under so
mcury things ... I took the garbage, and I tied it up, and I threw it [our]. (Betsy)
For Betsy, the positive pregnancy test was her 'worst nightmare.' At the same tirne,
she said:
2 remember Zooking at myseZfdfOerently in the mirror, Md rouching my
stomach. [thinkind I cannot believe this. I jurt couldn 't. I don Z know if it was
happiness or [ ~ h a t ][it~war] kind of neai that I could achuzlly get pregnant.
(Betsy)

For many women, it takes a pregmncy to realize that they can become pregnant. Luck
or good timing may keep a woman fiom becoming pregnant when not using
contraception, and this may be interpreted as a sign of infertiiity. Moreover, it may

seem paradoxical for a woman to feel unhappy about a pregnancy and happy at the

same t h e , as Betsy expressed. Others have found similar reactions nom pregnant
women (Claire, l996:35). The other women in this smdy had these comments about
their reactions to king pregnant:

I was very surprised. Not because the Oirth control had f d e d , I wwar just so
suptised. Jus a very spinning feeling. 1rememùer [the doctor] telling me very
well Md just [thinkngJ, 'Oh my G d , oh my God. ' (Corinw)
I called [a dinicl, and like tuked to the lody and she said. 'Well, the results
were positive' and then the first thing out of her mouth [was], '1s this a good
thing or a buà thing?' II suid] 'Uh. a very, very bud thing. ' And so then I kind
of staned crying and went Niro the bathroom. I didn'? have to say anything.
M
y parnier] knew that it was ,@ositive]. (Iris)

Oh, my first reacrion was I cried. I didn't know what ro do. I

WQS dewtated.

(Eve)

I war probably a linle naive, a linle confued. I I't had my penod regularly
before thut, and 1 was using binh corn01preo regularly so Z didn't think I'd
mer get pregmt ... and I was total& astonished. 1 couldn 't believe it. (Dada)
I;r war in] utter shock, Md feeling stzqid. (Fiona)
Well the thing is, they told me [the pregnuncy test was positive] n g h i then and

there. mey took me into a r m for counselling, and that's when they toM me.
The boyfiend ut the time was there too. And so, I think it was like a thing of
shock, 'What am I going to do? I'm on& 15. ' (Heidi)
I w m 't very h a p wîth
~ thefact ... I was not pleased. I was upset, very upset.
I wouldn 't say I was hysterical though, in the situatrtuatron.
(Gloria)

It was just a really bad time ... m e 'd sort of gone through a health cnsis ...
and I wm just feeling a real sense of, I guess, reliefthm I had some choices ...
If just wasn 't meant to be. (Anna)

Being confionteci with an unplannesi pregnancy can be a very distressing

experience, as these women revealed. Discourses on motherhood often assume that
pregnancy is a positive experience, or if it is not at first, it will become positive. For
many women, severai aspects of theu Lives need to be in place before they embark on
motherhood, if bey plan to become mothers at aii. An unplanneci pregnancy can be

very disruptive. The women offered reasom why they did not feel that the pregnancies
could fit into their iives at the time.

The pan'ner that I was involved with, there's jus? no way he was sorneone thaî
you could be retying on us a fother to your child. And ako I haàjust corne
backfrom backpackingfor four months. Z wus broke, had very linle money. I
was back m wu'versity. It war jusz not good timing at ail. And this individaal, I
had found out, was no? staying com'tted to the relationship und was kïnà of
fooling arowrd. So it was just not a good time to be having a child. (Gloria)

Well, [lnty reacîion w
w there 's no way. I have plans for school and sr@ like
thut, there's just no way. M y parents wouid jus?Peak out. I don'? know what
they woucd do exact@,b u they would 'vePeaked out. I wanted ro get finished
school and st@ Zike thut ... (Iris)
M y partner] wem away for a year and I fou& out [&out the pregmcyl, and I
thought, 'Oh my God. WhPr am I going to do?' I wasn 't on@thinking about
myself. To me, I know that 1 wasn 't ready for a child and Z had come ro t h

decision before ... (Heidi)

Heidi cornmenteci that she knew she did not want to continue the pregnancy because
she had come to that decision in a previous pregnancy. Sachdev (199354) found that
the decision-making process for many women may not be as diffcult if they have
already gone through the process before.
Betsy identifieci a number of reasons why a pregnancy would not fit into her Iife
at the the. She had plans and priorities and it was important for her to Nfiuthem.

I had two jobs at thut tirne' actually ... And II was training/ lots. ... Schoul was
nimcber one. Number one. No one in my famgl'yhas post-secondary educarion.
and so to me it was a really big thing. My brother had justfinished at t h
time. He went to [university], so I thought, 'Well. my brorher's the jïrst one to
do ir ... I have to do this. I really want tofinish. ' I'd finished one degree and I
was going on ro the other one, and I thought, Tve gotta finish. I've worked so
hard. ' Ami that was so imporiant to me. And, I don 't know, maybe it 's old
farhoned. but I wanted to be mamDed,I w w ~ to
d be moved OU. None of this
living at honte with my m m wd, and I thought, 'Whar is this going to do to Our
relationship ? Like Our relatowhip was great ... b u I thought whor 's going to
happen to it with this extra sness on a?' Maybe thut sowids temmb1ey
I chose
our relatiomhip ubove. you know, a baby ... (Betsy)
These quotes illustrate that a woman's life circumstances are central in how she views
the pregnancy and the decision-making process involved. Pregnancies do not occur in
a vacuum. For most of these women, king students did not facilitate having a child.
As Corinne recalled, she did not want to have the first abortion, but she, too, had
important plans:

For] the second and third @egnancies] I was in school. They were both so
close together. und 2 wasjust so scured t h I wouùin 'tfinish. I [said], 'Okay,
fine. fine. fine' I'll jus$ do it. Just Zeuve me alone, just leave me alone. ' I was
too scared to think about it. (Corinne)
Another comrnon consideration by women faced with an unplanned pregnancy
is economics. They are aware of the reality of raising a child and the associated
expenses. Corinne feit that she was not fuianciaiiy 'ready' for a chiid, but because she
wanted to continue the pregnancy, she would have found a way:

I have never been a shcker. I've never been one that 's going ro work at some
five dollar an howjob all my life. I've never, ever been thot way, and if it war
harder so it would be harder. (Corinne)

Directiy related to whether or not a pregnancy will fit into a woman's life is the
desire to have control over the timing of a pregnancy. The decision to have children

requires sacrifices. The concept of 'planned parenthood' afTords women and their
partnes the possibility of deciding when they want to pursue parenthood. A few of the
women talked about the timing:

We had taiked a lot about rt], were we going to have Mds, and I was the one
tha wus really on thefence. So, I knew that when I did it, it would be planned,
and it would be when I wanted it to happen. (Anna)
I just want to have a baby su bud. But I wmt to have it under the right
conditions. I waw to be in a stable relatiomhip. That's what I would like, but it
doesn 't r e m mutter ... (Corinne)

For Eve, she has decided that she will continue the pregnancy, if and when it should
happen again, 'whether I'm ready or not. ' The word 'ready' is very important in this
process; it symbolizes the wish to control the timing of a pregnancy, and to be
prepared for parenthood. There is also the issue of responsibility. Fiona commented

on the pressure felt by some to have a child when they are not 'ready':
What good is it i f the person is going to have a baby they don 't realiy want? ...
If t h q keep it and they 're not ready for it, [what are] the repercussions of thor?
(Fiona)

The physical experience of pregnancy , while not necessarily a deciding factor to
terminate, made the situation more difficult for some:

For] the third pregnancy, I wonder if it was because I was very calm about
, once. I think thar contributed [to
keeping it, [ b e c a w I was not ~ e a t e dnot
the decision to abort], I really do. I mean you were so sick all the tinte. Not
that I had the obom*onbecause I hud monring sickness, but I think it mukes you
more tumultuous too. You 're so ruuiseated ... I lost ten pounds when I was
pregnmt becaise I couldn 't keep [ànything down], I couZùn't e a . Everythng
tumed me o f CUI(I when I dïd eat, I threw up. With both pregncuicies, it was
very bad that way, and being thut sick doesn't help you make a decision for
keeping it. Nut to say thut was my decision-maker or anything Iike that, but it
doesn 't help. (Corinne)

I wasn't very latefor my period. It war on& a fov days, bout I had been, like,
throwing up for a week. Inrowing up, ail the time. And I jus? kind of felr
merem. I know thar sounds weird. I was puking? like, every single moming ...
And I lost, like, about ten powidr because [Iwar] prrking al1 the tinte. It was
jus? hom0ble.(Iris)

It was just the feeling. I couldn 'tfiuicrion. I have ternoblesickness when I 'm
pregnunt ... I just couldn 'tfwiction. I warn 't able to move a r o d or do
anything. I was sick all the time ... Som people wouiü rhink it war tem'ble,
but I jus? wanted it out. Jus? didn't w a r ~it. (Eve)
2 was so sick, unbelievably sick. (Fiona)

I war feeling a bit anxiow about it. I wanted to get if over with. I was
physically feeling poor, I was staning tofeel ill. ( h m )

JW the feeling I had, Musea every moming. I was very, very ill. I jus?

remember ir was so bai I couldn 't men walk ... I was just really sick. I
coulcln 't go anywhere. Jus?puking. I f I walked five steps, IJdthrowup. I
actually had to stop working. At this tim I had a pan-time job working at a
clothing store, and I couldn 't men stanà up to work. I literally tord them, l ' m
sorry, 2 can 't work because I'm too sick. ' (Heidi)
For these women, the physical experience of pregnancy was difficult, and may

have k e n exacerbated by their reaction to the pregnancy and the difficult decision-

making process. Added to that is the length of the waiting period between the decision
to terminate the pregnaocy and the appointment for the abortion. As Eve said, '1 just
wanted it out.' Bowes (1990) found simiiar reactions Born the women interviewed
about their experiences seeking abortions in Nova Scotia. Feeling ill, coupled with the
desire to tenninate the pregnancy does not shed a favourable Light on the experience for

these women.
How the women felt about rnotherhood anci children at the time they were
pregnant is Wtrative of how they defmed the pregnancy. Sorne women were quite

sure that they wanted to have children some &y, but not at the time they were faced
with these pregnancies. ûthers were ambivalent about motherhood.

I think we both had less than desirable childhoods, so we jus? hud so many
plans. We hud plans to do so many things. And we had a lot of those things in
common, like travelling, which is not conducive to children m g h ] . Going to
school, other places, going out to ent every night, s w like that we Ziked to do
that we didn 't really want to give yp. That was the hardest thing, und thar was
just the deciding factor. I don 't think it wus a d@nite tfing. I jus? said, well,
for now I don 't wont to have any children, for a long tim ar least, or if ever.
(Darla)

Z guess I'rn kind of more careerdriven than motherhooddriven, compared to
some of my fiiendr. I don 't drem about, 'Oh, I can 't wait to have a kid, '
which probably influenced my decision, too. I don 't wwtt to stay home and
change dirty àïapers. (Fiona)

17 was thinkind I'm going to university and how am I supposed to deal with
this ? I still think ut 17 1 warn 't mature enough, and I don5 men think righr
now I would be mature enough to have a child. (Heidi)
For these women, motherhood was either something they wished to put off until they
were ready, or something ihey were not sure they wanted to pursue at ail. For
Corinne, motherhood was something that she was willing to experience at the tirne, and
especiaily now. She wonders if the abortions, which she never really wanted, have
innuenced her views.

I'rn so jealous of women al1 the time.I'm so jealous of women with babies. I'rn
so jealous of pregnanr wornen. 1am jealous of my brother ... his girlfiend is
due in three weekr . I'rn so jealous of him. I'rn buying al1 this ba&y SMand
my mom [arked meJ 'Why are you buying them so much s w ' And then she
said, 'WelZ, I guess I know why.' I just need to. If1 b q this stufthen rnaybe
people will think Z have a baby. I helped raise my boyfiend's ouest, jirstbom, being with this baby all the time,unt'l he war two years old. I wmed
people ro think that he w u mine. I don 't know if Z'd feel that way if I'd never
been p r e g m . (Corinne)

It is important to understand that not all pregnancies will be defined in the same

manner. Women may express different sentiments toward an unwanted v e m a
wanted pregnancy. Depending on how a woman defines the pregnancy, the tenn

'foetus' or 'baby' may be used. This distinction has been criticized by anti-abortion
activists. Such criticisms do not permit women to defme their own pregnancies. Prochoice discourses (and legai discourses in Canada) view the foetus and woman as one
entity. However, the term 'baby' rnay be used by the willingly pregnant woman. The
important distinction is that the woman has willingly accepted the pregnancy and 'the
transformation of identity and personhood that pregnancy involves" (Hopkins et al.,
1996552). The point is that it is up to the woman, and her aione, how she defînes any

particular pregnancy .
In anti-abortion literahire, 'the willingly pregnant woman's painful experience
of miscamiage is used to construct the experience of abonion as a means of nanualizing
a particular construction of the foetus" (Hopkins et al., 1996:557). This essentializes
women's bodies and experiences without considering how each womao chooses to
define her own pregnancy. Three women in this study experienced a miscarriage. For
Gloria and Eve, the pregnancies were uuplanned, but Corinne had chosen to define this
pregnancy as a positive one, and planned to continue. She States that she had to have a

D & C (Dilatation and Curretage) "because 1 lost the baby." Language is very
powerful and other discourses have chosen to define pregnancy and abortion with little

or no regard for the individuai circumstances and feelings of women.

For the women in this sîudy, pregnancy involved a complexity of feelings. Not
waming to continue a pregnancy does not translate into wanting to abort. As Corinne

and Gloria said:

I fhink there are two questions: whether you're ready for o boby or whether
you 're reaày tu dort. Thm's a whole other thing. Maybe you 're not ready to
have a chiki, but are you ready to put an end to a üfe? I mean, you have to
corne to r e m with that as well. (Corinne)

fl told the courzsellor] I don ' f have any second thoughrs about this, and 1really
don't feel overly ternobleabout if. This isn't a nice thing ... Ifthis could have
nat happened. I would have preferred it not to have huppened, but the reality is
it's happening and I have to deal with it. (Gloria)
Contrary to anti-abortion discourses, these women m a y define a pregnancy in a
particular way, but still have ambivalence about the decision to abort. Sachdev (1993)

found that the degree of ambivalence felt by a woman when going through the decisionmaking process was related to how she defined the pregnancy. Further, some anti-

abortion discourses assume that negative feelings toward the abortion experience results
from this ambivalence. For some of the women in this study, negative feelings arose
because of the fact that they sirnply wished that they had not become pregnant. For
others, the cKcumstances of the pregnancy, and the context of both the decision-making
process and the abortion expenence itself greatly affected how they viewed their

For Heidi, the first pregnancy was representative of her ambivalence about her
relationship. Her partner was abusive, and the sexuai intercourse was not something
she engaged in willingly. She reflected on her reaction to the pregnancy: "1 think it

was a denial of king sexually active."

With the societal attitudes and discourses toward women and motherhood,
abortion becomes one side of bhary opposites. The 'good' mother wants to be
pregnant and carries the pregnancy to term, and the 'bad' mother aborts. How a
woman views her own pregnancy is affected by many factors, including social (and
other) discourses and attitudes toward abortion.
The attitudes of others when a woman is going through the decision-making
process c m have a significant impact on the experience. In this study, 1 encountered
several women who were not sure about what to do about the pregnancy, and felt
pressured by partners (and others) to terminate the pregnancy. In particular, how these
people (especially the partner) defmed the pregnancy (wanted or unwanted) had a

defuiite impact on how the women viewed the pregnancy themselves, and the process
of seeking an abortion.

The Decision-Making Process

me] then asked, 'If you don? want the baby and you don? want an abortion,
what do you want?' 'That is my dilemma,' [she] replied. (cited in Claire,
1995: 110)
The decision-making process, when faced with an unplanned pregnancy, is an

important area to explore. As pregnancies do not occur in a vacuum, women have both
circumstances and people to consider when making these choices. Further, the
decision-making process is reflective of what those circumstances are, and the
pressures that women are faced with, both direct and subtie. Some women knew
almost imrnediately what their decision would be:

We decided thut we both didn't really want children, so if was End of a big
thing for us. It was just decided that abortion is lt~zhcrallythe choice. @arla)
nKre was never really an issuefor me of what would be the right or wrong
thing io do. Should I get an abortion? It was right uway. There waîjust no
way in hell I could have this kid ... I knew nght away that I wanted to get an
abonion. I didn 't want to continue the pregnancy ... (Eve)
For most of the women, the process took longer and was less straightforward. When

asked if she made a decision right away, Corinne responded:

No, dflnitety not. My bayfnend was with me. He wasn't in the ruom when I
found out. He was in the waiting room, andfirst thing he did was take me over
to his house and tell me, 'Get an abommon.' He had a son already. His son
was a monîh old. He had just become a fmher and he didn't want this and I
needed to get an aborrion, and I guess t h ' s what p h e d the seed. Not thut I
wouldn't have thoughr of it but, honestljt, nght up until the aborrion und still
today, my minîi flip flops, llterally one second to the n m . I wanted it but I was
scared to death. It took me a while b@ore I told my mom and I on& told my
mother becouse I wmed to keep it. (Corinne)
Fiona stated, "1knew the options, it was just a matter of figuring out what to do ..."
Even if a woman is aware of options available to her, an unplanneci pregoancy can be

fraught with ambivalence and fear, as Corinne and Heidi recalled:

I was füp-flopping. I wanted to keep it but ... because I was scared, I did aiso
want to have an abortion. I c m 't say t h 1 wanted to keep ir one hwtdred
percent of the tim, because I didn 't. (Corinne)
1 think I [had the abomrtron]
out of fear, anà out of pressure

... (Heidi)

An unplanned pregnancy can be difficult enough, but feeling pressured to make a

decision can create M e r stress. Some women felt that they did not have control over
their decision because of pressure. Heidi recaiied the pressure because of the time
limits imposed on decision-makîng, and pressure fkom her partner when conftonted

with the first pregnancy.

Things are rushed so much. You're mhed to make a decision. The people
&aiing wirh you doni men really know who you are. They 'rejust in there to
get you in and out, for the decision. The-don't even know ifyou're leery, and
you cm'? even be leery becarcse there is such a time limit. You can't men be
really m u r e becme it's either you do it or you don 't. (Heidi)
I think it was a lot of pressure from [my partnerl, and at the smne timefeeling
scared. I know I didn 't want to be having a child at 25. I don't regret anything
rhat 2 chose tu do then, because I really think that it was the right decision at
the tirne- (Heidi)
Other women spoke of feeling pressure when trying to arrive at a decision about the

I think the closes?1 mer came to a decision was still wanting to keep it. I don 't
know if i f s a decision, but it's something t h reallj smck out in rny mind. 1
was sihing across this table from my mom and she said Well, if you 're going to
keep this goddamned baby, you're going to need some sleepers, you 're going to
need this and you 're going to need that. ' And then I just started to cry because
she was so cruel about it. I don 't know if that was a decision bu? maybe it was
the ~??ting
point thnt I was too scared to be alone. I still flip-flopped Mer t h ,
but she was so cruel and so mean and I was so scared and so Young ...
(Corinne)
I think it was rather quick, the decision. I almosr think [ny partnet's] brother
was pusiiing more towards the abortion ... I kind of hnd the sense t h that was
the choice I was supposed to d e in front of him. (Heidi)
I didn 't want to have to tell my parents, su it was kind of like my choice was
made for me befoe I even had a chance tu think about it. (Iris)
The pressure to either terminate the pregnancy or continue can prove to be a
significant barrier in the decision-making process, and can directly affect how a woman
feels going ihrough the abortion experience and afterwards. In fact, studies have found
that women who are pressured to have an abortion when they do not want one have

more difficulty dealing with the abortion afterward than those who were not pressured
(Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Greenglass, 1981). A woman may feel that she

did not make the decision herself, or that she reaily did not have ownership over that
decision:

To me, I don 't really feel like I realiy made the decision. I think he was going
[with me for the abornrnon]
just to see that it was actuully done. In rny eyes,
thar's how I feel. I reully don't think t h there wus any sense of [him uskingf,
'How do you feel? ' ... I think he wus just there because he was the other person
involved. (Heidi)
No, I never really came to a decision, I remernberj u s giving in. mjust [saidj.
'Fine'... I made the appointment and you know, to go and, I just went through
the motions. Even to this day I don 't remember rnaking a decision. (Corinne)
There is considerable conflict within many women when deaiing with an
unplanwd pregnancy because wanting to have an abonion implies responsibility. A
miscarriage is not something that is 'chosen.' Three women in this study experienced
a miscarriage. Gloria had one before her abortion, Eve experienced a miscarriage with
her third pregnancy, before the third abonion, and Corinne miscarried with her third
pregnancy, after the two abortions. The feelings expressed by Eve and Corinne about
the rniscarriages reveal much about the ambivalence surrounding the desire to control
the timing of terminating a pregnancy, and king able to arrive at a decision:
I felt really unusual. I knew whut I wanted to do as far as getting an abonion,
but 1 did feel a sense of loss, I guess, in a sense. Because you do feel a sense of
loss when you have the ubortion, anyway. T b ' s pan of it too, but I guess il
was just the eedness of nature doing it for me. (Eve)

Mvbe i f 1 had the rniscam'agefirst. I wouldn 't have had the abortlrtlons.
Becaure my choice was taken from me. [Imagine] thinking about killing yourself
because you don2 want to make this kind of decision. Not seriously. but I
wirhed thor a bus would hit me and kill us both instead of me having to do it ...
Make thar decision for me. Yet when I had a rniscam'age and the decision was
made for me. I wm angry ... That rny decirion was taken auay. Not that there
was any decision to d e , but had I gone through losing a child [with the
miscam-age],becoming attached to a child and losing a child through no
decision of my own, first, then I think if l got pregnant again the same way I

hod the secund tirne' I think I would have kept it. Because you aperience loss
anà if 's d@erent wirh abornrnon
because you have to expehnce the guilt thar
goes almg with it and the guilt is somenmenmes
a lot more rhan [the loss] ...
(Corinne)
Corinne also felt that she did not make a decision about the first two pregnancies, due
to the pressure she felt. She makes a distinction between the 'decision' to have an
abonion, and the miscarriage. Women wiIî define 'choice' in many different ways,
just as they do with their pregnancies. The concept of 'choice' is cornplex. There may

be any number of barriers, both tangible and less so, which constrain and mold the
decision-making process for women.
Though most of the women eventuaiîy decided they would terminate the
pregnancy, Corinne r e c d s the second pregnancy when she did arrive at an irnmediate
decision to continue, only to have pressure fiom her parnier to terminate. She ended
up having the abortion.
NO. I was dead set against [haMng an abortrrtron].
I wwasn 't going to let myself. I
didn 't want to have the Prs? one [and I thoughf' I 'm definiteiy not going to have
the second one. I wish I hodn'r told [my partnerl, or anyune [about the
pregnancy]. I probabiy would have followed through, b u I had his pressure ...
(Corinne)

For Darla, she immediately decided, with her partner, that abortion was 'naturaliy ' the
choice. However, she encountered barriers when attempting to seek abortion services.
Darla's mother, who was opposed to Darla having an abortion, suggested she corne to
stay with her. Despite her initiai decision with her partner to terminate the pregoancy,

she arrived at another decision:
Jurt a lot of outside pressures like people saying, "Don't do it. ' or 'Yeah, you
should do it. * I just kind of took a couple of days by myselfand [thought] I
think I'II continue [the pregnancyl. And fl thought], I know it will be dificult,

but I just don 't want to do this anymore. I don'[ want ru put myself through this
... I think I thoughr it was a good decision at the tirne. Whar made it a linle
easier, I think, was [ t h ] I was looking for someone to tell me the right thing to
do. And I rhink the worst thing I did was phone my mont ... I shouldn 't have
phoned her and been in that kind of vulnerable posiîion. (Dada)
That Darla was hoping someow would tell her 'the right thing to do,' again, speaks to
the ambivalence that is sometimes felt in the decision-mahg process.

The women in this study defmed the decision to have an abortion as their own
to make. Betsy felt that partriers should be included more in the abortion expenence,
but in a supportive capacity. in this study, women who felt that they made the decision
to terminate the pregnancy without coercion and with support reported a more positive
experience than those who were coerced, had unsupportive partners or family, or those
who had no support.

Support of Partners

The role of partners, family rnembers, and fnends in the life of the woman
faced with an unplanned pregnancy can have a significant impact on the decisionmaking process and the experience of seeking and having an abortion. Betsy, Anna,
and Fiorut had supportive partners throughout the decision-making process and the
abortion itself.

I was jlipping out. I was crying and we drove tu the park and he hugged me for
about haif an hour. He said, 'What do you want to do?' And I said, '1 want to
hme an abonion. ' And he said, 'I'mfuliy behind you. I was hoping you were
going to say t h because I hupe we can do this in the filture one a@, but not
nght now. ' And I said, 'Okay, tha?'s whar we '11 do. ' Su, I said '1 can 't deai
with making the appointmeru aire& and ail t h , ' I said, '1don 't men know
where to start, this is too much. ' You know? 1said, 'Give me a &y just to
?hi& about it, ' and I mean he was awesome throughout the whole thing. (Betsy)

.... m e have a very stable socioeconomic situantuanon,
so Z guess pan of me
thought, well, mybe this WOU& 'r be whut mosr people [in our situation] would
do, but we just k m t h it was something t h we wanted to do. I guess pan
of me thought that if I hadn 't been feeling [rhm I wmed to have an abom'on],
my parnier would've just gone along [with itl. but he war realiy supportive ... 1
was just realty glod thm I had somebody who was syppom*ve. (Anna)
I will always be hked to that guy. just because of the [abomrtron].We'll always,
not be budüies, but I know he went through some stuftoo, and I should've been
more supporrive of him. He's such a nice guy and he jw felt so guilty thar I
went through it all. (Fiona)
Darla's partner was supportive when she found out she was pregnant:
I w u jus? kind of snuvied. I went and told him Md he was really suppom've at
the tim ... (Dada)

However, Darla and her partner separated for the 1 s t part of her pregnancy, when she
reNned to stay with her mother.

We were both really upw. It wasn't a happy thing, but it w u the best k M of
thing to do for both of KS. It just kind of happened over the course of the
pregnancy. We kept in contact and stayed on the phone, and we'd write letters.
We worked OUI some arrangements and some conclusions. And then we moved
back in together when [our daughter] w m a month and a half old. @aria)
Iris, realizing the importance of having some support when going through the
experience of seeking an abortion, taked about how dmcult it would be for a woman
to go through the experience without the support of a partner.

Z know there's probabïy some people thar do have trouble with [haM'ng an
abortlrtlon],but I rhink people [may] ab0 have trouble sometims @ecause] they
migitt not have the support from their boyfnend. If1 di& 't have him, then I

probably would have went a little luony. Just al1 the pressures and st@ like
that. (Iris)
Iris spoke of the importance of having support to deal with the 'pressures and stuff.'
However, she did feel some pressure from her partner when trying to arrive at a
decision:

Even when I was waven'ng, [say,ing/, 'Oh, you h o w , t h a ~would be so nice [tu
conrinue the pregmncy]. ' He [would say], 'No way, we have to get one [an
abon'ion]. ' He wasn't rude about it, bu^ he wac staunchty supponive of
aborth.. . but he was very good throughout the entire thing. I'm not saying he
was rude d o u t it ... he didn 't put pressure on me but it was almost like he did,
unconsciously, because he was su for the abonion. (Iris)
Pressure fiom pamiers and persons close to them can range fiom the very subtie
to blatant coercion. Women may feel pressure to either continue a pregnancy, or have

an abortion. Gloria's parmer was 'supportive about the fact that he wanted me to have
an abortion, but he wasn't giving me hugs or anything like that. * She, too. found the
process very lonely because very few people knew. Afier the abortion, her partner
took her back to his place, tucked her in bed so she could rest, and asked her to let him
know if she needed anything. She recalled, '1 acnially was surpnsed he was that
supportive.' She then fell asleep.
I guess 1 woke up around nine O 'clock, and I wenr downstairs. His mom told
me t h a he had gone out to the bar wirh a group offiends ... And he didn't
corne home for two dayS either. (Gloria)

For Eve, she had an on-and-offrelationship with her partner, and his support
was inconsistent:

Well, he was [supponive] and then he wasn 't. It depenùed on his mood. If he
was in a bad mood and he was angry at me, I was a 'murderer' ... Initialiy he
war Jine, but afrenvards he was an arshole. He was abusive ... Whenever ir
took his fancy I was a 'murderer' and a 'baby-Mer' and al1 that love& SM.
(Eve)
It was a difficult situation for Eve, because she kept the abortions secret.

The on& person 2 could talk to was this jerk. The only person who hm.
Every time I'd phone and rry to taik to him he 'à [say], 'You know, I'm kind of
busy.' fl said] 'Butyou know, nobody knows about this. I need to talk to
somebody. ' [He would say] 'I can 't, you know, ' su all of sudden I felt thar I
was becoming very biner and cold. (Eve)

Although the third pregnancy resulted in a miscarriage, there was still pressure from
her partner, over the phone, to have an abortion:
My bayfn'end was gone [out of t o w at rhar time, for the third pregnancy. I
told him, 'Oh yeah. I have the appoinment tu have it done. ' Bu? 1 never had the
appoinment. I'd tell him [that I d m su he would stay off my case. I didn't need
that pressure of him telling me to get it done. (Corinne)

Support of Friends and Farnily
A woman's support network is dependent on who knows about the pregnancy

and her decision to abort. For some of the women in this study, fnends and family

members were pan of that network. Some women spoke of the support they received

from other family members at the tirne they were going through the experience:
I did fell my sister, and she was reully suppom-ve, and I told a really close
fnend who was also very rnuch behind me. Nobody questioned me or tried to
influence me. And actually at the time I didn 'f tell my mother but I did afrer rhe
fact. [She said], 'Oh God, ir musr have been really hard for you '. .. And I think
the regret was that [my mother saidl. 'I wish you could have told me. ' but
everybody hm been supponive. (Anna)
My mom knows everything, but we kept it allfrom my dad because it would jicst
not go over well at all ... Z was reallj fomuiate in the seme thut I had my rnom
rhere. 1had an excellent suppon system. And oddly enough, my sister roo, in
her own linle odd way. Not so rnuch my bayfnend at the time. (Eve)

Gloria did not have much support when going through the decision-making process and

having the abortion, which she described as very 'Ionely.' A close fnend was very
helpful to her, but her partner was only supportive financially. She did not tell any
family members until after the expenence.
This is stiil something that I never toM my dad and I think it wouid kill him to
know. I did tell my rnom almost a year Mer, and she was disuppoinred but she
wasn 't overly upset. I could sense the disappointment, so I guess thut is the

on& negahve. But she was actual@really suppommveabout it and I think thar's
because my younger sister became a teen mother at 17,and she knows al1 the
dificulties my sister had as a single mom, or still har as a single mom. So
mom 's actually okay about chat too, I think. (Gloria)
Fiona's fnends were 'great,' but she said that the pregnancy did not 'go over well' with
her brother as his wife had just become pregnant. He discouraged her from continuhg
the pregnancy. When faced with her pregnancy, Darla and her paraier had initially
made the decision to tenninate. She said:

My sister didn 't want me to have an abom-on ... I don 't reallj h o w her reasons
but she was kind of couxing me into telling my rnom and going back home with
rny mom. [She would say/ 'Don't /bave the aùom-on]. You 'll regret it. ' That
made me think a bit. but I wasn't reallj dissuaded by rhat. (Darla)
Corinne's mother was not supportive of her interracial relationship. Not only was she
pressured to have an abonion by her parmer, but by her mother, too:

I went to counselling and my rnom was driiling into my head how I'm going to
have to go on welfae und my life will never be my own and don? look to her.
Other rimes she would Say, 'Oh, I could never kick you out. ' ... And then [she
would sayl, ''What? You think you can stay here?' - my bedroom was in the
busemenr - 'You can't have a baby live in the busement - if's too cold, it's too
drafry, you're going to have ro leave and go on wevare. Do you want to be the
only one in this family on welfare?' Not su much the shurne of welfare but rny
rnom drilling it into me al1 the time. I know she wanted the best for me, but it
seemed, a lot of it, to revolve around her. I remember one morning, she came
downstairs and she woke me up. She was pushing me d e and she said,
'How can you do this to me, how can you do this to me, how can you do this tu
me?' I'm scared to deuth of rny mother. I'm scared to death. (Corinne)
Some of the women found support in fnends that they told:
A lot of my fnendî knew [àbout the second pregnancy/. I think my fnendFhips
with people were a lot diferent. I had become very close with a lot of people as
opposed to when I was in grade ten, or in 1990 ffor the first pregnuncyl. [At
that time] I had one fnenà that I had since kinderganen [and] I w u reallj
isorclted in that relatiomhip. (Heidi)

My mena3 took me for [the dilation] and took me again the next day [for the
procedure]. ï k n I stayed over at my fiend's houe. I had taken her to get
Ber abortion] dune and she stayed over CUmy house. She got an infection as
well ... She was bleeding profurly and high fmer and her m m hnd to take her
[tu the hospital]. I think her m m hadfigured it out. She said [?Omy fiend],
'Did you have an aboltion?' and she said 'Yes. ' su her m m hm. So when I
came over, her m m knew that I had hud an abortion as well and she was
really, really nice tu me. (Corinne)
M y f o k didn't know about [the third abortion] either, su my @ends c m to
pick me up. I had a really good roommate a the rime. She was really
suppom've. (Eve)

My best fnend knew. She was just supponive whutever I decided to do. She 's

not the Vpe to p u pressure on you about s w . When she found out, she was
just mostiy comforting. (Iris)
Betsy recalled teliing some close fnends about the pregnancy only to have a negative

reaction:

I told a few of m y f n e d anù I'm not men& with them anymore ... They said,
'See ya. ' I haven't talked to them since that day ... Two of my girlfiends won't
t& to me now. So, I guess they really weren 't that good of girlfnnds ... They
supported my decision but they didn 't wam anything to do with if. They said 'I
would do the same thing. ' I know it sounds really weird, but they wamed
nothing to do with me. Norhing. avoided me. (Betsy)
Cor-

was happy when she became pregnant for the second tirne. She was hoping

for a positive reaction fiom the fkiends that she told.

When I told my &ends, most of them were homfed. I have one fiend, she was
the on& person who said 'Congratulations.' (Corinne)

The Aborüon Experience
The experience of having an abortion involves much more than the actual
procedure itself. How the women found the procedure is reflective of access, as well

as how the experience fits into their lives now. Anti-abortion discourses often daim

the procedure is extremely paiaful and traumatic, but this is more common with illegal,

unsafe abortions. The availability of safe, legal abortions by trained professionals is

I di& 'tfeel anything. 1just [heard]the sowidF, the doctor, the people taking
... Youfeel like you feel pain, though, because of the vacuum sounà ... You
have instnunents up you which, it's nor like you can 'tfeel, but you cm tell
flaugh]. (Fiona)
Oh no, the first one was okay. Thefirst one I fell usieep and the second one I
was d e awake ... 1.was painful. I felt everything. 1felt the needle, I felt the
scraping, I felt the suctïon. Not that i f s as bad as the pro-lifrs d e it out to
be. It was no? so much physical pain but it was m@I ... (Corinne)

Because of the date of the pregnancy, I had to go in the night before and be
dilared with the heemeed ... Through the night that was very cramping ... I just
basically remember looking out that g h s , and it was cramping. The procedure
was mqbe five minutes. (Heidi)
Corinne said that the second abortion was 'awful,' but not so much because of the
physical pain. She did not want to have the abortion, and gave in to the pressure from

her partner. Eve did not feel anything during the abortions: '[?)bey pumped up the
volume on the drugs. 1 was knocked out. Woke up two hours Later, or an hour later."
She did feel cramping fiom the laminaria tent.
Some women had the dilation and the aspiration in the same day, usually at the

private clinic. In some cases at the clhic (when the pregnancy is over 12 weeks
gestation), a synthetic, fast-acting dilator wiil be inserted several hours before the
procedure, rather than ovemight. More typicdy , when the pregnancy is early enough,
dilating rods may be used right before the procedure.

Well, there warn 't t h craniping the night befoe. I didn't have thar diloton.
ï?tere war cramping and, of cowse, ajkenvord there wm this bleedng, but there
reallji wasn 't mch. They asked me if I wumed the Valium, Md I said 'Sure,

drug me p.' You kmw, mighr as well ... There was a person holding my hand
the whole time, which was dfferenr [than thefirst one] ... And that person was
taïking tu me during the procedure as to how I was feeling. And I do remember
crying, like M n g it. And they were asking me why I wus crying and I just
remember being so wom-ed about how [my pumer] was going to feel in Japan?
Tiuit ... was the main dinrence, thor somebody was there beside me. (Heidi)

I couldn 't relax, and I said 'I'm nervous, I've nwer had surgery befoe. ' Then
the nurse came in. and then she gave me a sedmive to r h me because I
couldn 't relax ... men she said 'We're going ro dilae you now, ' und I said
'You b o w what? I really don 't want to kmw. Don 't tell me'. .. mhere were

two nurses standing right beside [the doctor], monitoring, and then they tumed
on this vacuum, and to this &y I CM 't listen to rhe vacuum c h e r ... So, I
remember [at the time] it kind of calmed me ... 1felt quite n bit of pain, and
then she suid 'We're almost done. ' ... I rernember thinking okay, that was
painficl, but ir reaily wasn 't thar bad, and it 's over with. I mean it wouldn 't be
as painful as giving binh righr? So this isn 't that bad, it 's dune with,I can
move on ... (Betsy)
T k y did the dilatr'on thing [with rodsIt and then they had to do a little bit
longer procedure thing, so I think [the procedure] was not longer ?han30
minutes, probably men less than that. It wasn 't long ... But I had quite a bit of
pain. I could feel everything he was doing. (Iris)

m e doctor] used rodr Md. I mean, he had me so I was clinicaiîj awake, but 2
was a zombie. I remember nothing ... I knav if was a local anae es the ri^]^ but
there wus an anaesrhetisr who got me righr out of it ... I just reme&r feeling
cold ... Afer everybody had lefl. I w m really nenous and silij. I don 't
remember anything. I jur remember waking up fin the recovery area] and
having a big pud behveen my legs [laugh]. (Anna)
Anna was fortunate that her own doctor performed the procedure, and the diiation was
done at the the of the procedure. The pregnancy was early enough to ailow for
dilation by rods. Most procedures perfomed in a hospital involve insertion of a

laminaria tent the day before to allow for gradua1 dilation of the cervix.

Complications
Of the nine women interviewecl, one developed complications. Corinne
developed infections after both abortions, and was admitted to the hospital. She felt
'searing' pain, and there was heavy bleeùing which persisted for several days after the
procedures.

It wm probably about three &ys, or four d4ys Mer [the first abonion]. I was
bleeding quite hemD@,
which I was concerned about, and I was fwensh. I get
infe~~r'ons
really, reully eady, and I knew something was up. My bayfnend
took me in that &y to the hospital. fl war/ in the waiting roomfor three hours.
as usual. That time I haemorrhuged, afîer the second [abortion], @ was]
waiting for at leas? an hour and a haIf. I don 't knao vit was the hospital or if
it war the triage nurse but [she asked me]. 'How m ~ py h have you been
through to&zy?' m g h ] ... [Itold her] l've been through my CO& over here, '
you know ? ... So they went in Md physically removed s o m [tissue] with their
han& to help stop [the bleeding] ... That's why I was bleeding, because they
didn't remove it a11 in the ubortion. But ifthey con remuve some of the larger
clots then it would slow down the bleeding, which they did, and they were very
rough. It w m 't very nice at al1 ... I wmn 't impressed both times that I go? an
infection either. I had no precautionary antibiotics ... (Corinne)
Of abonions performed in Canadian hospitals in 1995, ody 1.1 percent resulted in
complications; O. 1 percent resulted in haemorrhage, and O. 1 percent resulted in
infection (Statistics Canada, 1997:25). Complications are rare when abortions are
performed by trained providers in suitable medical settings.

C h i c Environment
Four women had abortions at the private chic. 1 asked the women how they
felt about the facility they chose for the procedure. There were positive recollections.
What really helped through al2 of it was ?ha?2 had a fn'end ... and she went in
with me ... Right beside me. And it was quite interesting because I think there
were six other, five other womm there, und we were ypstoirs and we were al1

kind of looking at each other, and we al1 knew why we were there. We al1
staned moking conversation and tafing to women there, and we al1 kind of

really supponed one another. I rememùer the youngest one, I think she was
probubly in her Ime teens. She was thefirst one to go in. and she was this tiny
ünle thing. And she came out and she just looked avful. and she ended up
throwing up. Wejust felt tem*blefor her becailse we al1 knew how she wcrs
feehg. But it was reaUy nice because we were al1 reully supportive with one
another. (Gloria)
m y parnier Md II went in, Md there 's a linle reception area ... m h e
receptionist was very nice. the nurses were nice ... I felt they were prett'y good
to me and there was a lot of informution around, üke around the table and sti@
... I looked up on o bulletin board and there were a million thank-you car&
'7knk you for the qerience' [and] 'My life has cchanged but you were there to
help me through it' ... mhere were tons of thern, and Z thoughr. okay, this
might no? be al1 that bad. (Betsy)
1 wm sayiag t h I wanted [my partner] to corne in [to the procedure room with
and then I think t h q said, 'Well, we could do t h a . ' But then I think [my
partner] said 'I
don 't really think that 's a good idea' or something. Which

would have been, like. it's nice t h they were going to let him do that if he
wanted to ... mhey 're very nice there and everyrhng ... It 's a lot more relaxed
than I thought. I thought [the doctor wouldJ be wearing surgical s t a o r
something. He was wearing n o m 1 clothes, so tM was a linle bit more
comforiing. Zt wasn 't as ... impersonal ... 1 really appreciated having the one
w o m there
~
during the procedure. They kind of hold your hand, and tell you
what 's going on and sn@ Z think that was very helpfl. (Iris)
Although she found the environment relaxhg and the staff helpful, Iris was
uncornfortable sitting in recovery after her abortion, with other women present:
That wasn 't good at oll. I didn 't like thot at ail. I'm sitting there, and I'm not
feeling anything yet from the sedarive, so I 'mjus? üke watching everything.
13rere are women coming out and they ... looked al1 pale ... There [are the
w o m thai are sleeping, and the ones that are waiting &or their procedure]. I
didn 't like that very rnuch ... I think Z would have rarherjust been in a room by
myself or something bugh]. .. (bis)

Heidi found the clinic environment to be 'a relaxed atmosphere ... M o u just felt real
relaxed." She said that the counseiling session was brief. She would have preferred it
to be a little longer. There were protesters outside the clinic when Heidi went for both

of her aboreions She said:

'm t's like this feeling of them pointhg at you, alrnost."

Heidi cornmenteci on seeing the other women coming down the stairs after their
procedures:

.... Mou know who *shuci [m abortion], you b

w ? ... fi'ven though if's a
more r e k e d feeling, it still hm t h a ~
aura, and that could just be because of
the situantuanon,
not the uctuol structure of the buildïng. (Heidi)
The advantages of having a fke-standing clinic to provide women with abortion

services include: privacy ; a relaxed atmosphere; and staff trained specificdy in dealing
with a particuiar clientele. For the women in this study, this environment helped to

make theü experience a little easier. Funding clinic abortions would make this facility

more accessible.

Hospital Environment

Four women in the study had their abortions in a hospital - Corinne, Anoa, Eve
and Fiona. Although the environment has changed somewhat since these women had
their abortions, there were disadvantages to having the procedure in a large facility:

You're lying in a hallway on a bed. For any kind of surgery, nobody Mes îhat
... niey also haà ... students puning in my N,and she kept missing. I wasn 't
mad at her. they have to get their educarion. I guess this is the difference
between a hospital and [the private clinW. (Corinne)
Since never haMng srepped foot in a hospital since the dcIy I was born, [the
aperience was] shitty. m g h ] ...Yeah, it was really shitty ... I don 't h e uny
other hospitul qerience ... Ijurt had no idea. It war cou. Cou, cclommy,
und stede ... We're all in [a] rom, and t h ' s where I got pulled uside. And
then, out of there, they wheeled us out of there in the hallway, and we lie on
this gurney in the hallway. For another half hour, und the whole thing took
forever. And you 'rejust sining there. O f course il's a Zittle nerve-wracking ...
And thut's when I got my N out in the hallway which they couldn 't get in. They
were stabbing me relenrlessly. (ROM)

The 1990 study by CARAL in Nova Scotia (Bowes, 1990) found that wornen's
experiences of c h i c abortions were much more positive than those received in a
hospital, for many of the same reasons as those expressed by the women in this study .
Fiona's abortion was in 1993, and Corinne's were in 1993 and 1994. Since that
t h e , abortion services at the hospital have improved considerably. The atmosphere
where the procedures are performed is more relaxed, with soft colours and lighting.
Staff are specially aained to work in the environment (personal co~xmunication,

hospital staff, 1998).

A woman's feelings about abortion depend largely on her reason for choosing to

end the pregnancy, the conditions during the procedure, and her response to the
expenence. (Claire, 1995:17)
Women experience a wide range of feelings after having an abortion. Social

pressure dictates that women are to feel depression, guilt, and a deep sense of loss.
The assumption that motherhood is a goal for women creates a climate of expectations,
and reinforces the binary distinctions between 'mother' and 'murderer. ' While many

women feel these emotions, there are often many other feelings. Claire (1995;15)
intervieweci a psychotherapist in London who has counselled women post-abortion for
twenty years. The therapist identifieci three main responses foliowing abortion and
other possible reactions. Euphona may be felt initially once the procedure is over -

'an expression of the feeling of relief and freedorn at having solved a problem, having
got rid of a burden and having executed a decisive action" (cited in Claire, 1995:18).

During this the, a woman may feel the need to keep busy and may not feel any guilt
or remone. Detachment, or a sense of shock may set in and is u s d y "an attempt to
avoid experiencing the painhil feelings C

O M ~ Cto~the
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termination" (cited in Claire,

1995: 18). Distancing and a sense of emptiness usually accompany this emotion. The

third main feeling that is identifieci is depression. Other emotions identifieci by the
therapist include: fear of sex~uzlify,or discornfort with sexual relations for some time
foiiowing the procedure; d i v a l e n c e , for many reasons including whether or not to
have a baby; and envy, where some women fmd it p a l to be around women with
babies or anythhg associated with babies (cited in Claire, 19%: 18). Most women who
have had abortions do not experience depression, in the clinical sense of the term (Ryan
et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990; Greenglass; 198l), though sadness and a

sense of loss may be felt.
It is important to acknowledge that while some women may feel these and other
emotions, every woman's experience is unique. Another counselior in London,
England, said that in her counsellhg experience, most women do not have a 'moral

qualm' about abortion, and that at least 90 percent feel no ambivalence (Butcher cited

in Claire, 19% :19-20),
Studies have found that a common feeling after an abortion is relief (Ryan et
al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990; Osofsky and Osofsky, 1972). In Sachdev's

Ontario study of 70 women who had abortions, 78.6 percent expressed relief and
euphoria (Sachdev, 1993:189). These feelings are often because the burden of an

unwanted pre&nancy is lifted, and anxiety about the surgical procedure is overcome.
The women in this study described these emotions, and others.

Relieved. Big, big sense of relief. Bur alone. I didn't want ro keep troubling
[my fnend] about it because I knew this was something that she dealt wirh
everyday [Ni her work], and I know she wouldn 't have minded Iif I asked for
more supportl. but I felt realty alone. I hadn 't told any of my farnily, just the
one fnend in [my home t o w , but she hud gone away. She wus our of the
country, and I felt really alone. Nobody knew whar I was going through. Thar
was very Zone& and very hard. (Gloria)
I jur felt such a sense of relief. I actually felt physicalZy crampy. and then I felt
really good and just wanted to go home. I felt really well. I didn't feel sa4 I
jusr felr like I had a heavy period. (&ma)
It was over and 1didn 't have to think about it ... But, you can think that afer
the procedure is over, but I don 't reallj think it is. (Heidi)
Oh, glad it was over. I was just happy that rhe whole thing was [over] ... we
rented a bunch of rnovies [my parmer and I]. I was just happy to have it over
wïth. (Fiona)

After the second abortion, Heidi said: 'IW]alking out of there 1 was pretty happy. It
was like a happy feeling.'
Often, a woman rnay feel several different feelings at once, as these quotes

illustrate. Ambivalence is a cornmon reaction (Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993;
Bowes, 1990). For many women, there are feelings of loss and guilt following an
abonion. These feelings may be conflated with feelings toward the pregnancy and
contraception, or may result from self-blame or the circurnstances surroundhg

Grief and loss are the most confusing emotions associated with abortion.
Somehow, because a woman chooses to have an abortion, it is not considered
appropriate or socially acceptable for her to grieve publicly or, in many cases,
privately ... Some women are supnsed by the depth of their feelings of loss

after an abortion, and they assume responsibility for this grief through a sense
of guilt ... (Claire, 1995: 22)

The women in this study d e s c n i some of these feelings:

I felt really shiw ...Very guilty ... Of course, at that purtrkular tim it was still
for myself. I coukin't let my dad know, and we
sort of a secret thing. EspeaCLally
al2 rived in the same house ... 1jus? felt really suù. Plus, mrrybe if1 had a linle
more of a diarent support system asfar as my parnier went, it would have
been dzrerent. But with him being there, telling me how much of a bad person Z
was, thar didn 't heZp at ail. (Eve)
Being someone who is pro-choice, who's somauhat educuted, and who had a?
least somewhat of a positive experiencefrom al1 this, it is still a loss. And it's
still something I think about maybe once in a while, and it will get me down. It
doesn 't get me down anymore, but I think, up unri1 lasr year, I'd think about it
and mybe I'd have a linle cry and thaî would be it, because i f s still a loss.
For your body to be pregnant one minute and then no?pregnant the n a
there's a lot of emotiom and things thaî you go through. And what was realb
hard for me - when I was no?pregnant. You 'dfeel your tuand you 'd think,
okay, don't touch your tmmy, becutise you don't wunt to bond. @ause, upset]
And Z guess it's still kind of hard, once in a while ... but 1don 't regret it.
(Gloria)
I felt vety selfishfor having the abonion, and my rnom was telling me it was
self-less to have the abortion. and I don 't know which is nght. (Corinw)
I could totally tell [that something was dmrent] ... When I went home thar
night, I felt empty, really empv. I don 't know, I guess it was psychoiogical, but
I felt really, ream emps, and you CM tell that something was gone. It was kind
of a weird feeling, especiaily since it's not supposed to very big, you know what
Z mean ? (Iris)

The stigma and shame that cloud abortion are ofken internalized by women, and this

malces the process - and grieving - more dificuit. Abortion may aiso become a beacon
for other problems in one's life. Relationship issues and other personal dilemmas may

be intemified by an abortion, or feelings toward the abortion may be intensified by
other dileamias (Claire, 1995).

What is lacking from debates about post-abortion feelings is a cntical
assessrnent of the motherhood ideal. To expect that ail women are prepared for
pregnancy and motherhood any time it might occur is naive and righteous. Because
motherhood is an essentialized facet of womanhood, there is an assumption that "loss*
of the pregnancy will result in intense feelings of guilt and sadwss. For some women,
this is the case, often for women who have rniscanied. Control over the circumstances
of pregnancy (or lack of) play a very signifcant role in feelings about termination of a
pregnancy .
Women who have undergone an abortion and a rniscarriage may compare the
two experiences and, although there rnay be feelings of sadness for each circumstance,

they differ in degree because of the way the pregnancy and 'choice' are defined.
Feelings afier an abortion are intimately comected to the decision-making process and
taking ownership of that decision. Feelings of sadness and guilt may be more intense
for women who were coerced into having an abortion, as in the case of Corinne.
Post Abortion Syndrome (PAS) in anti-abortion discourses suggests that ail
women who have had abortions are 'victims' of that experience, and feel symptoms
akin to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (Hopkins et al., 1996). Further, if a woman

does not feel these symptorns, then PAS asserts that she is in denial. This discourse is

an attempt to control the way that the abortion experience is defmed, and in tum denies
the definitions of those women. The psychological discourse of 'denial' is critical
because it "reconstructs" alternative discourses - such as the women's own experiences

- and "delegitimates" them (Hopkins et al., 1996560).

Further, by labelling women's

feelings after an abonion as a 'syndrome,' PAS essentially universalizes the
experiences of individual women. The women in this study have de-

those

experiences for themselves, and PAS does not speak for these women.

The women in this study had more to Say about anti-abortion discourses than

any other. Some of their feelings about the decision-making process, the abortion, and
afterward were affecteci by these discourses. Feelings of guilt, shame, and ambivalence

may stem fiom the internalizing of anti-abortion sentiments. For many, these
discourses are in direct opposition to the women's own views. How they feel about
these discourses is related to the meaning that abortion and their own personal
experiences have for them. Feeling sad and guilty &er an abortion do not necessarily

mean that a woman is sympathetic to the views of those who are not pro-choice:
2 think that those commerciaIs, that Arthur whatmerfoundation on TV ...
[Sayingj that each one of these children were going to be aborted, 1mem, God.
I 've been diagnosed with clinical depression since. Let's just put it that way . I
Z mean Z
think they 're m@l. They made me scream Md cry. They were -1.
looked up numbers to cal2 the League for Life Md s w l i k e that and tell them
off. 1 really have a problem wîth them ... I mean those are obviously obsessive

people. (Corinne)
I don 't think you should k pushing your views on somebody eke, especialiy
using violence. They go in there and kill some of the doctors and s w . Excuse
me, you 're saying about pro-life and al1 this sw, but you're being violent
enough ro kill somebodj eke ... Zj u t don 't agree with al1 these people who are
suying, or doing things with violence. und who are making women feel thar they
c m 't go and get something that is legal ...people with those posters with the
pictures of foetuses and things like that. (Zris)

Well, I just feel thot there should be some meuns t h people can work in this
orea and doctors c m be ensured safety. There's got to be cooperation. I know
thnr in the Smes now, they 're having these l m where people cm 't go w'thin a
certain area of the [abonion] clinic. Zn Canada, I thUrk there shoucd be more, Z
think t h r e should be more support for abonion providers. But these nuts. it 's
hard for me to even imagine. (Anna)

People gening shot N, their kitchen. I mem, you're supposed ro be pro-l-life
people, what are you accomplishing by shooting someone else? Bur they figure
they 're saing more lives that way because they 're shooting one person and then
they 're saving all rhose others ... (Betsy)

Eve commented on the distribution of power among anti-abortion advocates. Abortion
affects women most directly, but as she said: 'What amazes me are the people that are
into these pro-life organizatiom. People who head them up are dl men, okay?'
Women do not, contrary to essentialist discourses, exist solely for the purposes
of procreation and motherhood. A large proportion of pregnancies are unplanned, and
the unhappiness and stress of an unwanted pregDancy are often ignored. The
suggestion that adoption is an option for al1 wornen ignores the fact that for many
women, carrying a pregnancy to term and proceeding with adoption rnay be more
traumatic than either continuhg the pregnaocy or abortion. The desire to terminate a
pregnancy is deeply rooted in how a woman views a pregnancy and whether
motherhood will fit into her life. For many, a positive pregnancy test is a temble
experience, fiaught with anxiety and stress.
For these women, the experiences of an unplanned pregnancy and the decisionmaking process focussed less on how morally right or wrong abonion was than on how
a pregnancy would fit into their lives. The consideration of life circumstances in
reproductive decision-making is supported by Currie (1988). Women in her study
often spoke of the 'right t h e ' for a pregnancy and how this affected their decisions.
Mile some women in this study thought of the foetus as a 'potential' and a 'loss,' the

pregnancy did not fit into their lives at that time. Abortion fits into their lives as a

consequeme of the wish to have children when it is the nght time for them, if they
want to have children at ail.

Vlews on Abortion Aner the Experience

Though a woman may have feelings of sadness and loss foliowing an abortion,
this does not rnean that she regrets having the abortion. Further, women who are not
overwhelrned with grief and regret following an abortion do not necessarily approach
the decision or the procedure Lightiy .

It wasn 't a happy decision, it was a very strong decision. (Heidi)
It was the hardes? thing I've mer had to do but the easiest decision I've ever
had to make. (Betsy)
To some degree, the self-identiq of the women changed after having an

abortion. Their views on how the abortion experiences affecteci them reveals the
meaning it has in their lives.
1 do think I judged people because of my religious background

- i f it doesn 't

happen to you. you don 't have to worry about it. if it doesn 't [afect you] ... Or
even the research you donate money to. Ifyou have a mother wirh breast
cancer, you 'reprobably going to look at the whole situation diflerentty ... Al2 of
a sudden 1 wcls on the other side of thefence. I was one of them. Like when
you 'd have group statistics, I wus over here now. And I always think of it that
way. I'm one of them. Ir's j u t weird, the whole thing. (Fiona)
I realty learned O lot about myself. You say one thing but you never know if
you're gorvia actuully do it one day. And just howing I dïd it, 1 look at myself
Ciiflerem&. Ifrnd I define myself as 'before the abom'on' und &Fer the
&ortrDon.' (Betsy)
Though their views on abortion did not change much, some women became more
sensitized to the issue and the importance of access:

I don1 think I look abonion arry dmrently . I don 't think it 's the worst thing
in the world. I never really understood, though, the emotional part of it. I
thought thut Z would feel relieved mid I mght have a few regrets, or I mght cry
about it sometimes, but I had no idea how sensitive I would be to it. For
example, I'm reading in the paper and it wiil say some heading [wirh the leners]
'Abor,' and I automrrtrical&go [gasping noise]. (Betsy)
No, [my viavs did no? change]. I guess the on@ thing it did for me wos just to
re-emphasize how you j u t never know. Now. W n g gone through the
qerience, I guess I just realize ar the time I was pra'ty luce thut I had these
connectiom, t h 1 could get in. I remember thinking, '1know it's no? this easy
for everyone. ' (Anna)
It's something I don'? regret, but it's something thut wasn't so nice eirher. It's
not a nice thing to do, but we iive in a country t h we con now have a choice.
(Gloria)
At the same time, some felt that theû views on abortion did change, in certain

ways:

I thought I knew [what it would be like] before I had one. I thoughi I knew ... I
remember reading stories about people, how they felt a month Mer, one year
anniversary, and I remmber thinking. 'Corne on, a's just an abonion. You
haven't grown attached to this baby yet. It's not even a baby yet, il's a foetus
... How can you feel al1 these things ? Corn on. Ge?over it. You 've made the
decision. You 've dune this to yourself. What do yuu expect? Do you want me
to feel sony for you that you 're M n g al1 thesefrcrshbacks and ail these poor
feelings? I don 'tfeel sony for you, you dïd this. ' niat 's what I thought the
night before, okay ? ... Now I think completely dinrently . It 's &ng.
(Betsy)
I 've always been pro-choice and I will always remain pro-choice but, yeah, it 's
changed my views. I'm never going to be a pro-lifer, but I understand where
they 're coming from. I 'm sure anybody, any pro-choice person c m understand.
yoic 're pro-choice. It made me
It 's so important that you 're not pro-abomrRon,
think a heck of a lot more about it ... 1see whut they mean, definitely, and il's
not something that wasn 't going through my rnind al1 the time ... But I have

more of a hatred for pro-lifrs becairre they 're in front of the abonion clinics
and do they not realize no one wakes up and says, 'I'm haing an abortz'on
today, 'jus?has m abombn, Md it doesn 't meun anything to them. I don'?
know one person, I know people who made hasty decisions, but I don'? know
one person whu dwsn't think about th& &cision Mer or h e regrets.
(Corinne)

Heidi still considers herself to be 'pro-choice,' but expressed some ambivalence about
her views:

I'm not men sure where my views stand. It 's still that question of where does
where
life begin? And I haven 't really annvered that question still in my mmrnd,
it beginr. Yuu CM say it beginr m e r three months, but how do you pia that
liml on it? To me, I guess 1just view children in a diffeeensway. and where
they ploce themseives Ni your lives. I think abornon is an individua2 choice. I
don? think society or anybody else should k saying who should have one or
who shouldn % It 'sfor the individual to decide, I know that much for sure. I
wourcl say I'm pro-choice. (Heidi)
Iris did not Say that her views on abortion changed in any way having gone through
this experience. She still identifies herself as pro-choice, but does not feel that women

should use abortion "as their form of birth control."
The women were not asked directly how they felt about abortion at the time of
the interview. It was anticipated that those views would emerge. Corinne offered her
view.

I wish people would understand. I know I cold one fnend fhat I was pro-choice
and she said, 'Oh, you 'refor abortion. ' No. I 'mnor for abornrnon.Like my
boyfnnd said - the on& thing he mer suid that mode senre - 'Nobody ever
wants to huve one. Zt's nobody's first choice. ' (Corinne)
This speaks to the distinction between reaction to the pregnancy and how one feels

about abortion. For most women, they choose abortion because they sirnply do not
want to be pregnant. As Eve said, when asked if she would do anything differentiy: "I

wouldn't have gotten pregnant."

Did the Experiences Affect Other Views?
Abortion affects women differently. Going through the experience of seeking
and having an abortion can have a signifiant impact on a woman's life, and may affect

her views on other matters. Pregaancy, particularly a fist, is confirmation of one's
fertiiity. As Claire (1 996:N)suggests, pregancy can make a woman and her partner
more conscious of contraception and its use. The women were asked very generaîly if
the experience changed their views in any way. Some spoke of how the experiences

changed their views on relationships and sexuality:

I think ir changed my opinion on s a ... m e ] consepences were delievable
for such a fwi linle activity. It seems so innocent. (Fiona)

I'll tell you whot the experiences did, [they changedl my views on binh comol
and h m important it is. How essential ir is to be protected whether you 're in a
long term relan'omhip or not. Screw the heut of passion. Stop in the middle of
it and make if work. und get some condoms out, or get a diaphragm in or do
sornething ... So, if anytthng it 's made my awareness of the importance of birih
control, and I tend IO ny and promote it as much as I cm. (Eve)
I don? think I would ever get myself in that situantuanon
again. I would never go
withou?protection with somebody now. If'sjust so dungerous now with al1
these diseuses ... So I was a lot more strong on that. a lot ... Pt] solidified in
my brain thnr m don ? w m to go through aU this st@aguin. So, let 's protect
[ourselvesl, and now I'm on the birth control pill. Bu I still use a condom
becouse I don 'r think the birth control pill is [enough]. (Iris)

You know, now my views have completely changed. l7te way I've been in sexual
relationships has changed, and the protection I use, that 's changed ... I think
people should really be going for counrelling .ferwuardr. (Heidi)
For Heidi, her views on sexual relationships were changed by the abortions, but
afler the first one, her views on religion were flected also:

I think rhrough [the debate in highschool] thaf I hud researched ît a lot. I think
1had a lot more opinions about the ropic anà my views haà sturted changing
about religion, and what chikiren ore. I think they staHed maturing, my

thoughrs ... I r e m don 't say that I am a Catholic. I îhink I'm more agnostic
than I am Crcrthulic. (Heidi)
For others, their views on pregnancy and motherhood changed, or were brought
to the fore:

Not un abornoon,really, but on motherhood, Z guess, because I sort of forced
rnyself into rnotherhood i f it mer happens [that Z am pregnant again]. 1suppose
a I'm going to be havîng a baby
next tim it happenr, wwhether I'm reody or n
m g h ] . 1di& 'î like looking m babies, I didn 't like looking at women with
babies. I didn't like luoking m kit&, Z didn't üke being a r o d fi&. I di& 't like
being armai babies ... Afer ail. Mer each of them, Mer al1 of them. It would
maRe me cry. (Eve)
Many of the women expressed a desire to pursue motherhood in the future. There is

an assumption in anti-abortion discourse which defines abortion as the 'antithesis' of
rnotherhood (Timpson, 1996). In fact:
Contrary to the dichotomized construction of abortion within the media and
anti-abortion literature, women's accounts place women's decision to abon as
integrally related to their desires about motherhood. (Ryan et al., 1994: 163)
For the women in this study who said that they would like to pursue rnotherhood in the
fiiture, they wanted the circumstances to be right, and wanted having children to 'fit'
into their lives. The abortion decision needs to be redefined as one of many "fertility
control strategies. " Events in a woman's reproductive lifespan - biah, unintended

pregnancy, sterilization, 'false alarms' about pregnancy, infertility, r n i s d a g e , and
aboaion - aU "cause women to evaluate their desires and capacities to mothern (Ryan
et ai., 1994:208).
These respomes illustrate the impact that the abortion experiences had on the

lives of these women. Regardas of whether their views were changed by the

experiences, they have integrated them into their lives and assigoed them their own

meaning.

How Should Abortion be Defined?
As the iiterature review discussed, the meaning of abortion is contested by
many difTerent discourses. Legal, medical, and moral or social discourses define
abortion in particuiar ways, as do individual women. Peterman (1996:6)States:

Other groups give different meanings to abortion. Civil libertariam refer to it
as a privacy right. Feminisu claim that a woman has a right to control her
body and to determine her own life plan. Many opinion poiis implicitly assume
that abortion is a necessary evil, with questions that suggest that an abortion
needs to be justifieci by one of a k t of circumstances such as rape or poverty ...
In view of how controversid abortion is as a social issue, it is important to
begin to understand women's experience of it ...
In Peterman's research (1990; 19961, sorne of the women used language fkom other
discourses when taiking about their abortion experiences (as they did in this study), but
the 'essence' of what was really going on is 'women-centreci.' This means that
abortion and pregnancy take their meaning 'from the wornan in whose body the
pregnancy is unfolding" (Katz Rothrnan cited in Peterman, 1996:6-7). In her study of
twenty Puerto Rican women (Peterrnan, 1996)' there were four main categories which
emerged that 'characterized the meaning of abortion for individual women." Those
categories were: 'keeping on king who I was'; preserving life or health; coping with
physical or emotional abandonment; and resisting or escaping male control. These
categories were the main rasons why the women in her study chose to have an
abortion, and how they integrated the decision into thei. "entire lifen (Peterrnan,

19%: 13). In fact, the decision to tenninate a pregnancy,and a i l the factors which

underscore that decision (e.g., Life circumstances, persons involved, and attitudes) are
the meaning of abortion for these women. The words of the women in my study
illustrate this :

I don 't know how one would do this, but the perception should be more thar it's
a medical procedue, and Md' like to see it addressed more as a medical
procedure versus everythng in the poper. It 's always about these emotioml
things, and glue smnng ... I wish it was less emotiomlly depicted in the media.
(Amal
It 's nobody's jirst choice ... It should always be my option. I would hate to live
in a country where it wasn 't rny option. I can 't imagine ... ploces where you
can't have it, no muter w h t , not even in cases of rape. Or i f 1 had a one night
stand and I didn't use protection. if1 was an idiot and I got pregnant and di& 't
wruir to have a baby, it would moke me very, very mgry thm I did not hmte that
choice. And I'm sure these pro-üfes would feel that same woy if they 'd been in
that situation. (Corinne)
I think it 's looked upon very negathety ... mhere 's this big hush over the whole
subject. It doesn't exist, you're no? supposed to taik about it. Ifind that very
fncstrahing because it is a legal thing. And people are very pacsionate about it.
They have vety strong feelings. You 're never in the mr'ddle. nere's never any
grey areas. You 're either pro-life or pro-choice. I don't care whut you Say,
you 're one or the other. (Betsy)

I think basically people that are, radcal pro-Iifers we'ZL cal1 them. just don 't
understund it. Don 't really know wh.i f s ubow. /ï%eyjj u s don 't have the
knowledge or the understanding of our socieiy and the patriarchal systern, and
al1 thar sm. lXey see it as black and white. I believe, too, thor the lue begins
at the moment of conception. There's pan of me that thinks it stans later in the
pregnancy. I believe it stam then, but I jus? think until thar nine months, it 's a
linle more i !because it still belongs to that 0 t h person thm's stilL involved.
(Fiona)

For Fiona, she believes that 'üfe' does begin at conception, but this does not change
her view that a foetus is part of a woman's body, and it is her choice to texminate or
continue that pregnancy. Anna spoke of her wish to have abortion defineci as a

'medical procedure,' rather than the emotional issue depicted in the media. Her
reference to medical discourse is not dissonant with her own pro-choice views.
Defining abortion as a medical procedure does afford some degree of n o d i z a t i o n and
legitimacy as a procedure deserving of funding, which in turn improves access. Betsy
is bothered by the fact that abortion is so silenced, when in fact it is a legal procedure.
These statements are what abortion means to these women. Meaning is reflected as
well in the quotes presented throughout this section, and the chapter as a whole.
Abortion means different things to people, particularly for women who have
either had one, or considered having one. The meaning of abortion has been contested
by numerous discourses, many of which have not considered the experiences of
individual women who have sought abortion services. A second major theme
throughout the interviews was the barriers to access the women identified.

CHAPTER SIX: Barriers to Access
1. Barriers the Women Encountered

As outlined in the literature review, there are numerous "bamers" which affect
access to abortion services. Al1 over the world, women are denied access because of
smcter than necessary medical regulations, burdensome admlliistrative requirernents,
lack of public funds, lack of information or referral networks, lack of trained
providers , extreme cenmlization of services, and local opposition or reluctance to
enforce national laws (Jacobson, 1990). Ryan et al. (1994:203) identiQ two key
factors which affect accessibility: the location of services and their cost to the client.
Further, the authors note:
Availability of [abortion] services is rnediated by the practicalities, ideologies
and bureaucratie irnperatives of health care polices, as well as individual
providers' aninides, training and clinical practices. (Ryan et al., 1994:191)
There are many variables, both tangible and less so, which affect access. For the
women in this study, one of the most pronounced barriers was access to information.

Access to Information
Determining how to deal with an unplanned pregnancy involves knowing what
the choices are. In order to access an abonion, one needs to know which services are
available and how to find the necessary information. This is quite a significant ban-ier

for women seeking access to abortion in Manitoba. One of the first barriers that many
women face when seeking information is where to go:

171 didn 't have a due [about where to go] ... Lock of infonnat~~on.niere are no
posters [which SM,'Do you need an abortion? This is who you cull. ' ... I

guess it was a lot eusier once you hud the infomuth*on. Once you 're in the
rotation of whar was going on, you were laughing ... /htJthat wus the hurdle.
(Fiona)
Through her own work, Anna was aware of abortion services in Manitoba and found
the information "readily available." She was forninate in that she knew where to get

the information. the services offered. and had connection to a provider. Most of the

women were not aware of available services, and in the course of phoning around,
were often told that abortion information and services were not offered. Darla recalled

hearing a lot of 'We don? do this.' When asked if it was easy to fiml information,
Betsy responded:

No, we went to about five dffereent librartes ... We were Qing to look it up on
this conputer, ahonion, abortr-on, nothing 's coming up ... Wefou& a couple of
books and they were preg much, you know Rue v. W& [or] 'You c m 't do
this, thor's awjkl' ... And there was one place, m phoned there, and she said,
'We cm 't heZp you here. ' She wus pretty m i e to me. aehuzlly. I phoned
[another clinic] and they said, 'Nosorry, we really don't have unything for
you. ' They weren 't nice abou it, but lhey weren 't really snotty either. It was
just, 'No, we CM 't do anything fur you. ' (Betsy)
Other women commented on their own lack of knowledge about information and

services that were avaüable.

I didn 't really kmw much about how to obtain an abortr'on in Manitoba, except
for [rhe hospitol] becme thar waî thefirst place I mer went. I was 19 so I
stuck with it, you know? (Eve)
I didn k know anything abou how fo get an abornoon.1knew it was legal here
but I thought it cost money. I didn't think it was covered by Medicare, like I do
know now ... I didn 't h u w about [a pro-choice clinic] ... I àidn 't know we had
a &rivate clinic] here, I didn 't know we had [clinics] that would do coumelling
und stuff. I just had no knowledge of the kinds of resources. I j u s thought you
went to your doctor ami they told you what to do ... I was naive. @aria)

Others had heard scant information from friends or from school, or an m o w n
source.
I thought I could get one of rhose @reg~ncyl
tests, but somerimes they 're
wrong, and if'sjust berter to go to a clinic. Z don 't remember where I heard
about [a pro-choice clinic], but that wus the first time I had ever been there. I
probably just heard abou1 it on posters and things like that, and just decided
thar would be the best place to go ... (Iris)
By that time I was about 15 weeks bregnant], and that 's I when I wenr to (a
pro-choice clinicJ I was kind of in a deep depression for those twu weeh. It
wus realty a pathetic tirne of my life, when I think about it. I can 't remernber
who told me about [the clinicj. I remember someone saying you should go
there, but I can 't remember who it was exact&. It was probably just an
acquaintance. Darla)

Even at the t h e of the interview, Betsy felt that she still did not know much about
seeking an abortion through a hospital, as she had gone to a the private chic:
I know nothing about an aborhrtron
in a hospital. I have no idea whut to do or
where to go about doing that. that was never given to me. The doctor never
told me ... No one said, 'These are the places you get abortions. ' I heard of the
@rivute dinicl. I knew there was one in the ciry, but I didn't know where else.
(Betsy)
Knowing where to access information and services can be a reai advantage when a

wornan is seeking an abortion. Heidi said about the second abortion:
Z don 't think the decision's any easier [the second time], but it wus easier as in
knowing where ro go and what to do. And the parhways to take. (Heidi)

Misinformation
Not only can it be difflcult to find information about abortion services, but
accurate infornation can be out of reach. Instead of providing women with accurate
Uifonnation on pregnancy options, there are pregnancy counselling 'clinics' and

services which withhold information on abortion. In some cases, these 'clinics' will
teil women that there is no gestational limit when the procedure can be performed. In
one case in Winnipeg, a woman from a mal community came into the city for this
'counseiling.' She went back to her home town afier king told that she couid have the
procedure when she returned to Winnipeg to attend school that fa. Unfortunately for
this woman, when she did r e m , she was weii over 20 weeks gestation, beyond the

allowable period in which doctors will perform the procedure in Manitoba.
In other cases, women are s h o w Nms such as The Silent Screm, a highly
exaggerated, inaccurate 'documentary' of the foetus during an abortion, or they are
given pamphlets with 'doctored' pictures and inflammatory rhetoric. Both Corinne and
Fiona went to anti-abortion counseihg services that they had found in the phone book.

The chies that are ... sori of religious organizatiom [are] .... denimental.
Whatever decision I was working through, they took me back. like, a good
week. (Fiona)
I called the [iQntL-ubom*on
clinic], which I wish I'd never dune. ntey are
obviously pro-1iJers and showing me videos and pinures. You are trying to
make a decision, an informai decision. C d ] you don 't need stz@ like thor. I
man, obviously they 're there for a pupose but I wish they 'd say they 're with
the League for Life or whatever ... It w u awjU ... They gave me stuf to read.
Ilf s a 'Skfelt as though her insides were being vacuumed OU Md now she
hod an infection anù she c m never have children again. ' You WOU& k believe
the sw.(Corinne)
In Fiona's case, she had gone to a pro-choice health c h i c for the pregnancy test, but it
would have been weeks before she could get in for counseiiing there, so she looked in
the yeilow pages. She was s h o w The Silent Scream and ended up leaving before the

'counseiiing' was over.

Services which use the words 'crisis' and 'distress' in their name are usually

anti-abortion. Or they wiil claim to offer abortion 'alternatives, ' co-opting the
language of choice, when in fact the alternative of abortion is pomayed very
negativeiy. It is difficult to determine whether an agency or service is anti-abortion
because they usually will advertise for 'abortion counseiling' or 'abortion alternatives.'
As Eve said: "Most ciifficuit is to know what place to cal1 ... [women] are going in
blind-sided, they don? know the do's and the proper places for phoning." These

organizations are aware that if women reaiize tbat they may be taiked out of seeking an
abortion or given inaccurate information, they may not access their services. Corinne's
mother assisteci her in seeking information:

I know my mom was phoning and wing to find out which ones were pro-lifers
and she [izskedl. 'Well, how are you being supponed? Whnt 's your finuncial
suppo~?'And the woman was rrying not tu annver her. (Corinne)

In other cases, fkiends or family members were repeating the anti-abortion discourses:
A lot of people tell me. 'Oh, you'll never be &le to b e children ifyou have an
ubonion'... There 's always rhese people telling me tM you can 't have chikiren
Mer you huve M uborn'on ... But [the counsellur] told me ... it 'sjus?
misinfontlcztlntlCZtlon.
that 's no? m e . (Heidi)

Misinformation denies women the ability to make informeci decisions about
their reproductive health. Access to abortion services depends on the availability of
accurate information. Despite misleading information in some cases, eight of the nine
women interviewed were able to access abortion services. In Dada's case, she was
initiaily told the pregnancy was at ten weeks. When she retumed to her doctor, he told

her that the pregnancy was in fact at 13 weeks, and that it was tcm late to obtain an
abortion. After two weeks of "a deep kind of depression," Darla went to a pro-choice

clinic. At this point, the pregnancy was at 15 weeks. She was sent for an ultrasound
several days later, and by this point the pregnancy was 16 weeks gestation. Darla was
told that it was too late to have an abortion in Manitoba, because the waiting period
would have been two or three weeks at a hospital, and the pnvate clinic's cutoff was 16

weeks. Darla is stiU angry about the misinformation she was given.

Counselling Before and After the Abartion

Counselling services, either through a pro-choice health clinic and referral

agency, hospital, or pnvate abortion clinic are standard practice when seeking abortion
services in Manitoba. This is to ensure that a woman is making a decision with
informai consent. The counselling received at dflerent facilities can Vary. In Anna's
case, she had close connections inside the pro-choice 'movement' and did not receive
pre-abonion counselling. She was aware of the options that were available to her,

knew how the procedure was done, and had access to a physician who would perform
the procedure.

Several of the women in this study received pregnancy counselling at a few
local health clinics. Clinics mentioned by these women include Women's Health
Clinic, Klinic, Pregnancy Counselling Clinic, and Mount Carmel Clinic. These
agencies are pro-choice, providing information on continuhg a pregnancy , adoption,

and abonion services that are available. The counseUing is necessary for referral to a
pnvate physician who has admitting privileges at a local hospital. Fiona found the
counsellor she saw before the abortion to be 'great." She was given information about

services available and the procedure, and felt this c h i c was the most helpful
throughout the process. Both Iris and Corinne found the pre-abortion counselling at
one of these pro-choice clinics to be helpful:
It was good to talk and have a mediator benueen me and my morn, and being OB
foreign ground imtead of my mom *stu@. To make my decision it basically
didn 't push me either w q , which is what they 're there for I guess. (Corinne)

.... m h e y were pretty good there ffor] the counseiling and SM and that wnr
good. They fold me what would happen and different things like that. So t k t
was good. I realty like [a pro choice chic], I think they 're a good
organizution. (Iris)
For the first pregnancy, Heidi went to a pro-choice health c h i c for counselling, but
found it ovenvhelming for a 15 year old:
I rhink I made the decision being nor very sure. In the counselling thnt I did
partake in, they more or less went over what happened and why it happened,
but, they start taking out pamphlets afer pamphlets. n2ings that you can do.
adoption. ubonion. Raising it on your own. ï2ey jusi throw these pamphlets ut
you the frrsr hme, that 's whut I remember. (Heidi)
For the second pregnancy, Heidi went to a local health clhic for a pregnancy test,
expecting to fmd out the results right away:
I haà to go home. I apected that day that they were going to give me the
results, but rhey said, 'No, you 've got [O phone back. ' Because my first
experience, ihey told me right there. Sa I went home, and the next day I called.
It 's jusr so cold I think. (Heidi)
Counselling services are offered through a hospital in Winnipeg. Women may
be referred to this counselling through a pro-choice health c h i c or may self-refer.
Corinne also received counselling at the hospital for both her abortions, as did Eve for
hers. For the second procedure, Corinne recalied the counselling at the hospital:

I didn'r have as, problem wifh it. Maybe it was a little bit harsh. Most&
tellhg me, 'Leave him, leave him. Obviously this guy 's no good. ' Like 1 said,

it wam 't rnostly about whether or nut to have the abortion, ar I recall, bu a lot
of it was ... (Corinne)
For the third abortion, Eve again went to the hospital. When she discovered she was
pregnant, she ''cailed them immediately ," as she was an "old pro now." She said that

.... wm a little bit more humiZiatratrng
than the others. I was on rny fourth rounù
here. And evevbody said, everybody would sir with me and they 'd go, 'This is
your fourth tinte? niis is your fourth pregnancy ?' (Eve)
Fioaa recalled waiting for the abortion at the hospital.

I got pulled oflof my gurnq thing you 're &hg on, and tuken into another room
just to make sure wanted to have the ubonion]. Whether this is what I
wunred to do, if1 knew what I was doing, if1 was mare of what I was doing, if
anyone was making me do this ... I jus? had this finie chat with this lady, in this

room which had a really big grate, and she talked really loud, anà I 'ntpositive
everyone in the other ward heard ... I remenrber m i n g aruund and looking at
the grate in the door, and [the other pananents]
were rigitt behind that door.
Nobody knows euch other so t h q 're quiet as a m u s e and they 're all jus? sitting
there. Bured out of their tree. What eke are t h q going to do but listen?
(Fiona)
Fortunately, women do not have to wait in hallways on a gurney at this hospital.

Services have improved considerably in recent years. Staff are weii-trained to address
the needs and concems of patients seeking an abortion, and privacy is primary.
For women who choose to have an abortion at the pnvate clinic, they do not
have to receive counseiiing at a pro-choice referral clinic, though they may choose to
do so. The private clinic does provide counselling services to its clients. At the t h e

she went to the clinic, Betsy was given a questionnaire which was 'strictiy optional.'
She said this of the questions:

I still cun't believe it fo this day. These are v o l w ~ l questions,
y
you don 't have
to m e r them. Are you in an &ive relatiortship curently? Is someone

forcing you to have this abonion? Is this abornon the result of a rape? Are you
here against your will ... mese are like serious questiom. don 't you think? ...
Are you an alcoholic? Are you physically abused?Are you dependent on any
drugs ? Do you have arry children ? Are you religious? Interesting questions.
You didn 't have tu a m e r those. I answered al1 of them unyway and jusr gave
it to them. (Betsy)
The private c h i c uses the question sheet to assess the client's situation for the
counselling, and if the questions are left blank, the reason for this would nomially be
explored (e.g ., language barriers, shyness, coercion). Heidi found the pre-abortion
counselling at the clinic to be quite brief:

It was 20 minutes in the once. you know? Even though it was a relaxed
amiosphere. The colours were al1 blended and you just felt real relaxed. It
w m 't Zike these shurp white colours or whatever coming at you, [but] you shll
felt like you were pan of this process. Corne in, get out rype of thing. (Heidi)
As mentioned, both Fiona and Corinne received 'counselling' at an anti-abortion
organization. They did not fmd this helpful in the decision-making process.
They showed me a video and it showed al1 the instruments they use for the
abortion. They showed me all these sharp instruments and, I'm frying tu
remember. but afrer that I realized what was going on. I wasn 't an idiot. I
didn't pay a whole lot of attention, but it still afects you ... It defnitely put
more NItO my mind chat. whether it's a mars of cells or a foetus. whatever, it 's
still ending a life ... I war naive. Very, very, very naive. I mean, you knew
d o u t pro-lifers, but I didn 't think they were opening up clinics and rrying to
scare you. (Corinne)

Many women seek counselling services after an abortion. There is a wide range
of feelings, and they may surface immediately, or months later. These services are
offered to women if they wish to corne back for counselling. This was not the case for
Eve at the hospital:
I f you go through [the hospital] you don 't get a posf-TA [therapeutic abortzrtzon]
counselling session. You don 't get to sit down and sort of debrief [about] your

expen'ence ... I had to seek it OU myself 2 had to go to a sociul worker on sr@
there and actu~llydo it myself. (Eve)
M e r her negative experience at the hospitai, feeiing mshed out of recovery, Fiona
contacted the clhic where she received counseiling before the abortion.
I guess [the counsellor] was doing sorne son of report, and [she] had called me
and asked if1 would give my name, saying my qen'ence overall Lat the
hospitw was poor - rhm it wasn 't the greatest experience ... It was good to
have someone to tell. (Fiona)

Although post-abortion counseliing is usually offered, it is not reguired. Heidi was
only 15 when she had the frst abortion. She felt that there should be some mandatory
counselling after the procedure because 'obviously the t h e before is so limited.' Yet,
her ambivalence is evident when she spoke of why a teenager might not want to go for
counselling once the procedure was over.

Ifyou wanted to corne back und talk &ou could]. But, you know, 1 think at a
young girl's age you think thm it's prew crqy to go see a counsellor. And why
go talk &out it when it's a îhing that's been done? W k t c m you do? Go on
with your life, you know? But you really don? talk about the other problems
that are involved Md the issues ... Like, if I didn 't have this view thot a child
could be rephced ... I think rhat could have been somerhing that could have
been erplored m r e during that time, b u at the same tirne, I don 't know how
you're supposed toforce somebody tu go to counselling. (Heidi)

Iris had the intention of going back for pst-abortion counselling, but decided not to.
I was going to go back for counrelling, but when I called [a pro-choice clinic], I
wruited to see the SMK counsellor, and they [suid], 'Well, she on& works on
certain days' or something like t h . I think she only worked one day a week or
something. So it was really, realty not convenient a all. (Iris)
Betsy did seek out counseiling some months d e r the abortion. The counsellor told her
that she was a Christian, but that she would not judge her. Betsy said, 'I felt
cornfortable with her right away.' Corinne was aware of the anti-abortion counselling

services, having been to one, and had this to say about the pst-abortion counselling
they offer:
[niey/ do offer post- [àborrion counselling/, bout I've never wanted to cal1

because all I can think about is it's just going to be a big guilt mp. (Corinne)

Pressure to Start Oral Contraceptives

AU eight women who had abortions were offered oral contraceptives following
the procedure. This appears to be standard practice. This is only one of many birth

control methods available. This practice limits women's choices of contraception by
failing to explain aii of the options. Funher, not ail women are suitable candidates for

oral contraceptives, which can have mild to serious side effects. It is difficult to
address the issue of contraception immediately foilowing the procedure (and in some
cases before) without sounding judgemental.

They were really kind of pushing, 'Oh. you c m sign up to get on birth conîrol
right now. ' They were realLy pushing. I;l sais 'No. ' Because I wus jus?
wom-ed about my parents. I would have to tu& to them about it. I wouldn 't
tell them I was h i n g sex, but Z was figuring out how to do all t h , so I felt
very pressured to get it. fl said], 'No. it 'sjust too hard right now in my life. '
(Iris)
I'm sining on the table, the operdng table, and they 'rejus? talking, 'Su. are
you going to go on the pi11 aftr rhis ? ' And fl said], 'Well, 1 guess so. I don?
know, I hodn 't reuily given it much thought. ' [She snid], 'Well, whar we'll do is
we '11 set up a prescription for you. We'll get you started on one kind or we 'll
phone your doctorJ whatever you wont us tu do. When was your lart period? '
I'm thinking to myself. Z c m 't remember when rny last period was. Why ùidn 't
they ark me that befiwehund? 17ie nurse the day befoe sort of went rhrough
birth control, but she w m ' t pushing unything on me, do you know whut I
mean? (Betsy)
1rhink they w m d to know what nry bitth control merhod was going to be. At
thm time, 17 said], '1gwss I'll go on the pill. ' They gave me the pill. but I

don? think I used it ... Tliey didn 't @essure me afrr the second abornrnon].
No. you know why that wm? Because 1 wasrt 't sexually active @envar& ...
niey did usk me. 'Are you going to think about it ? ' (Heidi)
Similar pressure was found in other studies (Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993;

Bowes, 1990). Although medical discourse may be helpful when defining abortion as a
medical procedure deserving of fiinding, this is not necessarily the case with respect to
birth comol. As Ryan et al. (1994: 193) found, in medical discourse on birth control,
there is a dichotomy of contraception king 'good' pitteci against abortion, which is
'bad. ' This is another example of dominant discourses - medical Md moral - defining
abortion (and contraception) in binary terms.
The 'good' characteristics associated with contraception include the notions of
planning, responsibility, rationaliiy ,prevention, and carefulness. In short,
'good contraception' involves the rational surveillance of self control of bodies
and desires. The 'bad' side of this biah control dichotomy is abortion, which is
viewed as a failure in control by women who are ignorant, wilful, careless,
irrational, or non-cornpliant and who therefore fail to put the required effort
into controlling fertility. This perception that 'resorting to abortion' represents
a failure of self-control pervades many women's consciousness, and contributes
enormously to distress surroundhg unintendeci pregnancy . (Ryan et al.,
1994:193)

Therein lie the rnyths that fertility is controllable, and that abortion is the act of
'capricious, whirnsical ' women (McConnell, 1989). Ryan et al. identie another
dichotomy in medicai discourses on birth control. Contraception is equated with

modem, technological advances, whereas abortion is equated with 'the primitive, the
pre-technological, and the 'baclqard' " (Ryan et al., 1994:193). Abortion is still the

main form of contraception in most developing coutries because there is w access to
other methods. The separation of abortion and contraception is facilitated by these
dichotomies. The 'ethnoceatric variant" suggests that those cultures which rely on

abortion for biah control are 'less 'humane' or less 'developed' or less 'civilized' than

countries or cultures where contraception is distinguished from and valorUed over

abortion" (Ryan et al., 1994:193). Unfortunately, the risks to the health and lives of
women in many developing counaies (and others where aboxtion is illegal) is inhumane

because the procedure is often perforrned in non-sterile conditions.

Attitudes of H&th Care Personnel

During the process of negotiating access to abortion services, the women in this
study came into contact with many dflerent health care personnel. For the most part,
staff who the women encountered were helpful.

Veryprofessional ... Actualky. ir was b i m e because they were most& men.
m u g h ] I had al1 male nurses ... I 'nt mare from working in a hospital that
everybody knows why you 're there, so I war impressed ... (Anna)
The nurses seemed to be really nice. The counsellors were al2 really nice.
During the second [donion], they all gave me names of social workers to taik
to and cuunsellors that I could tuik to ... llre nurses and everybody were al1
very nice, getting me wann blankets, puning t h m on me because you get lep
out in hallways. (Corinne)
When I wm getting the ultrasoundJ[one of the nurses] asked me, 'Wasthis a
p h e d pregnancy ? ' And I said, 'No. ' She put her hand on my knee and she
said, 'Everything will be okay, ' she said. 'It '11 work itself out. ' I just started to
cru. It was just acceptmce ... (Betsy)
The nurses were wonderful [izt the h o ~ p i t athey
~ ~ were really great. I toki them
Z was scared. They were very supportive, they were very caring. (Eve)

Iris found the staff at the c h i c where she had counselliag and the private c h i c to be
helpful. She ais0 commented on how they were with her parmer:

They gave him pamphlets and stz@ on being suppom*ve. So /te he something to
read, too ... But they were gomi m the @rivate c ü d with him. I guess when I

went ypstairs, and when I went in the counselling room, the women ... in the
receprion area were talkUg to him. (Iris)
Ail of the women had positive comments about at least some of the health care

personnel they encountered. However, there were some negative experiences.

m e reception at the hospital wasj not good m al1 ... I mean they al2 look at
you, kind of look you up and dom. I could have been super sensitive to it, but
I really don 't think so, because Z remember feeling distinct looks and [my
pariner] men said it to me too. (Betsy)
Yeah [the st@ were heefull, acept for haing the abonion itself. The nurses
[were] yelling at me, 'Just open your legs!' (Corinne)
I can't remember if it was a doctor or a nurse that told me. She jusf came in
and said, 'Yeah, [the pregmcy test id positive. ' Z kind of sat therefor a few
minutes and she said, 'Do you have a doctor that you go to?' And I said 'WelZ,
I have a gynaecologist, ' and she said 'Well, I suggest you make an
appointment,' and thot was kind of the end. parla)

Eve felt that the treatment by hospital staff was different for the thKd abortion (her
fourth pregnancy) than for the first and second:

Very diJkent than the first [obortion] ... I ; B ' thefourth hregnancy], I'd sit in
a room and wait tu recover by myself. They really didn't ask questions or cared
or said much. I don 't remernber the expeknce being ar comforting and
h e m 1 as the first experience. (Eve)
Fiona recalleû how she felt once the abortion was over:

I just felt like shit [when I woke in the recovery area]. 1 needed anotherfive
minutes ... [and I was told] 'No, you have to go. '. ..That was my big beef there.
f?saidJ ?just needfive mimes. ' The thing is, though, my dmg hir me Zate.
So I'm thinking the whole little percemage of tim it's supposed to woo me for,
that it just hit me lare ... lThey told nt& 'Get your clothes, here 's your locker
key. ' (Fiona)

For some of the women, when the results of the pregnancy test were given to
them, there was an assumption that the news of the pregnancy was positive, or that the

woman planned to continue the pregnancy:

When you jirst go in it 's jm a blood test or a urine smnple. If's nul a big deal.
The-'rej u ~ basically
t
finding out if you 'repregnant. 1think thar the problem
came when îhey actualky phoned me and rold me that I war. Thefirst thing they
said to me afierward was 'Would you like me to make an appointment for your
first pre-natal? ' (Eve)
Positive, non-judgemental attitudes Born health care personnel made the
experience easier for these women. However, Betsy and Eve both felt judged by some
of the staff they encountered. Fiona felt rushed out after her abortion, when she
needed more thne to recover. For Eve's first pregnancy, there was an assurnption that
she was going to continue the pregnancy . This assumption can make women feel that
they are doing something wrong if they choose abortion. The attitudes of health care
personnel play an important role in accessing abortion services. These women were
very conscious of the treatment they received and how it affected their expenence as a

whole.

Attitudes of Doctors
The women in this study had much to Say about doctors they encountered in the
process of seeking an abortion. The women had so much to Say about doctors because
doctors have considerable control over access. The doctors perfomiing the procedure

are only a fraction of physicians, and may only be one of many that a woman
encounters when seeking a .abortion. The difference in treamient by doctors who

perform the procedure and those who do not (e.g., family physicians, waIk-in clinics)

is notable. Though a woman may eventualiy find her way to a provider, negative
attitudes, assumptions about pregnancy and motherhood, and misinformation rnay be

what she hears fnst. Heidi and Gloria did encounter doctors, though not providers,
who were helpful:

is very straght-to-the-point person. There 's no? a whole
I mean, Dr.
lot of chi? chm that goes on. She wusn't miserable abouf it or anything, but she
wasn 't mer& compassioliclre. But she asked me i f I had plons, and she wasn 't
nosey as to what those p h were. She asked if I needed help arranging any
sort of plans, so I mean she was gooù ut trying to be supponive and t h . If I
did need heLp she wouki help. (Gloria)
M ym
f Y
y d o m ] said thm if my mom asked [why I was sickl. ? h a he would
say it was the pu. He had written me a note for work saying it was theflu, Md
t h it WOM
give me time to think. He said that even if I chose M abortion, or
if I chose to have the child that he could be the docior for me ajtenvards.

(Heidi)
Gloria found the staff at the chic where she had the abortion, including the doctor, to
be 'wondefil. " Fiona said that the doctor who performed the abortion was "fme, "
but that she 'wouldn't have chosen" that particular physician if she had the choice.

Some women told of some horrendous experiences which made the experience
very dïffïcdt. For Heidi, her choies were limited because she was a minor for both

abortions, and did not wish to infom her parents. Heidi was referred to a doctor who
would perform abortions on minors without consent. She said:
I went there because it was recomntended by [a local clinic], and [they told me]
thut he would have to go through this intemkw to detemgneifhe wouùi,
through the muturity of YOU, pe#onn the aborti'on on you ... mnking back on ir
now, I realiy think he was very unethical. I went there and basically [he] asked,
'Wiry didn k you use protection ? ' And he dàted the pregnnncy. He said,
'You're having mtWrns'
... It was just a horrendous experience ... I think now, I
might huve phoned the physicians board, but Or age fifteen, 2 didn 't have the
g u s to. I don? think [doetors] should be judging ... Especially telling you rhat
you 're going to huve twinsBwhen he knows when I'm therefor a puvose. I'm
thinking of W n g an dortion Md k ' s supposed to be deaüng with it. He
basicaily told me thut Iie usuully does it for people that are maybe 17. tuming
18, but I was too yomg and the on& wuy he would do it wm if I told my
parents. (Heidi)

This would be a very nightening experience for any womui, but Heidi was only 15.
As there were w other doctors available who were willing to do the procedure without

parental consent, Heidi's only other option (unless she ûavelied out of province) was
the private clinic. Betsy had a similar experience with her family doctor who, &er she
arrived at his office upset by the positive home pregnancy test, was not very sensitive

to the fact that she might not wish to continue the pregnancy.

I had pretty much flpped out in the once and then he said, 'We want to
detem'ne how fur you are.' So I Iaid down. he gave me a pap test, t h ' s when
theyfound OUZ that I had cervical dysplatia. Thqy put a foetal monitor on my
stomuch, because they didn't know how far along I wm. Now, you gotta
remember, I just fowrd out I was pregnant. I don? need to hear a heartbeat ...
So they put the foetal rnoniror on my stomch, and I heard the dunk-dwik. dunkdunk ... And he said, 'You murt be at least ?en weeks because if you 're not, then
Z wouldn k be uble to hear anything on the morùtor. ' I just couldn 't believe it.
He scanned along my stomoch and he suid, 'See thm sound, the light dwrkM.dunk-dunkp' he says, 'Tlrat'syour heurt beat. ' Pulls it down lower and
says. 'nior's the foetus' and it was, like, duttkdtutk, dunk-dunk. this strong
hean beat ... I said, 'Get that fucking thing @of me!' He said. 'I'm sorry. but
this is the rourine. We have to do this. I don 't b o w how far along you are. '
He asked me to weigh myself. And of course I'd just lost like 20, 25 pounds ...
He said, 'You've lost?' And he füpped out, 'You can't lose!' I said something
I think really disturbed him, I said. 'Ir'sjust in the way. ' And he, the docror
j u s iooked az me ... m e &sed me not to lose weight' I guess for the health of
the baby ... He war ~ssuming[thut Z would continue the pregms>l. .. Su fl
said], 'JUS?let me go. okay. You've already completelyfreaked me out by
lening me hear the heartbeat. ' 1think maybe what he should have done was ask
me what my plans were ... He said. 'Pleasephone me. tell me what you 're
going to do, and we can set up vitamramrns
and so forth.' He jus? assumed I was
going to keep it. (Betsy)
Not only did she have a negative experience with her own family doctor, but Betsy was
sent for an ultrasomd at a hospital before her abortion at the pnvate c h i c . She had
this to Say about the doctor there:

I went in, ?tadthe ultrasound. Md the doctor asked 'Do you Mnd if a resident
cones in and views this, watches the ulirasound, so he leams how to do it?' I

said, 'Thm's fine. ' And it was coùi, you know, he was trying t o m it and I
said. 'Justfind it alreadj!' 2 was losing rny patience, because the last thing I
wanted [to hear wPT]. 'Looks really healthy. ' I said, 'Good, well I don? really
care- ' (Betsy)
Darla had a similar experience with her family doctor:

I don't know ifhe did an intemal, I cm't rmember, but I cm remember him
feeling my stomach, my abdomen, and End of just pronouncing that, yes, I was
ten weeks pregnant. He was k h i of a brusque doctor anyway, very hard to talk
to. His English wasn't thm good for one thing so it wus kind of hard to
understand him, Md he was always reab fmt, in and o ~ r .4,the tim you
wanted to ask him a question you 're always out of the room. So. he went out of
the roomfor a couple of mimes, came back and handed me these nau mother
books. 'Well,just a minute, ' I said, 'Is it al1 rigitr if1 take a week, to kind of
corn to a decision and whaf I want to do about the pregnancy ?' He just suid,
Taik to the receptionist on the wuy out, ' Md then gave me these books [laugh].
I lejt and I thought, "This is kind of strange, ' you know? parla)
When she went back to see rhe same doctor about a week later, Darla told the doctor
she had decided to have an abortion:
mis was about a week later, or five to seven days later. I went back and saw
him, and he didn't really know why I was there ... He was kind of like thar. He
WOU& 't know why you were phoning. He doesn 't S e m like he remembered
you at all. It wasrt 't a very persona1 relatomhip. I shouiù have seen a
different doctor ... I went back and I said, 'Okay, I've decided t h I'd like to
have on abortrrtron.
' And he kind of looked at me astonished and said, 'Well you
CM Y, ' he said, Actuully you 're not ten weeks, you 're more like 13 weekr. '
And, he said that's too lote. 'It's too late to decide, there's reully no choice. '
So then I was just, astonished, md I said, '1mked you a week ago, I said do 1
have time?' %y this time I think I was so conjiïsed and ovenvhelrned and still so
inhnnmidated
by doctors, which I'm not anymore. I felt, it's no use arguing. He
hows what he 's talking about. I went back home Md toM [my partner] this,
and then we both jwtjlipped out. We didh't knuw what to do at 021. He was
r e d j upset, I was redly upset. I di& 't think to question him ... Even if I was
13 weeks it w u still possible. This didn't men hit me then ... It didn 't muke me
angry for about one or two yeurs later. Thinking that first he kind of made me
confued as to the &es and then he tokl me t h a it wasn't possiole. He didn 't
mention t h , well, orher d o m s will do it past this tinte ... I'm sure he's a
pevectly okay person Md I'm sure he 's a good person, but that one or two
mimes in his l i f , being this bwy doctor, probatrly Mected m ~ n y m
,
~ young
y
girk' üves, to a great ment. Li&, for the rest of their lives. (Darla)

Darla's last statement speaks to the impact that a brief visit with a busy doctor can have
on one's decision-making and Life course. She is still angry that the doctor did not seek
other avenues for her, and she lives, today, with the effects of that visit. Corinne had
negative experiences with physicians she saw at the hospitai, includiag those who were
performing the procedure.

One doctor 's telling me, 'Well, it just looks like a linle piece of liver. ' when he
was putting in the lamimn'a tem. ï [suid], 'Hau big is it?' He [ s a 'Oh, it
just l& like a linle chunk of liver. ' I didn't really need to heur that.
(Corinne)
I never had the same [docror]. Thm was aofici. Some doctors were rough and
some weren 't ... Ifind there are two kit& of gynaecologists - the kind that are
slow NI explaining [things] to you and the kind th^ think the fmter it 's over wirh
the bener. And I never had ony of the slow ones W g h J They di& 't talk to
you. And they made me feel Zike I was that type of girl. Not that they said
anything but [thinkînd, '1see a milüon cases like you everyday. ' (Corinne)
Corinne had both of her abortions at the hospital. In some cases, a woman may not see
the same doctor for the appointments (consultation, laminaria insertion, and
procedure), which hinders continuity of a r e . As Corinne r e d e d , "1 was a number,

more like an assembly line ... The doctoa really left something to be desirecl." Eve
had the same doctor perform aii three abortions, with no problems. She did not have

as much to Say about the doctor as much as the other staff she encountered. Iris felt
uncornfortable when she went for a physical to detennine gestation. but not because of
the doctors actions:

I went tu rny fm'&
doctor but I didn 't see my f m Y y domor because 1just went
wak-in ... Actualty it was guite bad. [The doctor] walks in and she is huge.
She 3 pregMnt ... She was Zike seven months or something. And she was, like,
huge. And she h e w what I was in there for, so 1kind of feZt very
uncomfomble ... Here she is. about to have this baby' and I'm going to go get
nd of one. (Iris)

Access to abortion services is dependent on the availability of physicians wiliing
to perform them. Many physicians are nwilling because of the fear of harassrnent and
violence from anti-abortion advocates. Of those who are wiiiing to perform abortions,
their availability can be precarïous. A woman may discover that she is pregnant at nine

or ten weeks gestation, but cannot get an appointment with a provider for three weeks.
At that point, there are fewer doctors wüling to perform the procedure. Another

barrier is scheduling appointments with doctors, which c m be difficult enough, but
when one or two providers are unavailable, a woman's options are restricted further.
Darla is bothered by the fact that access to the procedure is dependent on
doctors' willingness to perform abortions, and the gestationai limits that doctors set:
I think I'm more angry with the arbitrariness and thut it's al1 up ro the doaor's
discretion, I think that gives the doctor too much power in the first s e m . And I
think t?ta they have too rnuch alreudy, because people autornazicalljt tend tu
take a dactor's word as rule or lm. (Dada)

In every sense, women are at the mercy of physicians when it cornes to their access to

abortion: if they will provide the service; who c m access it; how easily;how soon;
how late; at what cost; and where.
In Manitoba, surgical procedures performed on minors normaiiy require consent

by a parent or guardian. Many girls under 18 facd with an unplanned pregnancy do
not wish to inform their parents. Aside frorn the private clinic, there are very few
options available to minors seeking abortion services. If only one or two physicians
are w f i g to perform the procedure without parental consent, the waiting period may

be longer. Or, if those physicians are unavailable to do the abortion, she must seek

other services, either at the private c h i c or out of province.

aarasSment and Violence Against Providers
A potentiai barrier to access, and a barrier for physicians, is the threat of

harassment and violence. At present, there is minimal protest activity in Winnipeg.
However, the recent shooting of Dr. Fainman has sparked increased interest in security
around the facilities where abortions are provided. Two women in this snidy
encountered picketing by protesters, or its aftermath:

I also remember being in the counselling r o m and them talking about the
picketers, because at that time there were a lot of picketers outside ... I think it
was both àays actually. I think that year [1990] it was a very active time for
them ... They were when I was there, with the whole sticks [holding placards
with the word] 'Murder!' People wirh very srrong Mews out there. They
mentioned something in the room when I went into thor little counseI1ing
session, about the picketers being o u there, and [thq said tu me] ' I f they do
arrything, we can cal1 the police. ' ... I don 't think [the protesters] did [say
anything to rneJ I think I wuuld remember that. They just son of walked
around wiîh their signr ... There 's still the harassment of the sigm, having them
out there, and hoving them as a reminder ... I don 't even think I read what the
sigm said. Ijust sort of walked by them. (Heidi)

M e n we went to [the privare clinic]for the first tirne, that first appointment ...
there were tomtoes and eggshells ... all over the cement. ÇBetsy)
Corinne did not personally experience harassment when she sought her abortions, but

commented on the experience of someow she lmows who is a gynaecologist: "His
house has been picketed, and they've followed his chiïdten to school." Anna recalled a
tirne when picketing was quite active outside the clinic:
At one point they had ... sponsor pickets. When they showed up they 'd
fwrdraise for us. You threw in a buck every tirne this one showed up, so we

were sort of fundraising off the pickets. It 's called 'Sponsor a picket, ' and they
heard about it. They reaked thut [the pickerind is not effective. (Anna)
Both Corinne and Heidi had these cornments on the harassment of picketers, and

I s m [the protesters] outside! One rime I was passing by - I was wirh my
boyfriend - Md I was going to go bock and tell them off. I reuily was. Like, fl
w m e d tu tell thet?& 'Do you knav how d@icuIt a decision it is anyway ? How
dare you put y o u views on me. I know where you 're coming from. and do you
think thar anybody who has an aboion doesn 't think about that?' ... BU this
bontbing ciinics thing, Md doetors being killed, I mean, 'Oh, we kt11 one Iife to
Save m ~ y '... you 'rejus? obviousiy obsessed and not al2 together Dugh].
Thm's really what I think of them because they don ?, to me they 're not making
their point anymore. People look at them and i f s c r w ... (Corinne)

There ore a lot of billooards. 'Don't stop a beating heart' or whatever. You see
it m the bus stop, on the bus, like, huge billboardr. I think i f s wrong to put
somebody 's else's views on yuu. Especiulty üke t h , with a huge billbard.

(Heidi)
The harassment, threats, and acts of violence against providers is another
barrier which makes them less likely to perform abortions. Clinics are easier targets
for harassment and violence because they are often free-standing facilities. The lack of
providers wiliing to perform abortions is becoming more of a barrier as violence and
threats of violence increase.

Gestational Limits
Although abortion services are available in Manitoba, there are limits on the
gestationai period that physicians wili perform the procedure. Some doctors wiil only

perform abortions up to ten weeks gestation, whereas others wiil up to 16 weeks.

Most abortions performed are in the first trimester, but sometimes wornen may not

realize they are pregnant until ten or more weeks. With the waiting period for
appohtments king anywhere fiom one week at the private clhic to four or more

weeks at a hospital, a wornan may be weil past twelve weeks gestation when the
procedure is performed. Women with irregular periods may not suspect a pregnancy:
I? was three mnths befoe I even knew to even go to [a pro-choire clhic]. 1
jwt Iand of thought that ir was irregular &en'&] ... I guess it was like 12
weeks or somerhing like that [when] 1hud found out. (Heidi)
Anna has spoken to many women faced with unplanned pregnancies. Feu, denial, and

lack of 'self-awareness' can be cause for delay:
I mean, I speak to so m ~ women
y
[Md ark them]' 'How long have you
known ? ' mey tell me] '1've knom for six weeb. ' '1've known for a month. '
'I've been too afraid, 1just wonted toforget. ' So. I guess, realizing thnr you 've

on& got a specific tirneframe,ii seem like the women that are out of the loop
reaw ?hi& you c m jus? corne in and get [m abomSon]at six month. Lots of
misinfonn~tl~on.
... I've seen a couple of exotic dancers whose pimps won'? let
them out of their sighr, so they cm 't ge? into the clinic. Or studems who have
no time. mey] havejobs, or they 're going to school ail day and working all
nighf, and physically don 't have fen minutes to get infor an appointmen?.
(Anna)

In Darla's case, a combination of misinformation and gestational limits leâ to her
decision to continue the pregoancy. When she was able to access pro-choice
counselling services, Dada discovered that her pregnancy was too far dong to have an
abortion in Manitoba, because of gestationai limits and the waiting penod for

appointments. Darla's situation is an example of these limits king a major barrier to
access .

Another bamer identifieci by some of the women in this study is the waiting

period to have an abortion. Once a woman has made the decision to have an abortion,
appointments are scheduled. Through a private physician or the hospitai, the wait can

be three or four weeks or more. Usually a woman can have an abortion quicker
through the pnvate clinic, but the waiting period can stili be two weeks. Betsy was
fortunate. She found out that she was pregnant at approximately ten weeks gestation:
The &y I found out was Mondrry, the day I had the abom'on was Fnday ... I
had tu move. I know that sowidr a bit -1.
I knew I hnd to movefart
becouse of the stage of the pregnancy] ... I was not gening it done in a hospital
f o t the fact that it would take foo long. (Betsy)
*si
Betsy did not want to wait any longer than those five days. As she said, "it was
driving me crazy

... mt's

like waiting for a grade, you know?" For some women, any

waiting period can be too long. Fiona found out she was pregnant before eight weeks
into the pregnancy. She initially chose the private clinic because she thought the
abortion would be performed sooner. Abortions are typically not performed before the
eight week period, because the tissue is too scant. F i o ended
~
up having the abortion
at a hospital because "1 found out 1 had to wait anyway." Gloria felt really 'stressed"
and 'hy sterical" because:

I was eight and a half weekr pregnant, and I couidn 't get in to have my abom'on
until the following week ... So when [qfn'end who worked at the cünic] told
me t h she wasn't sure i f she couid get nie in the following week, 1Ind of lost
it. I said. 'You know,you don? seem tu widerstand, this har to happen soon. '
So she fortunate@ enough munaged tu fit me in. (Gloria)
Anna was fortunate to have the procedure performed rather early into the pregnancy .
She did not have to wait very long.

Well, acnraïly, it was very quick. fl had the procedure] just within huo weekr
[@ter cornacting nry doctor] ...I think I was bares seven weeks @regnant1
whm he did it. He did it as eurly as he couIdlegallyy ethical& do it. I was
feeling a bit anxious about ityjwt thut I wmed to get it over wirh. (Anna)
Anna actuaiiy considered seeking a menstnial extraction,14 which would have meant a
trip to the United States.
Trying to keep the pregnancy and the abortion a secret, while under the stress

many women feel, can make the waiting p e n d very difficult.

I couldn 't be around my m.I couldn't be arowid my f k i l y . It was too
stressful. bretendng t h 4 Iife 's just great, everything 's wonde@ïl ... 1 had to
put on an act Md I di& 't want to [do thut anymorel. so [my partner and I]
actuaïly stayed m hotel rooms. I told my mom, I saiâ, 'Mom. I'm going to the
Iake for a week' ... [my partner] has a cottage and we have a cottage. So I said
'We're going to his lake' and he told his mom he wus going tu my Iake so i?
worked out. We. we actu~rllyhung out at a couple of hotels, just to be together.
We could taürfreeiy ... (Betsy)
Physicians willing to perform the procedure have limited surgery thne, and may
only do abortions one &y a week. It may be anywhere ftom two to five weeks before

a woman can see the doctor for the initial consultation. Occasionally, circurnstances
may arke and an appointment may be avaiiable in a shorter period of tirne.

Well, I was liïcky, actually. I phoned [the hospital] and they got me in. I think
it was two weeks m e r ] that I go? in for my p s t initial appointment. And then
they had a cancellaton, so I wus able to do it the very nex? &y. So I war
actually reully lucky. I don? know how it hoppened, because it didn 't happen
thaî way the other rimes. (Eve)
For most of the wornen in this snidy who sought abortion services through a hospital,
the wait was much longer. Eve waited four weeks before she had the second abortion.

14Menstnialextraction is an experimental self-help method normally used to
eliminate menstrual flow and cramps (see Efforts to Improve Access).

Dada was told she would not be able to get an appointment at a hospitai for two or
three weeks. She was in a difficult position because the pregnancy was funher dong
(15 weeks). Even at the private clinic, Dada was told that she could not get in for an

appointment before the 16 week limit.
Some women find out that they are pregnant quite early - before eight weeks so the wait can be even longer. For the f i s t pregoancy, Corinne fond out at six

weeks, and bad to wait another six weeks for the procedure. She said the wait for the
second procedure was "kind of shoner," just over one month fkom the time she
discovered she was pregoant until she had the abortion. Corinne said of the waiting

Waitingfor it? ... Mou have al1 this rime to change your mind. But, again, il's
a good thing you have al1 that time to change your mind. You have ail that
thinking about it to do before. I guess if goes both ways. Maybe at [the private
clinic] I wouùi've felt more nished. (Corinne)
Corinne had to wait several weeks for both abortions, but her circumstances aiiowed
for this:
ï k r e w u , of course, wairing time. For the frrst one and for the second one I
... The [docor's once] wasn 't open past four, @a'] I cou@ miss
school. I didn 't work full time so there really wasn 't arry problem for me.
(Corinne)
was in school

Making the multiple appointments that are often involved when seeking an abortion can

be even more difficdt for women who are employed or are in school during the âay, as
most appointments are during business hours. Time away from school, work, or other
obligations in one's Me may not be possible.

Choice of Facility
As noted previously, in Manitoba abortion services are provided through a
private clinic and hospitais. The routes differs in terms of the number of visits, the
waiting period, and the cost. When the women in this study accessed abortion
services, the procedure cost approximately $350 at the private clinic. Accordingly ,
accessing services through the c h i c c m be a major barrier. Some women d e c i out
the private clinic as an option early on, for financial reasons:

nt]

I couIdn't have Morded to go the @rivate clinic].
was never really
something I thought about going to, because it cost money. (Corinne)

Yeah. I did [know dotu the private clinicIYbut it wos a question of m n e y ... I
would never go [there] anà i f s because 1don 't have the money . Because I found
out [atout the pregmcyl eariy on, I was able to wait. It's the money issue
wirh [the private clinic]. 1,'s a huge money issue. (Eve)
Ifigwed thm I was going to have to go to the hospitul. ï thought there's no
way thar I CM mord to go to a p~vareclinic, because it 's prew expensive.

CIris)
Gloria h e w a staff member at the private c h i c and wanted to have the
procedure perforrned there. As she remembered, it was a time of 'chaos": "They were
aii booked up solid, and at this point I was really stressed out, hysterical because 1

wasn't sure how 1 was going to pay for this

..."

An unplanned pregnancy can be

stressfûl enough, and the added barrier of cost or difficulty getting an appointment ody
exacerbates the situation.

Heidi's only option was the private clinic, but she found it d i f i d t to corne up
with the money.

It wus very dflcult for us to obtainfundr towards it. because of our age. [We
were] seiiing off Nintendo ggome 1hud afn'end t h lent me Iike a hundred

dollars, and things like that. At that age, you can't work, and the on0 income
is bnbysining or paper route or wharaer it is. Even after the money we had
gotten together or whatever, [my parmer] achuzlly forced me to ask my fnends.
When I wasn't men sure h o u t it. When I wusn't even sure abou the decision.
(Heidi)
Darla made inquiries into having the procedure in Fargo, North Dakota:

We were trying to think of where we could get the money ... I think it was
approximately, r?uzybe $900 ...jusr because, I know now they go by the weeks
[gestation thw you are ... and I know they @erformed the procedure] up to
about 24 weeh and it was kind of an exorbitant amount, in the $8a)or $900
range. (Darla)
Others chose a particular facility for reasons such as the desire to protect privacy.
Anna and Betsy said:

There was a couple of reasons [that I wenr through a pnvate physician]. First
of all, because I knew everybody [at the private clinic]. I just didn 't want ro go
[there], i f sjust o linle close. Also, I knew thar my doctor was an aborrion
provider, so 1 was very cornfortable going to the hospital men though I'm a m
believer infree-standing c h i a ... (Anna)
I knew you could have [an aborfion] at [the hospital], but my morn 's in the
health profession, so she knows a lot of people. Z thought, the last thing I need

is for anyone to know anything. (Betsy).
For Betsy, and many other women, a family member working in a hospital or with
other co~ectionsto the health care professions can cause concern over privacy and

anonymity. This becomes a problem for women who wish to keep the abonion a
secret. Their only other option may be the private clinic, which they may not be able
to afford. Some of the women had heard stones about abonions at a hospital, and were
discouraged €rom that route:
And the nurse fat the hospital where I went for the ulmound] sat down beside
me ... I said 'If1were to get an abomrtron
through a hospiral how long do you
think I'd have to wait?' She said, 'My dear, ifyou want to get this over wirh as
f a t as possible Z'd suggest [the private dinicl. because here [izt the hospital]? it

depends whut nurses you get, what donors you get and how accepting they are
of the procedure. ' She said, 'People will know. Not everyone will know your
procedure that you 've had. but the nurses, they know, they ta&, and a lot of
them have preconceived idem about how they feel about P and how they 're
going to n-eat you. ' She says, 'l've heard horror stories from patients. You
don't need the extra emotional burdens, so if I were you. I'd go to [the privote
clinic]. You 're going to have to pay. but it 's fasrer ... Mou 're luoking at a
three to four week wait [to have an abonion at the hospital ...' (Betsy)
M
y parmer] said

... 'No, I donPtwant you to go to the hospital, I want you to

go to one of those clinics ' becuuse he had heurd af hospitals they neated you
kind of like crup. He said that he hadjfiends that went [to a hospital] and they
treated them kind of slutry. Like, 'Oh. you shouldn 't huve done this, or you
brought this on yourself. ' So he just said, 'No, there 's no way . You 're going ro
have to go to one of those clinics. ' So then I had ro go back and say to [the
counselZorj, 'Don't set it up at the hospital. I'Il set it up at the clinic. ' So he
ended up paying for it. (Iris)
F e counsellor] told me [the private clinic] was more homey, and it was in a
houe, [aw thai it was more relaxed feeling thun in an a c m l hospiral... m e
impression was given that it was more of a relared feeling rather than ... going
to the hospital. (Heidi)
In Heidi's situation, because she was a minor, there were few options available. There
were only a few doctors in the city who would perform the procedure without parental
consent. She was referred to a pnvate physician through a local clinic, but had a very
negative experience. As she said: '[vhere was no way I'd ever go to [the hospital]
just because 08 the experience that 1 had [with that doctor]. ' So her only option was

the private clinic.
At thut moment, when I was in the osce there, I think the decision [&out where

to go for the ubom'on] almost had been made for me. me counsellor] staned
talking about who 1 could go see, because I was a minor at the rime, who wouùi
actuully do it. and I hod to make an appoinhnent. I still wmn 't sure [about my
decision ar thut point] ... (Heidi)

The name of the private clinic was a deterrent for some women:

There's just something about the word 'Morgentaler. ' Youjust visualize the day
you have to go in there's going to k protesters. Thm somme's going to egg
you. (Fiona)
I jas? went to [the hospital]. lt reully dïàn't occur to me. Even if1 wouki have
had the money, it really didn't occur to me to go tu [the] @rivate clinic]. 1
think the nmne of it, too. might have kept me away. Therepsso much with
'MorgenTaCer.' Maybe that was a linle bit of a piece of it. (Corinne)
Even though she did not have the abortion, Darla had a similar impression of the
clinic. She had always heard that, 'You didn't go [there] because it's a butcher kind of
thing. 1 didn't think it was a bona fide clinic.' Darla's statements are reflective of

anti-abortion rhetoric. She no longer holds this view of the private clinic. However,
the power of these discourses in fiaming abortion - and the facilities they are performed

in - persists.

Privacy
With the stigma surroundhg abortion, most women wish to protect their
pnvacy . The choice of facility was sometimes based on this. Betsy said this about the
pnvate c h i c : 'mt's so private. [You] corne in the back, [you] l a v e through the back.
It's shady but at lest it's private." Gloria said, "1 didn't even want to think about

going to [the hospitai], just because 1 wanted it to be more private and discreet. " A

free-standing clinic @or& wornen more privacy than a large hospital. Eve recalled
her experience at the hospital:
Evety time somebody picked up my chan I just cringed. Because about 20
diflerent people pick up your chan ... It 's not like one person picks yp your
chart and looh at it. Ten nurses picked it up, then you sir NI the hollway
waiting for your procedure. Md three orderlies pick it up. Eveyboày 's Zooking

through your chan. Sure there 's a sense of confdennnnality
and anonymity ...
But, at the same time, I5 people looked m my chart [lough]. You kmw? (Eve)
Corinne commented that she would rather have had the abortions in a private doctor's
office instead of a large hospitai, "feeling iike everybody knows why you're there."
The women went to different lengths to ensue that thei. pnvacy was protected.

....m h e n I went for counselling, I would park my car abou four srreets away.
just in case unybody saw my car. (Betsy)

It is quite confidenrial[at the private clinic], but it wus even a big step to park
near the place and walk over, because I was thinking, what if somebody drives
by ond sees me? I know if look like a house. ond you don't k m w what it is,
brrt people do know what it is. Whar if somebody was driMng by, and they see
me go in here and sh@ like thor. That was one of my diflctilties, Z belitwe.
(Iris)
Z had to work the ne= &y &+ter the procedure] ... But Z couldn *tphone in sick.
I didn't want anyone to know what was going on. I felt tem-bleand Z was
bleeding, but rhere was no way I was phoning in sick. Oh, anything to make
everyone think that everything was cool. (Betsy)
M y d4d came to pick me up @om the hospital] ... I told my parents I w m
getting laparoscopy, rhrough the bel& bunon. I mode up this whole srory about
the possibility of endometriosis or some son of thing. and that Z had tu go
through al1 these appointments and do al1 this SM... (Eve)

Multiple appointments can be difficuit to explain if a woman is trying to protect her
privacy. She may feel pressure to explain her whereabouts, particularly if there are

three or four visits. Iris went to the private clinic, but commented on how privacy
would be a concem with the multiple visits required at a hospital:

Like. I think when you go ro the hospital you have to go one day Md they do
some kind of dilcrtion thing ... And then the nexi day you go back, which is kind
of a hassle when you're ttying to keep it a secret, having tu go sonrewhere
twice. (Iris)

The desire for privacy and confidentiality, and the difficulties encountered while
trying to protect one's privacy have been identifiai by the women in this study as
another barrier to access. A woman may be limited to certain options by geographical
location. stage of the pregnancy, age, and cost, only to have privacy becorne an added
concem. Many women in this study remarked that they chose to have an abortion at
the private c h i c because they felt there would be more privacy, but the c h i c is
potentially more visible because it is a fkee-standing facility, and because people are
aware of the building and its purpose. For girls under 18, protecting privacy is even

more difficult.

Access for Minors
The pnvate clhic does not require parental consent to perform abortions on
minors. However, most private physicians who provide abortions, and the hospitals,
do require parental consent. This greatly reduces the options available to young
women, particularly if they live with parents or guardians and wish to keep the
abortion a secret. Heidi was 15 and 17 at the times she had abortions, and found
access to be difficult. She said:
1 would say thefirst time it was quite dincult. Very dincult ... accessing if.

knowing where tu go, doctors, how I'm going to go &out getting there,
parents, you know, worrying about school. 1s the school going to cal1 and say
l'm missing? So many things more to think about [a151 than when you 're 17
and you're able ro drive a car there, you h o w ? You know more [ar I7years
old]. And maybe I know more jutt because 1had un aperience beforehand. It
might have been different if1 on& had one qerience, and it was at 17. 1 think
it depends, but 1think at a very young uge it 's very dincult. (Heidi)

Heidi recalled a visit to her famiy doctor, an appointment her mother arrangeci for her

because Heidi was so sick. Already aware of the fact that she was pregnant, Heidi

If you can imagine going to the doctor's [oflie], knowWIng
what your problem is,
and the doctor [asks], Well, what's wrong?' I jwt broke out crying. fl saidl.
WeZl, I h o w whac's wrong. I'rn just wasring your timjust because I won 't rell
my morher. ' (Heidi)

This doctor helped Heidi protect her privacy by assuring her he would teii her mother
that she was iii from the flu, and that he would be her doctor whether she terminated or
continueci the pregnancy.
For minors, appointments mean missing school. Heidi said, '1 skipped school,

and [the abortion] wasn't a thing that 1 could write a note for and use." Simple thuigs
that most people take for granteci, such as transportation, can prove daunting for a 15

year old. Heidi recalled: " m e took the bus there uaugh], you know what 1 mean?"
Foilowing an abortion, facilities require that someone is able to take the wornan home,

as she may stiU be feeling the effects of the anaesthetic. The bus does not offer much
privacy .

Trying to keep an unplanned pregnancy and an abortion a secret can be dificult
under the best of circumstances. For minors, and anyone living with parents or
guardians, privacy becomes a real concem. Iris was 18 at the time of her abortion, but
found it difficult to protect her privacy in her parents' home:

I think it woulâ be d@kult ah0 if, like me, you have the parental smètness.
ï?tat was really hard ... nying tofigure out when I could go rot- the
appointmentstsl. how to do al1 this
and living at home. Alid W n g your
period for two weeks. Well, my m m wouiü be sure to notice, you know?

sm,

There 's st@ in the garbage. So, 1 was pretty good abou ir, b u t h ' s jusr like
an a&ied pressure, v i n g ro keep it secret from everybody. (Iris)
Access in Rurai Areas - A Case Study
For women who do not live in Winnipeg, access to abortion services is
difficult. I spoke with a woman in a rural town in Manitoba about her daughter's
experience accessing abortion services three years previously. 1'11 cal1 her Jenna.
Jenna was 16 years old when she discovered she was pregnant. When she took the
pregnancy test, Jenna was eight and a half weeks pregnant. At the t h e , she lived with
her rnother and one sibling. Jenna's mother was on social assistance at the tirne, so
finances were tight. Jenna would have to travel to Winnipeg to have an abortion.
Forninately, Jenna's step-father resided in Winnipeg at the tirne, so there was
somewhere to stay. She was able to get an appointment at a hospital about two weeks
later, which was fairly quick. Jenna was very forninate that her mother was supponive
and could give consent for the procedure. Jenna's parmer was also supportive.

There were two mps involved, one week apart, and Jenna's mother found it
difficult to obtain funds from social assistance for travel to Winnipeg. The first trip
was for the pre-abortion counselling. The second trip involved at least one overnight
stay, as the dilation was one day, and the procedure the next. Travel is not
recommended immediately following an abortion, so any women from outside of

Winnipeg can expect a two or three day stay.

Jenna expressed resentrnent to her mother about the barriers to access she
encountered. For the abortion, Jenna was left alone on a stretcher, which she found

Jenna was living in a cornmunity which was not supportive of abortion. She
was quite iu with the pregnancy, and had to take two mps out of town for

appointments, so others at her school found out. Jenna was harassed at school, and
called a 'murderer. ' She ended up leaving the school and now lives in another
province.
This case reveals many of the barriers faced by girls and women living in rural
or northem areas of the province where there is no access to abortion services. Not
only are the services not available, but the dynamics of a smaller cornmunity can make
hiding a pregnancy - and abortion - difficult. Further, many rural communities are
more conservative in their thinking, and this creates added pressure for girls and
women.
Although the nine women interviewed for this study about their abortion
experiences were living in Winnipeg ar the t h e they had the procedure, some
commented on the difficulty accessing abortion faced by girls and women living in
areas. At the t h e of the interview, Gloria was living in a rural cornmunity where
there was no access to abortion services. 1 interviewed her in her community. She

You know, I ofren think if I would have been here fin this communityl, and that
(the pregnuncy] would have happened, where do you go? mere is nowhere to
go. And 1think i f you were like a young womun in this commulummuluty
... and if you
don P have orry @ends in the city. and ifyou don? have any suppo~?,and ifyou

don't have the money or any son of access, you 're SOL. YOUIre stuck becorning
a mother, or you hate a diflcult decision of giving it up for adoption. (Gloria)
Fiona grew up in nuai Manitoba, and commented on how difficult it would have k e n
if she had k e n pregnant while living in her home community. She even considered
whether or not she would have had an abonion in her cornrnunity, if the services were
available.

I'm thinking, men i f 1 was living in
[when I found out I was
pregmnt], would have I have done il there? Nor on your ive. You know every
nurse ... And jm for anonymiry. there 's no way. (Fiona)
Darla and Heidi commented on how difficult it would be if a woman lived in an area
where abortion services were not available.

Especially people who live in a small town. Whar are they going to do? First
they have to come into Winnipeg,jus? for tests and it probably takes a day just
to see a counsellor and to talk ro someone and to make the appoinmenrs. niey
have to corne in [to Winnipegl, and explain their whereabouts and stufllike
that. So I think it musr be really hard. parla)
I live in Winnipeg. ItJsno? Iike I hud a travelling erperience like some of the
people that I met at the clinic ... [ S O M were from another province, men ... In
that respect, I guess I'm lucky where I live ... I don't know what I would have
done at 15. How do I aford a plane ticket? ... It war hard enough jus? to go
a w q m m home. in the same cig] and be dilated, you know? (Heidi)
For Aboriginal women, the barriers may be even more pronounced. Most
reserves are isolated cornmunities, some not even accessible by vehicle year round.

Further, Band Councils control much of the reserve finances. Gloria and Eve both

knew Abonginai women who had sought abonions:

Ifyou 're coming al1 the way downfrom ChFfrd douse ... and you 're eighteen
years oid, and you M e no? very much money, where do you stay when you 're
Rn innnipeipegl? How do you get out there? m e r e do you ger the money to get
your bus ticket? I think, too, for Aboriginal women, especially ifyou're a
womm from the reserve, you 're no? going to get a whole lot of supponfrom

your community. A loi of A b o ~ g i cornmunities
~i
are very much againrt
abortion ... (Gloria)
Well, a lot of [Abonginal women] don 't have tirne ro come d o m here and spend
four weeh Uor appoinîments]. ney have one plane that cornes our and takes
them down here, and it lemes in a day ... And rhat takes money. The reserves
don? have that kind of money, to keep on flining back and furth ... Bfyou ask
?hem to consider]. 'Well. what abou [the pnvate clinic] ... aren 'r you covered
under your treaq, as a Band Indim. aren 't you covered under îhe Rem?' (And
rhey will sayl, 'Well, we b e to go in front of the council, and we have to tell
the council [why we need the money]. ' So it is an issue of a nan've woman in a
reserve having to go in front of her entire reserve and tell them rhat she 's
pregnant and that she wants an abortion, and wants the council to subsidize it
for her so she can ger it in one day. As opposed to going through the freer
system ... [a?] the hospirals. Ir's free, bu$ at rhe same tirne if can take anywhere
from three to four weeks before you acmlly get your abortion, and these people
don 't have the resources to come d o m here that rnany tirnes ... Women up
north, and I'm nor just talking about narive women, Z'm razking abour women up
n m h in general, have this real problem. (Eve)
Access to abonion services for women living in rural and northem areas is
fraught with barriers. Lack of access denies those wornen the freedom to make their

own choices about their reproductive lives. That hospital boards do not permit
abortions being performed in their facilities is reflective of the reluctance to ensure that
hospirals provide abortion services - a sentiment common to anti-abortion, legal and
medicd discourses.
This chapter presented the barriers to access identified by the nine women who
participated in this study. To s u d e , what these women found to be least helpful
were :judgmentai and unsupportive health care personnel; inaccurate and unavailable
information about services; pressure and lack of support from persons close to hem;
cost; waiting periods; the difficulty protecting one's privacy; aml the shame and stigma

attached to abortion. These same difficulties have been reporteci in other research
(Ryan et al., 1994; Bowes, 1990; Sachdev, 1993).

Some women experienced fewer barriers than others. Anna was fortunate to
have pienty of lcnowledge about available information and services, a personal
connection to her provider, a stable, secure relationship, and a brief waiting period.
Despite being vimiaily barrier-fiee, her experience is important to illustrate what can
make access to abortion services easier. Darla's experience of not being able to access

an abortion due to barriers she encountered shows the opposite extreme. Many women
faced with an unplanned pregnancy may not receive accurate information about services
that are available. The views of the other wornen provide a mixture of barriers to
access and services which made the experiences easier. It is important to present both
of these types of findings.

II. Improving Access to Abortion Services in Manitoba

Efforts to improve access
The numerous barriers to abortion services across Canada and in the United
States have prompted the drive to find ways to ensure that women can access safe
abortions. Prior to the legalization of abortion, both in the United States with the
decision in Rue v. Wade, and in Canada with Morgenîaler, Smolling and Scort v. the
Queen, there were efforts by feminist groups to improve women's access to abortion
services. 'Technical barriers" are not as lofty when women "seize the means of
reproduction" and becorne their own providers (Roth cited in Lamanna, 1991:14). One

example of such underground methods was the abortion collective known as "Jane. "

Tired of the danger and deaths resuiting h m illegal abortions, a group of women in
Chicago decided to take access into their own hm&. What began as a counselling and
referrai service in 1969 grew into an "iilegal, floating, feminist, underground abortion
service, nui by women for women* ("Jane," 1990:93). It lasted until 1973. Initiaily,
the doctor hued to perform the service operateci on a fee-for-service basis, but then he
became a salaried employee. This increased the availability of the procedure to lower
income women. Eventually, the unlicemeci doctor was terminateci, and the women of

"Janenperfomed the abortions themselves. What this effort essentiaily succeeded in
doing was to 'demystif'y medical practice" ("Jane," 1990:99).
Another attempt to improve access to reproductive &dom

is the technique of

menstrual extraction. The procedure is done 'most commonly to eliminate the general
nuisance of mensmial flow and to relieve mensmial pain ... It c m also be used to
reduce the ne& for abortionn (Punaett, 1990:101- 102). Udike conventional surgical
abortion, menstnial extraction involves women as active and controlling participants.
A woman does not do the mensrnial extraction herself, but instead relies on a network

of other women in a menstruai extraction group. The procedure is done once a month,
whether or not a pregnancy has occurred, using a syringe or other non-vacuum device.
Other "early abortion-typen procedures - which are performed and controkd by a

physician on a passive woman patient - include endometrial aspiration, preemptive
abortion, menstruai induction, mini-suction, or early uterine evacuation (Punnett,
1990: 103). As Punnett (1990: 102) notes: 'Given the always-tentative legal s t a t u of

abortion in [the U.S.]. it becomes preferable to develop out own technology and health
systems as an alternative to dependence on men (iaw-makers, doctors, priests, etc.) for
access to abortion. "
Without legislation pertaining to abortion in Canada, wrangling occurs on
nurnerous other fronts; in some cases to restrict abortion, and in others to improve
access. Some of the more notonous cases involve provincial decisions to limit the
activity of anti-abortion protesten outside abortion clinics and hospitals providing the
service, Recent incidents of violence in both Canada and the United States have no
doubt prompted such measures. Following the shooting of Dr. Garson Romalis in
Vancouver, the Eritish Columbia government passed the Access to Abortion Services
Act in Septernber, 1995.

The legislation, which essentially set up 'bubble zones"

around clinics, defmed protests outside these facilities as offences. On January 23,
1996 a British Columbia provincial judge mled that the legislation was in violation of
the Charter of Righrs and Freedom, and charges were dismissed against Maurice

Lewis, the first person to be charged under the Act. In August 1994, an Ontario court
ruling ordered protesters to stay 20 metres from abortion clinics and physicians'

offices, and 160 metres from physicians' homes in Toronto, Brantford. Kingston, and
London. The judge making the ruling, Justice George Adams, suggested in a wrinen
statement that such protest activity amounted to a 'public nuisance, " "criminal
harassment," and was in violation of the right to security of the person as guaranteed in
the Chaner of Righrs and Freedom (cited in LeBourdais, 1995:930).

RU 486
The women in this study who accessed abortions in Manitoba had standard
surgical abortions. Another contentious option which would improve women's access
to abortion is the French abortion pill, RU 486, a form of medical (or drug-induced)
abortion. Developed in 1980 by Dr. Etieme-Exnile Baulieu and manufactured by
Hoechst Roussel (and its U.S. subsidiary Roussel-Uclaf), the drug consists of a
synthetic ami-progestin known as mifepristone (taken oraily), in combination with a
prostaglandin (taken orally or by vaginal suppository or injection). Pregnancy requires
progesterone. Mifepristone inhibits the action of the body 's progesterone, wealcening
the lining of the uterus and bringing on menstruation. When taken alone, the drug is

about 80 percent effective in terminating pregoancy within a few days after taking it
(Claire, 1995: 137). Beyond eight weeks gestation, the body's nanird progesterone is
more plentiful, rendering RU 486 ineffective. About two days after taking the antiprogestin, a prostaglandin, which induces uterine contractions, is administered. The
oral dose (Cytotec) has less side effects than the vaginal. When used together, the
rnifepristone (RU 486) and misoprostal (Cytotec) are about 95 percent effective if used
within 49 days of the 1 s t menstrual p e n d (Claire, 1995: 136-37).

To date, the drug is not available in Canada, even for testing purposes. RU 486
is legai in France, England, Sweden and China, with efforts undenvay to legaiize it in
other countries. In 1996, RU 486 was approved for use as an abortifacient in the
United States after several years of testing. Roussel-Uclaf has five criteria which must
be met before the cimg can be marketed in any other country: abortion is legai;

abortion is acceptai by rnedicai, public, and political opinion; a suitable prostaglandin
is available; distribution is strictly controlled; and patients agree to written Mormed
consent, and to surgical abortion if RU 486 fails. As Muilen et al. (1994:64-65) note,
Canada m e t s these criteria: a majority of Canadians are prwhoice; there is no law

restricting abortion; a universal health care system could ensure that distribution is
controlied; and informai consent processes are included in common law. A
prostaglandin which is used to treat ulcers is available in Canada. At present, there is

an impasse as the Canadian govemment awaits application from Roussel-Uclaf, and
Roussel-Uclaf is waiting for assurances from the government that harassrnent and
potential boycotts will not impede distribution (Mullen et al., 1994).
The implications of RU 486 are numerous. Availability of medical abortions

wodd improve both choice and access, especially for women who may be intimidated
by ad-abortion protests and harassrnent outside facilities that perform surgical
abortion. Further, women in rural settings and other locales which do not have
approved facilities wiil have greater access. However, "the new medical technology ...
will increase access only if the numbers and geographic distribution of providers are
expanded..." (Harvey, Bechan, Castle, and Coeytaux, 19% :2O3). M e , in theory ,

a medical abortion could be adrninistered by general practitioners, doctors with less
experience in gynaecology may wish to refer rather than take the risk of error (Claire,
1995:139)

As Mullen et al. (199464) claim: "[A]ttempts by the anti-abortionists to frame
the issue as one of medicaiized genocide have been largely ignored by the media, and

supplanted by emphasis on RU 486 as a rnatter of women's choice, scientific freedom

and justice." Despite the fact that one of the purposes of RU 486 is as an abortifacient,
other uses of the drug include treatment of breast and other cancers, AIDS,
endometriosis, Cushing's Syndrome, and brain nimours (Mullen et al., l994:66).
Moreover, though the impact of such measures is debatable, Mullen et al. (1994)
suggest that potential boycotts could threaten the political and economic structure of the
country, particularly because there is still strong opposition to abortion in areas with
largely agricultural-based economies.
As with other efforts to improve access, the future of RU 486 is dependent on a
host of legal, political and social factors. The conditions imposed by Roussel-Uclaf
which require that public opinion support the distribution of the drug in a given country
speaks to the power of public discourses in relation to access to abortion services. In
fact, 'the importance of media in fiaming public understanding and opinion may prove

a key element in the evolution of public and political will to make RU 486 available in
Canada" (Mullen et al., 1994:66). Like surgical abortion, RU 486 has a place in moral
discourse; the French Minister of Health and Social Welfare declared the drug "the

moral property of women" (cited in Lam~nna,1991).
Although RU 486 is not presently available,lS there are alternative rneasures
king explored in Canada and elsewhere. A combination of the drugs methotrexate

(which has k e n approved for use to treat cancer) and misoprostai (which has been

physician has admitted to iilegai use of RU 486. See "Toronto
doctor admits illegai RU 486 use, " Vancouver Sun, 30 May, 1994.
lSA Toronto

approved for use to treat gastrointestinal ulcers) has been tested in the United States
and in Canada. The dmgs are widely available in Canada, but approval for their use as

an abortifacient has not been granted. Methotrexate was fnst used as an abortifacient
in Brazil in 1952 (Thiersch cited in Claire, 1995: 136). Other uses include the
treatment of intact tubal pregnancies, some malignancies, leukemias, rheumatoid
anhntis and psoriasis (Claire, 1995:136). A Vancouver physician has admitted to
prescribing the drugs as an abortifacient ('Safer abortions,* Winnipeg Free Press, 5
March, 1995). Unlike RU 486, which on its own can terminate a pregnancy within a
few days of administration, methotrexate works slowly. The dnig interferes with DNA
synthesis, repair, and cellular replication thus preventing foetal cell development.
Taken alone, methotrexate can take three to four weeks for bleeding to begin, whereas
in combination with vaginal misoprostal, it is 95 percent effective at tednating a
pregnancy in a shorter penod of time (Claire, 1995:137).
The women in this study were asked how they felt about RU 486. Some
women were not clear on the nature of the drug, and thought it referred to emergency
contraception, or the 'rnorning after pill.' Fiona and Iris offered reasons why this
method would be something they would consider:
I think a lot of [women] work in denial, or they wait for the nert period, 'Oh, I
musr have just missed one, ' right? m e y might rhink], 'Maybe I shouïd check
this out, because I can do this itsy bitsy pi21 thing. or I c m go through this

whole other expenence [surgical aborrion] which sounds p r e q horrible'. .. For
me, I would have chosen the dnig method because] I wouldn't hmte hod to wait.
I could have done it immediately ... But] I guess they have to be careful how
they regulate il. (Fiona)

That would be a good way to do it more privately. Like Z suid, 1 wm
uncornfortable in the waïting room, especially. I guess that would be a good
way, as long as if's safe. (Iris)
Concem for the safety of a medical, hg-induced abortion was cornmon. The
history behind use and misuse of contraception and new reproductive technologies

invites caution. Most of the women commented on the need for testing and regulation
of such drugs.

The on& hope that I have is thar it is tested. I'm hoping that women don't use it
as a fom of birth cumol, but ifthey doJind themelves doing thut, t h they
are lucky enough not to have arry terrible side geets or anything tem-ble
happening to them physicully in the furure. (Gloria)
Another problem Z have is the policiçs of binh cowol in general. Who's
making them, who's making monq offof them, where are they dism*bm*ng
them, who's taking them, who's testing thon? So, Ifind that women are caught
in this catch-22 where, in order to have reproduaiw nghts, they have to
surrender themselves to transnah*onalcorporatiom Md big money
phannaceutical companies thot are destroying the eanh arui destroying other
people. I mean, look what they did when the pill came out and they took it to
Brazil ... we use it as the morning afrr pi11 now. Doesn 't thai say something ?
We're caughr in this son of rock and a hard phce where you w m to take it ...
I mean [look at/ thefernule condom. Here we are, the one thing t h men do to
prevent pregnuncy, SïDs and HIV. the condom, [and] they tum it around and
make it number 37irernfor wmnen to use. So, philosophcaZly, Ifind women in
this sort of bind where they wam their reproductive righrs und they want the
reproductive choices, but whose making the binh control? Where are they
sending it ? Where are they distributing it ? Who is making the rnoney ? Who is
testing it ? (Eve)
Well, I 'mfor RU 4861, Z guess. Zt 's a person 's decision. You know, as long as
it 's not really denimental to somebodj ... I don 't know what kind of research
hm been done on it. And what are the gects, years Mer, of it? vit's a new
drug. I guess it would just be another method [of abomrtron]
... (Heidi)
The availability of RU 486 or any other prostaglandin method of abortion would
wt eliminate the need for surgicai abortion. Medical abortions are ody effective up to

approximiitely seven or eight weeks gestation (49 to 56 days after the beginning of the

1 s t menstrual p e n d ) . Many women do not know that they are pregnant until this rime
or later. Further, in the event that a medical abonion fails, a surgical abortion would
need to be done because it is not known what, if any, long tem effects the dmgs may
have on the foetus. Darla wondered about the feasibility of RU 486:
I agree t h rhe abonion pi11 should be legalized here. I rhink, of course, it
won 't be for years and there 'II be heavy resmktion and debate ... It 's hard to
use anyway becaure you have to h o w before you 're seven or eighr weeks, and
most women don 't know unhl they 're seven or eight weeks ... (Darla)

For women who fmd out they are pregnant earlier on, and do not wish to wait until
eight weeks for a swgical abortion, RU 486 may be beneficial. The procedure is less
invasive than surgery, there is no anaesthetic, no risk of injury to the uterus or cervix,
and recovery is usually faster. For some women, a medicd abortion offers them more

control over their own bodies and the process of tenninating a pregnancy (Claire,
1995). Concem over side effects and regulation aside, some women prefer a surgical

abortion to a medical one because ofien the products of conception are expelled at
home during a drug-induced abortion, and this can be traumatic. As well, pain and
crarnping from the uterine contractions may last longer and be more intense. Further,
this procedure still requires medical supervision, and several visits to a doctor's office,
leaving abortion in the hands of the medical profession.

CHAPTER SEVEN: Stigma and Silence
Abortion is chosen and therefore tends to carry a stigma. (Davies cited in
Timpson, 1996:78 1)
One of the most sniking themes in this snidy is the silence and stigma
surroundhg abortion. Peterman (1996:6) States that: 'Regardless of the secrecy of
abonion in individual women's lives, abortion today is a very public phenornenon and
the rneaning of abonion is highly contested. " Ironically, abortion is 'public' in
dominant discourses but rernains a shamefid secret for many women. This silence only
M e r stigmatizes abortion. The challenge to create new discourses which allow
women to defme abortion for themselves is hampered by the stigma. As Weedon

(1997:107) notes: "[Iln order to have a social effect, a discourse must at least be in
circulation." This may be one of the most significant bamers for women as it operates
to keep women silent about their expenences which, in mm, perpetuates other
discourses.
The social stigma placed on abortion is an important factor in a woman's
decision to share that experience and who she shares it with. With an issue so
contentious as abortion, even sharing one's personal opinion can be threatening.
Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann (1974)explored the formation of public opinion on
controversial issues. Noelle-Neumann refers to the "spiral of silence* and suggests
that:

.... [Plublic opinion arises from an interaction of individuals with their social

environment ... by assessing the distribution of opinions for and against ber]
ideas, but above al1 by evaluating the strength (comm.itments),the urgency , and
the chances of success of certain proposais and viewpoints. (Noelle-Neumann,
1974: 4344)

The 'spiral of silence" makes women afi=aidthat someone may fiad out about the
abortion. The masures taken to protect one's privacy are examples of the power of
stigma. Betsy spoke of the "hyper vigilance" she felt about the word "abortion," and
her fear that someow may think she had one:

At the back of this maga&ze,I was looking through it and I saw this [anicle].
It s q s something and [then] it says 'abortr'on' with a big question mark. I saw
it and I didh 't w m arryone on the treadmi1l.s behind me to see I war reading
this. I took it and Iflipped it over su they wouldn 't see the word 'abortion. ' I
staned tu read it and I thought, somebody saw it, so I cun't read this whole
articley so I'm just going t o m [the pages] like it doesn't mem anything to me.
(Betsy)

Many of the women in this study referred to the stigma surrounding abortion.
Betsy felt it when she was calling for idonnation.

It's such a t h subject, I guess. No one w ~ t to
s talk &out it. They don 't
want to admit it even exists. In their eyes it's juît. 'go somavhere else. ' (Betsy)
1 meun men I'd admit thar there 's stigma ... I 've got hangups about how I'm,
perceived. You know what I'm swing? (Anna)
Thar was one of my uncornfortable moments. was juîr walking in there [tu the
clinic], nnt because of who was inside, but who would see me walking in there.

Because it 's O stigm of some type. (Iris)
Darla felt stigmatized by her family doctor when she went to see him after fmding out
she was pregnant.

I think what bothers me ar well with thut whole thing [is]1think [the doctor]
Ioaked at me as a 19 year old girl who was being foolish and stupid. flfelt that
he] real& w m e d to say, 'Oh no. Nor again.' And I really think that kind of
atCtatCtîude
is whar made him appear that way ami say those things Md do those
things. And that ream bothers me. (Dada)

Women facing an unplanned pregnancy may feel stigmatized on many fronts.
Look or words of judgrnent can be one way, but simply the fear of judgement can

silence women about their experiences.

The message that abonion is wrong cornes across stronger than [the message
thafl it's okay. And I think, even tu@, 1 wouldn 't go around and tell some of
myfie& t h 1 had one, just because of judgement reasons. I don 't believe it
really &es me the fulZ person who I was, Dut] I think something like that is
S Mjudged in t o m 's society. (Heidi)
Despite personal relatiomhips, people often hold very strong opinions about abortion.
As Heidi said:
And even though someone c m be a really goodfnend of yours, there 's a
limitation because you CM 't reully share this qerience, because of fem of
where the person stands ... and how they may judge you. (Heidi)

The fear of judgement is closely related to what abortion represents. There is
an assumption that women who have abortions are promiscuous, or that they are

irresponsible. The women themselves held similar judgements about other women who
have abortions.

I think about [rhe three pregruzncies] und feel, I'm not that kind of girl, I'm not
that type of girl. I don 't go off and get p r e g m ... Z think, rny God. I've had
three pregnancies already d e r the age of 21, you know? IfI heard of
someone eke doing thor. whar wouki 1think about them? ... I wos an honour
roll type of person, never got into trouble, never did drugs, anything like t h . I
guess 1 Look on that rype of promiscuoics person going around gem'ng pregnant
using abonion as binh control ... (Corinne)
With stigmatized behaviour, there is a separation between 'us' and 'them.' Corinne's

statement, 'I'm not that kind of girl" illustrates this. After her abortion, Fiona said
that she felt 'I'm one of them now." The women in this study were very aware of the

stigma attached to abortion, and their fear of discovery and reluctance to tak about
abortion are comected to a fear of isolation. As Noelle-Neumann (1974:44) States:
Voichg the opposite opinion. or acting in public accordingly, incurs the danger
of isolation. In other words, public opinion can be descnbed as the dominating
opinion which compels cornpliance of attitude and behaviour in that it threatens
the dissenting individual with isolation.
Although abortion itself is stigmatized, women who have had more than one abortion
face added stigma.

Multiple Abortions
There is Little research which explores the experiences of women who have had
repeat abortions. What is available is usually statistical in nature. Millar, Wadhera

and Henshaw (1997) explored repeat abortions in Ontario between 1975 and 1993. For
that period, 20 percent of women who had obtained abortions had at least one previous
abortion. There were variations among different age groups. In 1993, the 'repeat rate'
was four times the fust-abortion rate for ages 15 to 19. In other age groups, the repeat
rate was two to three times. From their fmdings, the authors discovered that women
who have had an abonion are more likely to have another, as compared to women who
have never had an abonion are to have a fust (Millar et al., 1997). In Manitoba
hospitals in 1995, one-third of the abortions were performed on women who had
previously had an abortion (Statistics Canada, 1997). These figures illustrate that
repeat abortions are not that uncommon. yet they do not suggest that these women are
using abortion as their form of contraception.

.... m e w if any women are long-term users of abortion as a primary method of
birth control. A fecund, sexuaily active woman relying only on abortion would
need to have 35 abortions during her lifetime if she waated no children. (Millar
et al., 1997:23)
Heidi cornmenteci on this assurnption.
1think a lot ofpeople see it as being an easy access to coniracepton. ItJsno?
comciotis& thot I was thinking when I was having s a that. 'Hq,if1 gel
pregnant, 1'11 jurt have an clbortion. ' (Heidi)

Three women in this study had more than one abortion. Corinne had two, Eve had
three, and Heidi had two. They are conscious of the stigma.

Not thut m ~ people
y
know t h I've been pregnant four tintes ... [Hlang more
than one abortr'on is a pretty prevalent thing here. Iî makes it very ditficuit
when you have more than one. People look at you very differently. (Eve)
Eve has personally felt the stigma attacheci to multiple abortions. She is very aware of

the reactions of others, and is carefûi about what she tells others.

I'm noî embarrassed to tell people thnr I've had an abonion, but I'm certain&
embamassed to tell them I've had three. Telling them I've had an abortion is
not a big deal. (Eve)
This screening process speaks to the depth of the stigma aromd multiple abortions.

This stigma made the second and third abortions much more difficult for Eve. She was
afraid of what others would think, so she did not tell anyone about them. Her current

partner does not know she bas had three abortions and four pregnancies. There is the
silence associated with the fear, but also the self-blame from internalizing the stigma:

Nobody knew. I didn'î know whuî to do. There was just no way that I was
telling arrybody. And IpuZZed it 08.To this drry on& [my parmer at the tirne]
and I know thnt one. I wasn 't Mive to the outside reactz'ons of the resî of
society ifyou want to putit. I wasn't dwnb. I knew?Brst one alrighî. Evert
people who are against [izbortion] could men find some forgiving in thefirst
one, but the second one? Nooo, definite& not, definitely nor. So there was jus?
no reason why a second one shouid happen, arui IpwUsh myself on that too.

Therepsno reason why the second one should have happened. And even fhe
third one, I punish rnyself even more. because here I wos three rimes. You
should've seen me by the fourth one. (Eve)
Heidi had two abortions, and is also aware of the stigma.

Yeah. there is a lm of stigm, and not on& the fact of one abommon,but there is
more stigma ifyou t e hud nvo or three. I don? think people can really
understand what a woman goes through. Okay, su she should huve leamed
afrer the first tirne. But I don? think they realize ail the other things thar a
w o m n goes fhrough [when she] huppens to gel pregnant a second tirne and still
M e s that decision. (Heidi)
The stigma attached to abortion, particularly for multiple abortions, is closely
tied to sexual behaviour. SexuaIity is very complex, as are interpersonal relationships.
The reasons for an individual's sexual behaviour and contraceptive practices Vary. It is

naive to believe that education on sexuality and contraception will automatically
translate into action. Despite the increase in cases of sexually transrnitted infections
and H N M D S , people continue to engage in sexual activity without using protection.

Negotiating contraception is complicated. Alcohol may be involved, or coercion, and
even force. Low self-esteem and fear of rejection may also be factors. Further,
contraceptive methods fail, even when used correctly . Corinne, Eve and Heidi
revealed some of these complexities, and each woman W e d about why they had more
than one pregnancy. Corinne's situation was unique in that she wanted to be pregnant,

but had the abortion out of fear and pressure. She did want to get pregnant the second
and third times, engaging in 'contraceptive roulette' (Currie, 1988) as her partner did

not want a pregnancy. However, her reasons for wanting to become pregnant again
become more complex:

I guess, when I got pregnant one year later, I thought, here's my retribution,
here's where I can renew rnyself. How deja vu can it be, why I have to have
this baby ... And then when I got pregnant a few months laîer [mer the second
abonion], I was using condoms that I thought would break or did break on us
before. The condom situation war uruolty up to me anyway ...so, I just used
that condom and it broke and there I was. (Corinne)
Although her parmer told her he did not want her to get pregnant, he did not want to
use condoms. As she said, the 'situation' was up to her. She still felt the need for
'retribution' at the time of the interview:
I do speczjically want tu have kidr with him ... probably for retribution. There's
other guys out there and stuff, and I know that, but I don 't wunt to get pregnant
by any of them, just him ... I want tu make up for w h a I did. [figure if1 have
three, or two [children] or whatever, I could muke up for what I did. Like when
I got pregnant exact& a year later, 'Oh, I con make up for what I did. ' And
when I got pregnant on& a fav months afrer the second [abortion], 'Oh, I can
make up for what I did. ' (Corinne)
Heidi, too, felt that she did not reaily arrive at a decision and had the abortions out of
pressure. However, she did not express a conscious desire to become pregnant the
second tirne.

I sort of felt gui@ that it had happened again ... I had this feeling thar I would
get pregnant again, and have this child. I think subconsciously, that was the
reason why I didn 't take care of myself, protection wise. Because
subconsciousZy I son of wanted to be pregnanr again. (Heidi)
Like Corinne, Heidi now believes that these experiences kept her in relationships with
the partner she was with at the tirne of the abortions:

I think afrer [the first abonion] I had this feeling that, I don 't think it was a
thing of wanting îo be pregnant, but it was a feeling of wanting to make up for
[the aboltion] ... I think the reason I stayed for the other year was just this
feeling that one day I would have this child that I didn 't have ... I still think
thotJswhat made me cling to these relutionships for so long, when rhey should
have ended ... If1huà a good understanding of this 'replacement' thing that I
had going on in my head, of whar t h was, I don? think I would hove gotten
pregnant the second tim. (Heidi)

Eve's four pregnancies were with the same partner also. She did not Say anything
about a conscious or unconscious desire to be pregnant again, but did not use
protection with her partner. She said that 'it aidn't matter" to her that they would
have intercourse without protection:
For some reusun there was this stupid block in my heuû. I don'? know. I guess
that 's something for psychology, but for some reason it did not m e r . But I
knew I war pregmnt. I knew I was pregnant even before I took a test. (Eve)

Eve is now in a happy relationship and feels differently about contraception since those
experiences. When discussing pregnancy with her current partner, she said: "1 told

him if 1 ever get pregnant, 1 have to have it." 1 asked her what caused her to arrive at
that decision. She replied:

Thefourth one. And I can't explain why and I can't explain how, me doing al1
the things Z do. that's jus? my own rule now. I just c m S tdo it onymore. So I
said to him, 'You better be damn car- ifyou're no? ready to have a kid
because [laugh]. I'll huve to keep it!' I couldn't do it again. 1 could not do it
again. Four times between the ages of 19 and 23 or 24 is just enough. (Eve)
Other women in the study did not have more than one abortion, but had some
views on multiple abortions:

My motherssbig argument, or other pro-üfe activists, their big argument is if
it 's legal people are going to abuse it. And you 're going to hate these girls that
are going out and gening five or six aborhrhons
and uring it as a binh control
method. Well. if's a hard enough decision already. I don 't think people are
going through it for thejoy of it. @aria)

You know. you're supposed to leanifrom your m'stakes. Ifyou haven't got it by
the fourth tirne' what's wrong wirh you? 1s it, are you a sucker fur punishment,
do you Iike this? ... Wbopi GoIdberg har had six. I read her story. She di& k
understand, she didn't huve my education at this rime. She war 13, 14, 15.
So, I mean, t h ' s a linle di#èrents but stiZls 'You like this procedure, or what ?'
... I"'sj h y because 1don 't understand this myself. but I've ulways thought of.
if sonteone tuld me they 've had five abom*ons.I would have [thoughr], 'Are you
ever an idiot. ' One mistake, fine. Maybe men two. maybe, but five ? You 've

got to be stupid. Bur yer, in my eyes it was okay for one. Which is silb ...
(Betsy)
Betsy views her own unplanned pregnancy as a 'mistake,' and feels some ambivalence
about multiple abortions. When she went for post-abortion counselling, Betsy was
p reemptive:

/The counrellor] said to me, 'When did you have your abonion?' - I'd sought
counselling probablj two or three months after rhe abortion - and I said 'Well. I
had it in June. ' She said, 'Wow, t h wusn 't îoo long ago. You 're already
here. ' and I said, 'Well, l've on& had thar one. ' She didn 't ask me fif 1I d
more than one abortionl. but I felt the need to clariify, so I jwnped right in
there. It made me feel better. (Betsy)
The myths and assumptions about abortions are deeply ingrained in the psyches
of many people. To some degree, it may be a form of 'othering .' By insisting that

T m not one of îhem,' a person can create some distance from the very stigma which
bears weight on their own circumstances. As Gibbons (1986) suggests: 'Attributhg
responsibility to stigmatized persons for their condition helps to distance the observer
from those persons and fkom the stigma itself." Gibbons identifies three factors
cornmon to the general experience of stigma. The first is moralizy, the idea that
stigmatized persons are held morally accountable for their condition. Second is

isolation. The silence and secrecy, as well as segregation make interactions with others
dificult. Third, is ambivalence. This characterizes the attitudes held by
nonstigmatized persons toward those who are stigmatized, but also "the attitudes of
some stigmatized persons who have intemalized societal opinion of their own stigma
and others who have it" (Gibbons, 1986:143).

Guilt and Self-blame

So pervasive is the beiief that conscientious women can avoid unintendeci
pregnancies that the experience of failed contraception often [results] in selfblarne. (Ryan et al., 1994:162)
For some of the women, the social stigma toward abortion was intenialized.
Many of the women reported feeling shame and embarrassrnent at the unplanned
pregnancy. Self-blame was a common reaction to faiied contraception, and to lack of

use.

It takes two. I have no control over that pan of my biology acept for taking
these dnigs which aren 't men one M r e d percent @ecncrzve.I mean. this
tem'ble blaming nmtality. That has got to be one of the hardest things to get
rid of inside yourself, I think. (Fiona)
Anna recailed feeling "silly" when faced with an unplanned pregnancy at 30 (despite
taking oral contraception) because, 'Everyow else 1 know did this when they were

Eve commentai on her feelings after the second, ihird and founh pregnancies:

Actti~lty.the fwny thing is, now that I'm thinking about it, the same thing
applied, ernbamassmenî and things like t h . I didn 't tell anybody about that
one. (Eve)
For] the one that I miscam'ed ... I got p r e g m again und I thought, 'Oh my
God, I c m 't believe it. ' One of thefirst things that went through rny mind was
embarrassrnent ... I was embamai~sed.I felt very stupid and irresponsible.
me)

Well, Mer I beat rnyself up mughl. flfelt' lemMe. Tem'ble. You know, for
the longest time before and Mer thut happened I felt üke the biggest loser, that
if1 couldn't have children then Z deserved t h , becouse thnr was just my fault
und I was the stupides?person. (Eve)

Eve's self-blarne and feelings of guilt included feeling that she 'deserved" it, if she

could not have children in the future. Corinne and Betsy both felt pain during the
abortion procedure and commented that they 'deserved' to feel pain:
That was for the laminana tent, the neu tirne. And I had that, and thut was jw
But men though it w u jus? awjiîl, I w m relieved that there was pain
involved, because I felt it shouldn 't be pain free. At leart physically fi! felt] I
should have tu s@er ... And of course the guilt, you feel like, 'Oh I deserve this
and so much more. It should be like this. ' (Corinne)

m.

And then flfelt] the pain, and then I thought I deserve this pain. 'Don't give
me anymore gus, ' I said. 1deserve this pain. ' So, yeah, I said t h tu [the
y
gas. ' And she knew why. She knew
nursel, I said, 'Don't give me ~ n more
wiry. @-Y)

This self-blaming mentality suggests that these women were intemalizing anti-abortion
discourses, and feeling the weight of the stigma.
Women may feel that an abortion wiii free them from the stigma of an
unplanned pregnancy, oniy to be stigrnatized by having an abortion (Sachdev,
199394). The shame of an unp1anned pregnancy c m be tramferrecl to the abortion

experience, or the feelings may be conflated. Although most women feel some sense
of relief, and many women feel a multitude of emotions, some women feel guilt. The

guilt can stem fkom many different places, and does not mean that a woman regrets the

decision. For Heidi, she described feeling 'happy' wallcing out of the first abortion.

Iris found that she was not thinking about the abortion very much. For these women,
however, there was some guilt:

Month b e r or years later, 1I this guilt of a c ~ ~ lbeing
i y happy about it. I
guess it wasn 't a guilt of feeling happy about it, b u it was a guilt of not feeling
gui@. 1 think t h d s the best way to put it. (Heidi)

Afer that week I staned feeling kind of guilty because I thought that I should be
thinking about if men more than I was. Z w m ' t thinking d o u t if rhat much.
and I thoughr, this isn 't guod. I clid this major thing in my life and I'm not even
really thinking about it. I wm feeling very gui@ about not thinking enough
about the baby and things like thor. (Iris)
These feelings reflect the social expectations around abortion, and the associated
stigma. This same feeling was identifid by a counseiior in London, England who
said: "A number of women have said to me that they feel guilty about not feeling guilty

after deciding to have an abortion" (Butcher cited in Claire, 1995:19-20). Others felt
guilt for other reasons:

I thoughr I had mode the nght chuice und I started questioning it, staned
feeling gui@. Everywhere you go you see and hear propagMda d o u t it.
(Fiona)
I don 't think of myself as an overly emotioml person, b u you becorne one. I
mean. there 's things I've thought t h Z never would have thought. When I
found out thut I had to have a cyst removedfrom my ovary and I haà cervical
dysplaria, and I I to go for surgeTy 1 thought, 'Oh good. This is whut I
deserve. ' Z reully felt like I deserved jail tim or something. I felr like I needed
some f o m of punishment ... Ife& gui& I thoughr, 'Something so amuzing just
huppened to me, becoming p r e g m . Some people would die for this
opportunig and here I'm going, get rid of it. ' That really bothered me. (Betsy)

I felt so guilty thor I was liiappy with the third pregnancyl, imtead of feeling
thut hunultuous feeling [ t h Zfelz with the Prst WO], I was so excited. Why
di& 't I feel that way with the other ones? Zfelt guilf towards them, but [the
comellor] said you have to look at all three dijkrently because fhey were al1
different times t h q were three m e n t pregnancies, they weren 't two abonions
and a miseam-age ... (Corinne)
Corinne did not want to terminate the pregnancies, particularly the second (which was

a miscarriage) and the third. She felt that she did not have control over the decisionmaking process. Her guilt and 'neeù to replace' stem from this ambivalence. For

Corinne, there was some guilt, as she did not want to have the abortions, but for the
second pregnancy, she questions the decision-making process :

I feel gui@ about the first one and I feel gui@ thar I didn'tfeel enough flipflopping and changing my mind for rhe second one. There were condoms t h I
knav broke eady and I did happen to use those more a f t r the second
pregnancy. I wanted to [get pregnant' but 1di& 't wmt to be af fault for it.
(Corinne)
This 'contraceptive roulette' is in fact a form of decision-making itself (Currie, 1988).

Taking responsibility for a pregnancy, especiaIiy in a relationship where the parmer
may w t wish to become a parent, is risky. Some women would rather leave the

'decision' about pregnancy up to 'fate.' This contributed to the ambivalence felt by
Corinne when faced with the pregoancies .
Although some of the women in this study expressed feelings of guilt about the
unplanneci pregnancies and the abortions, Darla talked about feeling guilt and selfblame about the services and doctors she consulted.

There was a lot of guilt. J w t thinking that I should have gone to onother doctor
and I should have gone to [the pro-choice clinic] sooner, and I shoukü hme
gotten N i f o ~ * o.n.. I still have a lot of guilt about thot. I think, being kind of
Mive and kind of invincible. @aria)
According to Eve, part of the stigma results from the fact that abortions are not

At least have it on Medicare. I thiBk righf away the stigma wouU go. There
would be no stigma. I think t h women would be more mare. People would
be more m e . It would be an 'out there' kind of issue, or just not even an
issue -ore!
You h o w , like, normalire the situation. Mnke it pan of üfe

and lets on move on. (Eve)

For some of the women in this study, facing the stigma and keeping their
experiences a secret were the most dficult. As Eve suggested, funding abortions in
the private clinic might 'wmialize' abortions, and take away the stigma. Betsy and
Heidi felt uncornfortable with the idea of paying for the abortion.

purtner] saki, 'Well, CM it be on
Visa? And Fe] just felt just hom*ble.
Paying for this. Then she said, 'niere's a 15 dollar surcharge is that okay ?'
m ' s like, "Oh my G d , a 15 dollar surcharge. Just take rny Visa already. '
JUS take it ulready and shut up, okay? (Betsy)
It was jus? like, men when you pay for the abortion, you're paying in front of
al1 the 0 t h people that are in the room wîth you. It's jwt such a cold feeling

... (Heidi)

In order to take away some of the stigma surrounding abortion, there needs to be an
understanding of women's own experiences as well as granting the procedure more
legitimacy by funding clinic abortions. Talking about their secrets provided these

women with an opportunity to aileviate some of the stigma.

Talking About Abortion
For most of the wornen in this study, taiking about their experiences was a

relief. The stigma and silence force many women to keep these experiences a secret. 1
asked the women how they felt when talking about abortion. Betsy said:

It 's legal. It's a legal procedure, and there's so much hush hush about it.
Nune of my f-ly
knows. My brotherfowid out by accident. He was Zooking
for a pen in my draver and he just welcomed himerfin my drawer and I had a
'How to deal W h abomrRon
' book ... He saki, Y happened to find fhis ' ond I
said, 'Well, I'm a linle careless I guess. ' He said, 'Do you want to tell me why
you're reclding this?' and I broke out into tears and 1 said, 'Because it 's
something I did. ' Telling more people Md tolking about it makes you almost
feel more relmred and more at ease with it ... Z think one day I actually told

someone nt wonk and I couldn 't believe I told them. I was j u s so casual about
it. I said, I'm so sick of hiding it. Ths is something I did, if's un taperience I
went through. I think I'm benerfor it. I'm s m g e r unyhow, Md I said, 'YOU
kmw, I had an aborn'on, ' and [she said], 'mm-hm, so? You don 't have tu
jusnfu it. ' (Betsy)
For Fiona, talking about her experience is becoming easier, and helps to take away the
guilt. Taking about the abortioos helps Corinne to gain nome perspective, to reflect:

Thar's what blows my mind. It's h d - h h . More and more, I don't care. I
think it helps me &al with it and I don 'tfeel th& guilt, thut shroud of 'You 're
molor you 've done the sin of sins. ' It 's good to tdk about it. (Fiona)
raiking about it] makes you think about it more. I don't think a atty goes by
thut I don't. It &es you unalyze more and put your feelings more inro
perspective, anà Zay it out better instead of a jumble of thoughrs artci &ed
feelings. (Corinne)

The stigma and silence of a b o h can make the experience of seeking abortion
information and services much more difficult than for other procedures. 1 chose to
present this theme 1st because the stigma attached to abortion underscores how these

women feel about their abortion experiences and it is an overarching barrier to access.
In fact, the stigma and silence is the most signifiant barrier encountered by the women

in this study.

CHAPTER EIGHT: Discussion and Conclusions
A major premise of this study has k e n that women are the experts of their own

lives. and they define their experiences themselves. Women's stories have been
silenced by dominant discourses and the stigma attached to abortion. In this study,
women shared their experiences of accessing abonion services in Manitoba. This
chapter discusses the women's experiences compared to the dominant discourses, the
expansion of a subversive discourse, strategies for change, strengths and limitations of
the study, and conclusions.
Although eight of the nine women obtained one or more abortions, their
accounts reveal that access is neither unencumbered nor easy. How a woman feels
about her abonion experience is directly affected by the information, services, and
support that she may or may not receive. Lack of accurate information, lack of support
from partners, fi-iends and family members, pressure from others, bamers due to being
a minor, waiting periods, financiai concem. attitudes of health care personnel, and the
difficulty maintainhg privacy are the main barriers to access that were encountered by
the women in this study. Al1 of these factors influenced how women interpret the
experience of abortion, the barriers they encountered, and the stigma and silence
imposed on them - the central themes that guide these analyses.

In order for women's experiences to be privileged, their own defitions and
meanings need to be explored. Dominant discourses have defined abortion with little

regard for the experiences of the women who have them. The women in this study
reflected some of the dominant discourses in their own words. As Weedon (1997)

suggests, dominant ways of thinking exist before we acquire language. Nonetheless,
the women in this snidy defmed abortion as a personal choice which should not be
hindered by legal, medical, or moral (anti-abortion) barriers. Severai of the women in
this study felt that abortion should be defmed as a medicai procedure, and would be
'nomalized' if clinic abonions were funded by Medicare. Ryan et al. (1994:205)
found, too, that the women and practitioners viewed abortion 'as a medical procedure
rather than a criminal or moral concern. *
The support from partners, family and fnends (or lack thereof) is an important

element for these wornen. in fact, less tangible factors such as the support and
attitudes of others had more of an effect than systemic barriers on how each wornan
viewed her experience afterward.
Throughout the interviews, the women expressed the desire to have others
understand the abortion expenence from the perspective of women who have had (or
tried to access) abortions. They felt that politicians, the media, doctors, anti-abortion
advocates, and the rest of society need to understand that women themselves must
define the abortion experience for thernselves.
The women in this snidy identified numerous barriers to accessing abortion

services in Manitoba. The dominant discourses of medicine, law and morality
contribute to and sustain these barriers, as does the stigma. The experience of seeking

an abortion is a difficult process, and negotiating access c m create added stress for
women. 'Choice' is a complex concept. Women may have the legai (albeit negative)
right to choose to terminate their pregnancies, but their choices are often limited by the

systemic barriers outlined in this and other studies, and by the pressure from and
attitudes of persons they consult through the process.
The wornen in this study spoke loud and clear about the stigma and silence
attached to abortion. Feelings of guilt and self-blame were sometimes intedized by
these women, and made the experiences much more difficult. The women felt better
participating in this study and talking about their experiences. This project is one
opportunity for some women to break the silence that so often characterizes abortion.
Ryan et ai. (1994) fouod that the separation of abortion from other forms of
health care has contributed to the stigma women experience, and provides little or no
incentive to policy and health care providers to create high quality, comprehensive,
women-centred reproductive health care. Medical discourse can - but often does not

-

assist in removing some of the stigma from abortion by recognizing it as a Iegitimate,
funded medical procedure. Abortion is one of many fertility control strategies used by
women, and must be accepted as a fundamentai aspect of women's heaith care.

Cornparhg the Discourses
One of the objectives of this research was to determine if the dominant
discourses of law, medicine and morality reflected the needs and concerns of women
seeking abortions. Chapters One and Two outlined the way these discourses have
constructed abortion. For the women in this study, the dominant discourses are not
congruent with their own experiences and understandings of those experiences. The
essentialist assumptions of those discourses do not account for the experiences of

individual women. Each wornan's story is unique, though they do share common
experiences.
Al1 of the women in this snidy identified themelves as pro-choice. To this
extent, their words reflect pro-choice discourse. These women believe that abonion is

an individual woman's choice. While there were occasional feelings of ambivalence
about the experience of seeking abortion services, and the abortions themselves, these
women feel that abortion should be accessible to women as part of their reproductive
health services. Dominant discourses often equate 'pro-choice' with 'ami-motherhood. '
For these women, this is not the case. Most of the women expressed a desire to pursue
motherhood, or already have done so, and nearly al1 of them found the abortion
decision to be a difficult one to have to make. There were severaI areas where the
dominant discourses do not support access to abortion services.
Criminal legal discourses currently do not deprive women of abortion services,
as there is currently no law in Canada. The solvent abuse case in Manitoba, which
went to the Supreme Court of Canada in 1997, upheld the notion that the foetus does
not possess rights. However, there is no law which guarantees safe, funded access to
abonion services for Canadian women. The void left by the removal of restrictions on
abonion from the Criminal Code allows competing discourses to define abortion. This
leaves access in a precarious position. For example, the Health Services Amendment
A a in Manitoba was passed to restrict funding of abortions to hospital facilities only.

This legislation denies many women access to abortions at the province's fiee-standing

chic.

It is not always obvious how discourses create and sustain baniers to access,

particularly when there are no legal restrictions placed on access to abortion. Several
women in this snidy commented bat abortion is 'legal,' and for that reason it should be
accessible to women. This speaks to the influence of legal discourses on social
attitudes; that is, the idea that if a practice is legal, it should be socially accepted.
Medical discourses somewhat reflect the needs of women seeking abortions.
The Canadian Medical Association's position is that abortion should be accessible to al1
women. Some hospital boards have granted approval to have the procedure performed
in their facilities and abortions are funded in those hospitals. This helps to make

abortion accessible. At the same tirne, abortion is not accessible to al1 women.
Medical discounes operate in concert with legal and moral discourses, and access is
sporadic and centralized in Manitoba.
The medical profession currently retauis control over abortion. Defining
abortion as a medical procedure does make it more accessible, but control is not with
the women who have them. The lack of drug-induced abortions means that abortion
remains a surgical procedure. While dmg-induced abortions would still be under
medical supervision, they would grant women more control over the process.
Moral discourses, such as those espoused by anti-abonion advocates. do not
reflect the needs and concerm of women seeking abortions. Some of the women in this
smdy reflect the internalization of these discourses, and they are at the root of the guilt
and self-blame women may feel after having an abortion. Women should not have to

feel any shame for seeking an abortion. The women in this study expressed their wish
to have the stigma removed from abortion - to have it ' n o d i z e d . '

The women in this study do not priviiege the foetus. Anti-abortion discourses
have denied the presence and agency of women, and focused on the foetus and foetal
rights instead. Women in other studies have also rejected the anti-abortion position

(Ryan et ai., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990). For the women in this study,
abortion is a personal, moral decision in their own lives, but not moraiiy wrong as amiabortion advocates suggest. While some women expressed ambivalence about
abortion, and there were feelings of loss and sadness, none of the women in this study
regretted having the abortions. These experiences have been integrated into their lives.

The harassment, threats and violence against abortion providers in the name of
religion do not reflect the needs and interests of wornen seeking abortions. The women
in this study were steadfastly opposed to attempts by protesters to impose their views

and d e f ~ t i o n of
s abortion on othen. Further, the language used by ami-abonion
advocates did not reflect the views of these women, and in some cases angered them.
These women were offended that anti-abortion discourses (and others) clairn to
understand the abonion experience.
There is an assumption in anti-abortion rhetoric that abortion is traumatic for al1
women. None of the women in this study define their experiences as 'traumatic,'

though Corinne's abortions were both painful and she was admitted to the hospital with
complications. She did not want to have the abortions, but did so under pressure, and
this contributed to her feelings about those experiences. Despite the abortions being

'awful' for Corinne, she remains steadfastly pro-choice, and does not view abortion
negatively. Ryan et al. (1994:198) found:
The women with whom we spoke demonstrated that there is nothing inherently
traumatic about abortion, however, every step of the process of accessing
abortion services can be made traumatic by judgemental, or undermining
treatment by others, including abortion providers.

In this study, negative feelings following an abonion were more the result of coercion,
pressure, or lack of support from others rather than persona1 feelings roward abortion.
The rnyths about abortion need to be exposed and debunked. Assumptions

about abortion and the women who have thern only reinforce the stigma and silence
women feel. Women need to be able to 'be honest' about their lives, as Anna said.
What the women in this study have done is to share their experiences of
accessing abortion services, and their understandings of those expenences. Throughout
the previous three chapters, the women talked about negotiating access to abortion

services and some of the dominant constructions of abortion were reflected in what
these women had to say. However, an important distinction has been made. The
dominant discursive constructions do not privilege the womeo who have abonions.

These discourses rely on totalizing, essentialist notions of 'women' and 'women's
expenence.' The unique expenences shared by these nine women resisr (and subvert)
those dominant constructions. They are individual constructions by women who have
lived the experiences. At the nsk of suggesting a 'hierarchy of tmths,' the women's
constructions of their experiences refiect borh their experiential subjectivity and that

which is discursively constructed - their understandings of those experiences - unlike
the dominant discourses. This research shows that these dominant discourses both

create and sustain numerous barriers to access. As such, these discourses impact on
both the experiences of the women, and their understandings of those experiences.
As the women in this snidy revealed, the dominant discourses of law, medicine
and moraiity fail to reflect their needs and concerns with respect to accessing abortion
services. Further, those discourses are not uniform in their constructions. As Weedon
(1997: 135) suggests, '[il t is the conflict between competing discourses which creates
the possibility for new ways of thinking and new forms of subjectivity ." In this study ,
the experiences of these women, and their understandings of them, further point out

conflicts and contradictions in the way the dominant discourses frame abortion. The
'space' that is created between the dominant constructions of abortion and the women's
own experiences is a form of resistance (Weedon, 1997: 109). In sharing their own
experiences, these women are expanding the discourse of persona1 experiences of
abortion.

Expanding the Discourse
Reverse discourse enables the subjected [subverted] subject of a discourse to
speak in her own right. (Weedon, 1997: 106)
Feminist poststructuralism offers a theoretical framework which examines
discourse as a form of power. Dominant discourses struggle to assign meaning to a
particular phenornenon, and the struggle shifts over tirne. Abortion has been defmed in
legal, medical and moral (anti-abonion) discourses with little regard to the experiences
of the women who have abortions. Access to abortion is contingent on a host of
factors, particularly the power of law, medicine and moraiity . 1 felt that it was

important to explore how these discourses have defined abortion to illustrate the ways
they create and sustain barriers to access. The voices of women who have accessed (or
attempted to access) abortion services are rarely heard. This study provided an
opportunity for the creation of a subversive discourse - their own. At times, the
dominant discourses were reflected in the words of the women in this smdy . This was
to be expected. We are not immune to the power of these discourses. Subjectivities
are the effects of discourses (Weedon, 1997). Moreover, the exposure of these
discourses and their anempts to defme women's expenences for them offers a point of
resistance. As Foucault (1978: 101) suggests, discourse transrnits and reinforces
power, "but it also undermines it and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it
possible to thwart it. "
Weedon (1997) suggests that resistance and change at the individual level is the
beginning of the creation of reverse (subversive) discourse. How much 'change' is

achieved depends on the 'wider context of social interests" (Weedon, 1997: 108).
Ferninist poststnicniralist theory privileges women's active resistance to the power of
patriarchy and its social construction (Gavey, 1989). Resistance to dominant
discourses often takes "brave actions" (Weedon, 1997:log), and the way the women in

this study spoke out about their experiences is very brave. The stigma and silence
attached to abortion may be the most signifiant barriers to overcome in resisting
dominant discourses.
The purpose of this research was to explore the expenence of seeking an
abortion in Manitoba. There has been little opportuIiity for women who have sought or

had abortions to speak up and d e h e those experiences. As well as providing these
women with a forum to express their views, 1 hoped that participating in the research
woutd assist them in other, more personal ways. I asked each woman why she wanted

to participate in the study. Some of the women said that they felt better taiking about
their experiences:

Well, it feels good ... to have it acknowledged. It's not a secret [anymore].
Someone 's saying, 'Hey. this exists. If you 've had one come talk to me. I want
ro share your experience. ' And it feels good knowing I can talk about it ... Day
to aày I don? talk about it, and I try not to think about it m o much. It 's not
some remHe sensitive thing where I'm going to break out in tears. I was like
that. I'rn not anymore, I've come to a different level of M i n g with it. It 's
good to talk about it. It feels good knowWIngthat I cary around this big secret
and somebody else knows about it. (Betsy)
It feels better to talk about it. Like I said befoe, we should have a voice
instead of eveqone else who has no idea whar's going on. And it's kind of a
purging thing. and not being judged. When you talk about it to yourfnends
and they j u s want to console you ... you want to Say, 'I'm not looking to be
consoled anymore. ' (Corinne)
I think it 's helping me deal with it when I talk about it ... Maybe it 's selfihly
just to moke myselffel bener ... if nothing else heZping someone else, you

know? (Fiona)

The silence and stigma attached to abortion make it dificult to talk about it.
All of the women in this snidy were very aware of the stigma. For Anna, she wanted
people to know that women in their thirties who are married are sornetimes faced with
the same decisions as younger, single wornen, and that abortions - women taking
control of their own reproduction - are 'everyday occurrences.'

I thoughf, 'Well, you're doing some r e m good work. ' I don 't really feel like I
need to tell a story or anything, so if's not therapeuticfor me to talk about it,
but i f s something I don 't mind sharing ... Even I feel a sense [that] it would be
great if we could ail just be honesr about our lives ... (Anna)

Not only did these women feel better tallcing about their experiences of accessing
abortion services for this study, but they wanted to share their experiences with others.

This desire to expand their own discourses is another step toward subverting dominant
constructions of abortion. Heidi and Eve b o t . spoke of choosing to participate in this
research to educate others about abortion. Darla, too, stiu upset by the fact that she
was not given accurate information when she was seeking an abortion, hoped that her

participation would help .

Anything that cm educme women, anything that can give them informuion.
And giving thm humon element to a situatttuatton that is so technical ... (Eve)
I think t h ' s one of the reusons why Ifigured, 'Okay,I'lL go to this srudy just
for education puposes ' ... I feel, in society. that there's a lot of diflculry
taking about the subject. People still need to be informed and that information
needs to be out there. Not thut I w m e d to come here and share my experience
or whatever, if was more $0 give inform~t~~on
to other people. And i f it helps in
some way then hopefully the system will change Uor] minors accessing it, and
people geographcaZ&. I hope in some way that this will educate others in
society to open their min& a linle bit to what the fopic is about. Not what they
think, but personal experiences. (Heidi)

Well, be$ore, Z think ir didn 't really bother me. I think because I was so busy
after I decided to continue with the pregnancy. BU a f t r a couple of yean, I
sat down and thought about al1 these things and al1 these discrepancies. I
remembered back and tried to piece together moments in tinte and remembered
the doctor saying this to me, cind it just made me really m.It still &es me
angv ... I think it [the ad for the study] just sort of sounded like me ... I
thoughr well, maybe s o m gooù c m come out of it. I thought I wasn 't going to
@amWcipate].I just kind of skipped over [the ad] unM I saw 'men if you did not
&me an abortrrtronII
' (Dada)
Iris said that she felt good helping out with the research, and that she, too, had
something to offer by sharing her experience.
I felt thut I w u well-infonned, bu Z'm sure there's a lot of people who oren %
and there's people who have gone through bad experiences with trying tojînd

information, or having the procedure. [I]might as well help out wiih what I
thought was good for me. (Iris)
The nine women who participated in this research shared their deeply personai
experiences of seeking an abortion. Through their words, they defked their
experiences for themselves and shared their meanings. they broke through some of the

silence and stigma, and told what it was like for them to go through the process of
accessing information and services. In their wisdom, they offered insights into their
own experiences, and suggestions to improve access to abortion services in Manitoba.

Strategis for Change
The nine women in this study leamed a great deal from their experiences and
are indeed the experts of those experiences. They cannot speak for al1 women who
have sought abortion services in Manitoba, but they were able to offer suggestions for
improving access.

I think doctors could be, regardless of what their religious or whar their beliefs
are, I think [my doctor] should have gone through some things with me. You
know, [he could have said], 'Well, okay, I know this is a big shock, but these
are your options. These are rhe things you can do. Think about ail of them.
This is whar happens with this one. ' [He could have given me] a booklet of
some son and just [said], 'Read this on your own tirne, [mkme] any quesriom. '
Thar should have been [done]... He should have assessed more what my idem
were on how ro hundle the situation, and not let me listen to this heartbeat.
(Betsy)
I wish t h we would have maybe two or three clinics. Even two or three more
women 's health clinics so thar infomtion is more readily mailable ...
mhere's more access even thaî way ... @ d a )

I don? want to say promotion or advenising, but there neeàs to be some meam
for women to get the information ... m h e t h e r i f s adr or, I don 't know ... So
many women fimliy get to [a pro-choice] ciinic a
m being dicked around ...

bu^ there *sgot to be some better way for women, out of the @O-choice]

movement, ro fSnd o u . (Anna)
And the gnter-net now, too. niere's always thut option. Yeah, 1 would Oook
for informution rhere]. If nght now, [another u n p h e d pregnancy/ happened

to me, I'd probabty put it into the net. 'Abonion services'. .. Because when you
think about it, that 's a great anonymous way to find out something, you don 't
have to talk to anyone. (Fiona)

A common suggestion was to extend bealth care funding to the pnvate clinic:

Put them [izbortr'ons]on Medicare. merepsno reason why [the pn'vate clinic]
should be churging. The on@r e m they 're churging is their overhead is su
high. They 've got stn@ to do ... they have fo keep going ... [Some people sq],
'Look at this, they 'rejust mak»g money offof abombns. ' I highly doubt thut,
and if rhey just put it on Medicare [it would be easier] ... (Eve)

Z think i f [the pnvate clinic] was fwided, 1 don 't think we 'd need more rhun one
clinic, because more people would go [to the private clinic] ... Ir wouldn 't be
such a long waiting time. (Darla)
It 's the same procedure that's being done at the hn'vute clinic] as Lat the
hospital]. They are just doctors as well ar the doctors Lat hospitals]. I f that 's
rhe case, rhen I think both places should be paid for. And I think you should
have the choice, as to where you want to go. I don 't rhink the government
should be ntaking that choice for you then. (Heidi)

fl would like to see] therapeuhc abomrBons
... covered under Medicare, men in
private clinics, like they should be. (Gloria)
The nine women interviewed for this study al1 sought abonions in Winnipeg.
However, some were aware of the situation in rural and northem areas of the province
and commented on how access could be improved:
1 think probably [access could be improved] geographically. I mean, I think

basically in Manitoba it 'sjust Winnipeg that people can go to [have an
abonion] ... Geographically, it was okoy for me, bur I think in other simutions
flor rural women] it couM really create a problem, especial2yfinancially.
(Heidi)

If it was mandatory, if the provincial government passed some sort of legislution
saying that every corn muni^ tha h a a Iarge general hospital, like for example,

Dauphin. I wouldn'î expect small comunities like Ste. Rose or McCreary, or
GrandMav that have small hospitals, but, you know, larger towns like Dauphin,
or Brandon, or Thompson, or F'lin Flon ... [shouM do] abornmons,or [emure
thM abom-omare allowed. And thar they hire those people to work in those
facilires, to make sure they are pro-choice and to make sure they are going to
be supponive. (Gloria)
.... flflyou put it in Brandon, îhen whur about Thompson? Whot abour Lynn
Lake? I don 't know how expensive it is. I don 't know what the hospitals are
like out there. I f there's hospiîals out there, yes they should be doing them at
the hospitalÎ ... because it 's a medical procedure. (Corinne)
Change begins with ideas. I asked the women who they would take their ideas

to . Gloria, Iris, Fiona and Daxla said they would talk to a Minister of Health.

I guess maybe the Healrh Minister. And I would just remind him about [the]
need for mral women [to have access], und mral women have different issues
from v b a n women in regurds to this. like transponution. the luck of an income,
or the lack of rnoney to access this. (Gloria)

I guess probably some son of Minister of Heuith. Firsî, 1'11 say who I'd talk to.
those people at that homble [anti-abomrrron]
clinic flaugh]. I don 't think they
realize how they 're not helping the situation. So that 's probably whar I'd jusr
say fto rhem] ... But, the fundng .... [Abom'on] h m îo be more accessible ... or
just fdistn'butingl propaganda or something, or just the knowledge, get it out
there to people. We don 't want to advocare it, but jurt so it's there and the
option's there, and people aren't waiting [to access these services] ... Ir gets
more danger ou^, I'm sure, as you ger farther along [in a pregnancyl.. . (Fiona)
Probaoly the Minister of Health for the province, and for the federal
government. Just to kind of compare the province's access ... There 's on& one
other province that doesn 't have a funded @rivate] clinic. I just don 't reali'y
understand the logic there. (Darla)
These women felt that access might be improved if they could convince the Minister of

Health to consider the need for funding, and to provide access across the province.
Betsy did not have any comments about improving access, but said that she would talk

to someone in the private clhic about the counselling process, which still bothers her.

Heidi said that she would talk to aoother woman faced with an unplanned pregnancy

and provide her with information and resources that she knows about now. When
asked who she would like to tdk to, Eve did not have any one person in mind:
My issue wouldn't be with anybody in a higher standing. My issue wouldn 't be
with someboe who is considered able to change the way things are. I'm a very
down-up person. I think that change cornes from down as opposed to up, su if I
hod five minutes to gather a million women in a room /T'dl tell them, you know ?
Educate them. Quickty in f»re minutes, let thern know what has to be done.
what 's going on, what can be done. I'm a big believer in powerfrorn the
b o m up, norfrom the top down. So my five minutes would have me be wîth
just women. Trying to get as many women as I cm to change it [access] ... I
think that il's the people who are doing it or living it, I think they have the
power and they have the will to change it better than anyone else. (Eve)

Empowering women, those most affected by access (or lack of) to abortion services,
would do more to change the situation for Eve.
Corinne's response captures her desire to have women's discourses and
experiences acknowledged, rather tha. king defmed by others:

I'm so tired though of hearing abour abornoonfrom a medical standpoint and
tired of hearing about îzbortrrtrons
fiom a pro-life standpoint, and (the idea thal]
it 's such a dirîy word. I'd just like to put it out in the open. I guess I would
~]~
talk to the media ... I feel avful about [the fact that I've had the a b o m ' o ~ ~and
I didn 't have to do ir, bu? I don 'tfeel as though I should have fo keep it a
secret. I'd probuMy taik to. I donit know, Ted Koppel. What would I say ?
Someone listen to us imtead of everyone else ... Pro-Lzyers medical, political,
government, al1 that kinà of smff. Doctors that pevorm them. When is fhe last
tinte a doctor had one, you know? (Corinne)
A potential strategy for expanding this subversive discourse is to identie and

form alliances with persons and groups in the community who are committed to
improving access to abortion. From a policy perspective, physicians and others in the
health care profession who support access can advocate for change. Pro-choice legal

advocates could also assist in improving access. Sharing these women's expenences
with organizations committed to access, such as the Canadian Abortion Rights Action

League, would increase lobbying power and help to m e r expand this subversive
discourse. Most irnportantiy, at a grassroots level, the words of these women (and
others who share their experiences) should be shared with women who wish to help
other women (pro-choice couosellors, service providers, and feiîow advocates).
The stigma surrounding abortion and the standpoints of other dominant
discourses have overshadowed the experiences of the women who have had (or aied to
obtalli) an abortion. Corinne stated that she felt 'awful' having to keep her abortions a
secret. Other women in this study expressed simiiar sentiments. The stigma attached
to

abortion makes it very difficult for women to ralk about those experiences, and that

silence is perpetuated by other discourses. The women in this study hoped that this
research would inforrn others about their experiences accessing abortion services in
Manitoba, and what steps can be taken to initiate change.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study

It is important to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this research. Perhaps
one of the strongest points is that the voices of the women are given priority . This was
possible through the use of qualitative research methods. The de@ of the interviews
for this study provides a more rounded understanding of women's experiences
accessing abortion services than a w e y . Surveys are usehl to capture a larger, albeit
surface, picnue of a particular elrperience. Satisfaction w e y s which ask clients to

evaluate the service they received do provide important information with respect to
service delivery, but nuances such as those expressed by the women in this and other

qualitative studies are minimal. In order to assess what is needed to improve access to
abortion services in Manitoba, the voices and stories of women were needed. Despite
the small sample of women in this study, they offer detailed, informative accounts of
their experiences.
The sample size in this snidy is small and very limited in generalizability. The

scope of this research and the dificulty in sampling has conaibuted to this. The
generalizability of these fmdings are also limited by the process of self-selection.
Attempts were made to attract a broad cross-section of women in Manitoba, but a selfselected, non-probability sample does not permit one to choose participants.
The voices of women from different ethnic backgrounds, particularly Aboriginal
women, are missing from this study. Their experiences would have greatly enhanced
the research. Some Aboriginal women may feel differently about abortion for personai
and/or cultural reasons, and the feminist perspective which informs this study rnay not
reflect their own views (as may be the case with many women). Advertisements were
posted at several Aboriginal women's agencies and student centres, and a presentation
was done at one agency, but with no response. Immigrant women's experiences are
also missing, and would have illurninated the unique barriers faced by women from
other counmes, and the cultural and linguistic challenges faced in a new country, but
no immigrant women responded to advertisements for this study. The expenences of
women of different abilities are also absent from this study.
Another limitation is the fact that al1 of the women who participated in this

study have some post-secondary education. At the t h e of their abortions, most of the

women had completed some post-secondary education, and as a result, these woman
may have had more resources and skills at their disposal when seeking information and
abortion services.
It was more difficult than anticipated to sample women who had travelled from
rural and northern Manitoba to Winnipeg for the procedure. Two sets of ads were
airned at this group of women. When there was no response with the fust ad
(Appendix C), a second was circulated, in which the heading was changed from
"volunteers needed" to 'access to abortion" (Appendix D). Women who responded to
the original ad in the fall/winter 1996/97 (Appendix B) noted that the word "abortion"
in the heading was what caught their attention (one agency in northem Manitoba agreed

to post the original ad for two weeks on the condition that the bold heading with the
word 'abortion" be removed). Extra effon went into posting the advertisements at
university residences which house students from outside the city of Winnipeg.
Identioing women who had to travel from mal or nonhern Manitoba may be more
difficult as many of these women rnay still reside in their home communities.
My own views on abortion have influenced this research. 1 am pro-choice and
this was a significant factor in my decision to pursue this study. This is an issue that 1

have felt strongly about for quite some tirne. Research done by humans will invariably
have some degree of bias, stated or otherwise. in keeping with a ferninist qualitative
methodology, 1 did not hide my views fkom the women who participated in this study.
1 engaged in focused conversations with the women, but listened to their experiences as

they wished them to be told. They are the experts of their own lives. Their views

occasionally encouraged me to further reexamine my own feelings about abonion.
Funher , I have a greater understanding of the complexities of unplanned pregnancies
and the process of negotiating access to abortion services in Manitoba. 1 will do what I

cm to share the women's views with others.
Notwithstanding the limitations of this snidy, the experiences of the women
interviewed provide both common and diverse expenences of accessing abortion
services in Manitoba. Both the free-standing c h i c and public hospital experiences are
reflected in these interviews. One woman was a minor and high school student when
she sought abortion services. Three women had undergone more than one abortion

procedure. Three women had experienced a miscarriage as well as having one or more
abortions. Six women were living with parents at the time they sought abortion
services. One woman attempted to access an abortion, but continued with the
pregnancy after facing numerous barriers. The support from partners, family mernbers
and friends were varied and had a significant impact on each woman's experience.

This study is unique for several reasons. To date, it is the fust qualitative study
in Manitoba to explore women's expenences in accessing abortion services. Their

views on abonion and the services they encountered offer valuable information on how
access can be improved in the province. Studies which have explored barriers to
access (Ryan et al., 1994; Bowes, 1990) have conducted their research in a climate
where there are criminal restrictions placed on abortion - one of the most obvious
barriers. By exploring access at a tirne when abortion is not illegal, more insidious
(yet powerfbl) barriers ernerge.

Most of the barriers identifieci by the women in this study have been identified
in other studîes (Petexman, 1996; Ryan et al., 1994; Sachdev, 1993; Bowes, 1990), but

the lack of information and the proliferation of misinformation about abortion and
abortion services are sipniIicant baniers which need more attention. This study
explores this a r a in-depth. Further, the stigma and silence attached to abortion have
k e n explored to a degree in other studies, but this theme was so pronounceci in the
interviews that I felt it warranteci lengthy discussion. This may be the most underaclmowledged barrier to accessing abortion services. It can be argued that the stigma
surroundhg abortion underscores most, if not all, of the other barriers. Other studies
have explored the experiences of women who have had multiple abortions, but rarely as
indepth as this study. The complex issues of sexuality and relationships are very

closely tied to the women's reproductive decision-making. As weli, despite the srnall
sample size, the experiences and backgrounds of the women in this study were quite
diverse.
Future research into women's experiences accessing abortion services should
explore the views of Aboriginal women and women of colour. Further, in-depth
interviews with women living in areas where there is no access to abortion would prove
invaluable. Research in provinces where these issues have not b e n explored is also
needed. Rince Edward Island has no facüity which performs abortions, so women

must leave the island for the procedure. Interviews with providers and other health

care personnel in Manitoba would reveal how the dominant discourses operate from

their perspective. Revealing how these discourses operate, in many contexts, is
another step toward chailenging their power.

Conclusions
The hearrfelt honesty and opemess of the women who agreed to be interviewed
for this study provide insights hto experiences that are rarely talked about. As the title
of this study suggests, dominant discourses have been 'subverting women' by not
privileging their experiences of accessing abortion services in Manitoba. Also, the
women in this study c m be 'subverting women' in that they challenge dominant
constnictions of abortion which do not reflect the reaiities of their own lives.
How does rhis research contribute to social change? Sharing the experiences of
the women who participated is one step toward removing the silence and stigma which
clouds this issue, and is a way of sharing with other women who may not have much
opportunity to discuss these deeply personal experiences. Further, this research offers
alternative perspectives to the dominant discourses - a subversive discourse. New ways
of understanding the abortion experience have been revealed, h m the experts
thernselves. These stories are an asset to the Literature on women's experiences
accessing abortion services.
This research can facilitate social change in other ways. Dispelling the myths

and assumptions about abortion helps diffise their power. Accurate information on
abortion services should be made available to girls and women. Schools should ensure

that guidance counsellors and family life classes educate students on safer sex. birth
control, and options that are available in the event of an unplanned pregnancy.
Medical and nursing students should be educated about the abortion procedure.
Ryan et ai. (1994:205) state that optional training M e r stigrnatizes abortion as
'immoral' for those who choose not to provide them. No physician can be forced to
perform the procedure, but the training should be incorporated into the cumculurn.
be educated and sensitized to the circumstances of
Health care p e r s o ~ e should
l

women seeking abortions, regardless of their beliefs and personal opinions. Further, if

an individual is personally unable to assist a client seeking abortion services, then an
adequate referral and information process should be utilized. Too often women
encounter health care personnel who fail to offer this information because of their
personal opposition to abortion, or lack of awareness about the client's needs. What
happened to Darla should not happen to others.
Safety measures for providers need to be ensured. Harassrnent, threats and
violence against providers may deter some physicians frorn providing abortion services.
Particularly while the procedure remains a surgical one, doctors should be given
incentives to provide this necessary service.
Abonion should be a publicly funded procedure, regardless of the facility, and
should be available to women in rural and northem areas. Safely administered medical
abortions should be available to women with early pregnancies. These measures will
decrease the waiting p e n d for abortions, help to malce the procedure more accessible
to women, and n o d i z e abortion.

Most imporiantly, society needs to begin to understand that wornen will
continue to define their own reproductive lives. Worldwide, an estimated 20 million
women nsk their lives, and about eighty thousand die annually from illegal, unsafe
abortions ('Unsafe," 1998). Abortion will continue to be used to control fertility here
and around the world, and measures need to be in place to ensure that the procedure is
d e , legal, and accessible. Perhaps, as Eve suggested, change cm occur from the
bottom up. While we can hope that politicians, clergy, and the medical profession will
begin to shift their thinking, women themselves can share their own views without

shame, and expand the discourse. in doing so, more voices emerge to challenge the
assumptions and discourses of others who c l a h to 'speak' for this goup of women.
As Weedon (1997: 168) notes, "power is invested in and exercised through [those] who

speak. "
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ABORTION STUDY
Are you a woman who has sought abomon services in Manitoba in the last
8 years? There has been little research which explores women's
experiences in order to determine how access can be improved. 1 am a
graduate student researchQ access to abonion in Manitoba. If you would
like more information or you would like to participate, please cal1 (phone
number). All conversations are confidentid.

Are you a woman who had to travel from mral or northem MB to Wpg. to
access abonion services since 1988? Female grad student at UofM would
like to hear about your experience for Master's thesis. Confidentid (phone
number) .

M e o u a woman cvho has socight
abortion services in Manitoba
in the last 8 years?

a gracluate sniclent researching
the topic of access to abortion in hlaniroba
and woulcl like to hear yocir stop*.
1 am

Despite the lack of legislation regarding abomon in this c o u n q ,
there are many bamers that women encounter because access is
not universal. Also, there has been very little research on abortion
which has focused on the voices and experiences of women.

If you have tried to access abortion seMces in Manitoba and
underwent the procedure, or even if you did not, your experiences
wiU be very valuable in detennining what Manitoba women feel is
needed to improve access. If you should choose to participate,
your anonymity and coniidentiality is guaranteed. This project has
been given approval by the Department of Sociology Ethical
Review Cornmittee, University of Manitoba.
If you would like to find out more information about the project or
you think you might be interested in sharing your experience,
and ask for Brenda.
please give me a c a l l at: (204)
Any and all conversations are codidential.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
A graduate student at the University of Manitoba
would like to talk to women who trwelled out of
t o m to obtain c m abortion in Manitoba sometime in
the last 9 years.
Your participation will provide information on
women's experiences accessing abortion, and
feedback on s e ~ c e in
s the province.

If you are interested in pmticipating or would like
more information, please cal1 (204)
in
Winnipeg, or leave a message and 1 cm return
your cal1 if you wish. 1am willing to trmel to your
community to speak with you.
A Il conversations are completely conficiential. Yow anonevm
is gtinruplteed and will be protected at all stages.

This project has been granted ethical approval by the Department of
Sociology Ethical Review Cornmittee, University of Manitoba.

Access to Abortion
Are you a woman who had to travel from rural or
northern ~ a n i t o b to
a Winnipeg to obtain an abortion
in the last 9 years? A female graduate student in
Sociology would like to hear your story.

Your participation will provide information on
women's experiences accessing abortion, and feedback
on services in the province.
-

If you are interested in participating or would like
Please leave a
more information, cal1
message if I am not available, and I will return your
cal1 as soon as possible.
@AI1conversations are cornpletely confinential. Yotir anonymity
is gtraranteed and will be protected ar al1 stageso

This project has been granted ethical approval by the Department of
Sociology Ethical Review Committee, University of Manitoba.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Department of Sociology

CONSENT FORM
Subverting Women:

Access to Abortion Seroices in Manitoba

1,
, agree to participate in the
research pro ject "Subverting Women: Access to Abort ion
Services in Manitoba." I have read the attached information
sheet on this study. 1 understand that in agreeing to
participate, my interview will be audiotaped, and that once
transcribed by the researcher, the tapes will be destroyed.
I understand that, if 1 wish, 1 will be provided with a copy
of the transcript for review and to make any alterations to
that record. Any information provided by me will be kept in
strict confidence.

1 understand that 1 am free to refuse to answer any
questions 1 do not wish to answer. f agree to participate
in this study voluntarily and may withdraw participation at
any time should 1 wish to do so.
1 understand that any information provided by me may be
included in the report and that it will be presented in such
fashion that neither my identity nor those of persons 1
mention can be identified. 1 understand that information
provided by me will be reported in the researcher's Master
of Arts thesis, in partial fulfillment of the requirements
of a Master of Arts degree, and possibly in other scholarly
publications.

Please check the appropriate responses:
1 wish to receive a copy of the transcript for review
1 do not wish to receive a copy of the transcript for
review
[]
[]

[]
[]

1 wish to receive a copy of the final report
1 do not wish to receive a copy of the final report

Date

Participant 's
Signature

Date

Researcher 's
Signature

-

--

-

-

-

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Department of Sociology

Subverting Women: Access to Abortion Services in Manitoba

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study.
The purpose of this research is to explore the experiences
of women in Manitoba who have attempted to access abortion
services. Little attention bas been paid to the voices of
women themselves and their suggestions to improve access.
Your participation will provide valuable information about
access in Manitoba. The interview will be approximately 1-2
hours in length, and with your permission will be
audiotaped. Throughout the study, your identity and those
of any perçons you mention in the interview or questionnaire
will never appear in print to protect your confidentiality.
You are free to refuse to answer any questions you do not
wish to answer, and to withdraw from the study at any time.
The interviews will be transcribed by myself and the tapes
will be destroyed once transcription is complete. You will
be assigned a code which will ensure your anonymity and
confidentiality. The results of this study are to be
reported in a Master's thesis, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a Master of Arts degree.
This study has been approved by the Department of Sociology
Ethical Review Cornmittee, University of Manitoba. Any
questions or comments about ethical procedures should be
directed to the Head of the Department of Sociology at 4749260.
If you have any questions feel free to contact myself or my
advisor, Dr. Karen Grant.

Thank you again!
Researcher
Brenda Comaskey

Thesis Advisor
Karen Grant

APPENDIX F

INTERVIEW GUIDE
GENERAL BACKGROUND
Can you tell me about your family background (where you grew
up, family members/siblings)?
What was your family like
ethnicity/religiosity?
Can you tell me about yourself and your current family
situation (age/ethnicity/religiosity)?
How about your educational background/employment or economic
situation?
How long have you lived in Winnipeg?
Can you tell me a little bit about your contraceptive
history?
Can you tell me about your reproductive history (previous
pregnancies, chi ldren, etc. ) ?

-

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Thinking back to that pregnancy (go through each one if more
than one - keep track) , please tell me what you were
thinking and feeling?
How old were you at the tirne? Were you living in Winnipeg?
Family situation/economic/
What was going on in your life at the time?
How did you arrive at your decision?

(Probes)
What were your circumstances when you first discovered you
were pregnant?
What was your initial reaction? The reaction of those around
you?
What options did you consider?
How did you feel about abortion at the time? Why? (if
politically involved - what led to that involvement?)
Did you know abortion was legal?
Who was the first person or where was the first place you
went for information? Why?
How was the decision-making process for you?
Were there other perçons involved in the decision-making
process?
How did others around you feel about the decision?
What advice, if any, did your doctor or other health
professional offer you?
What factors contributed to your decision?

What information did you seek to help make your decision?
Were you satisfied with your decision? With the input of
others?

ACCESSING ABORTION SERVICES
Thinking back to the time you attempted to access abortion
services, what was that like for you? What is your general
feeling toward that experience?
(Probes)
Was information readily available to you?
How did you know who to contact or where to go?
did you seek counselling or were you
Services consulted
asked to attend?
What types of facilities did you consult?
What was the reception like at the places you contacted or
the people you talked to?
What did you find most helpful in accessing information?

-

The Abortion Experience: (note: if a woman attempted to
access services but did not go through with the procedure,
these questions will be omitted)
How did you feel in the period between the time you decided
to terminate the pregnancy and the actual procedure?
How far along in your pregnancy were you at the time of your
appointment?
Did you have to wait long before getting an appointment?
Can you describe the hospital or clinic environment?
What were the reasons you chose the facility that you did?
Did you feel you had enough information before you had the
procedure?
Can you tell me about the nurses/provider/other staff and
how they made you feel?
What was the experience like for you?
How did you feel afterward?
Did you have a post-abortion check-up? How was that for you?
What services and/or persons did you find most helpful?
What services and/or persons did you find least helpful?
Was it easy for you to obtain an abortion (cost, location,
etc. ) ?
Would you make the same decision or go the same route again?
What would you do differently the next time around and why?
Did this experience affect you in any particular way? If so,
how? (views on abortion, experience of motherhood,
relationships, etc.)

IMPROVZNG ACCESS TO ABORTION SERVICES IN MANITOBA
Views on Barriers:

Do you think that it is fairly easy or difficult to obtain
an abortion in Manitoba?
What do you think makes it easy or difficult for a woman to
obtain an abortion?
How do you feel about public debates around abortion?
(delays, repeat visits, violence against providers, travel,
costs, RU 4 8 6 ) ?
Suggestions to Improve Access in Manitoba:
Do you feel access in Manitoba needs improvement? Why?
In what ways do you think access in Manitoba could be
improved?
In what ways do you think Manitoba has good access?
How about Canada?
I f you could have 5 minutes to talk to someone about access
to abortion in Manitoba, who would that person be, and what
would you say?

Kan you tell me why you wanted to participate in this
study?
*May 1 contact you if I have any questzons or things that
need clarification?
*How do you feel about the questions asked today?
*-y
other questions you think 1 should be asking?

Department of Sociology
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